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MINISTERS PRAISE SHERIFF REEVES
Joint Program
Rev. Martin Luther King will
tie the principal speaker at a
joint public program at Metro-
politer' Baptist church, April 19,
soonsoreel by Alpha Phi Alpha,
Kappa Alpha Psi and Phi Beta
Sigrot fraternities. The fraterni.
ties will hold their regional C01s.
fecesces here during the week-
end, April 18-21.
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A New Command
Brig. Gen Benjamin 0. Da-
iii, jr., highest ranking Negro
in the U. S. Air Force, has been
named to a new post with Alr
Force headquarters in Washing-
ton, D. C. Davis, 44, has been
commander ot Air Task Forte
13, the unit assigned to the aer-
ial defense of Formosa, since
June 2, 1955.
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RALLY FOR EXPELLED
 ALCORN STUDENTS
Young Farmers'
NFA QUEEN — Miss Blom•
mie Johnson was elected queen
of the Fayette Count e Train-
ing school chapter of the New
Farmers of America 1 o r
1957 last week. The attractive
student is a sophomore at the
Somerville, Tenn. school, and
Queen Ministers Praise
Sheriff Reeves
a member of the New Home-
makers of America. The queen
for the NFA chapter is eleet•
ed annually on the basis of a
popularity contest sponsored
with one representative Irma
each class.
Fayette Beauty
Crowned Queen
In stiff competition against three competitors, Miss
Bloomie Johnson was elected queen of the Fayette County
Training school chapter of the New Farmers of America
last week. The school is located at Somerville, Tenn.
. The queen for the organization is elected annually on
the basis of a popularity contest 
sponsored with one representative! school, Covington, Tenn. on Marchfrom each class. Miss Johnson de-. 28.
feated Miss Peggy Sullivan, a jun- Sol Wainwright, president of theior; Miss Jennie Melroy, a sen- New Farmers of America, con-ior and Miss Evaughn Lefties, a
freshman, to win the title.
ducted the ceremony for the in-
duction of the queen in the Fay-
She will be guest of honor at ette County High school auditor-
the NFA district program which ium. Prof. John Kolheim is prin-
will be held at Frazier High eipal.
Elect Harold Jamison
To Local GO Council
Bates, president of Veterans Bene-
fit, Inc.
These leaders have been at-
tempting to improve relations be-
tween law enforcement and the
public.
On Tuesday, March 19, Sheriff
Reeves suspended Deputy Charles
J. (Jack) Gwaltney, 33, two weeks
in a case dating back 10 days prior
to the date of the suspension.
The sheriff said that Gwaltney
was on special assignment with
other deputies to put an end to
drag racing by teenagers. When
the deputy got off at 1:30 a.m., he
passed Grant's Corner at Mitchell
and Fields roads. Near there he
saw a Negro couple going Up some
stairs at that hour of the night.
Gwaltney was quoted as saying:
"I ought to arrest you."
The sheriff said that Gwaltney
chased the man off, then took the
girl home, stating that he "ought
to" arrest her.
The sheriff said that his investi-
gation, which included a talk with
Sheriff E. If. Reeves was com-
mended by four leaders this week
for suspending one of his deputies
who exercised poor judgeient in
handling a case involving a Negri::
girl.
The praise came from Rev. D.
Warner Browning, minister of Mt.
Pisgah CME church; Rev. W. L.
Varnado, minister of Jackson ave.
Baptist church; Rev. R. W. Nors-
oworthy, pastor of Mt. Mriah 
die girl in the presence of a friend
of hers, revealed that Gwaltney
did not molest her.
A few days later, the sheriff said,
Se SHERIFF Page 2
Get Another
Complaint Of
Baptist church, and Atty. j' r-Insulting Cops
A Negro woman was fined $16
in City Court Monday on a charge
of interfering with officers after
differing testimony from her and
an officer concerning two police-
men's visit to her place Saturday
night.
The charge on which she was
fined was added by Judge Beverly
Boushe after he dismissed the re-
sisting arrest and disorderly con-
duct charges on which she was ar-
rested.
The arrested woman was Es-
ther Merriweather, 27, of 276 N.
Manassas, who runs a cafe at
1210 Thomas.
'CHECKING PLACE'
Patrolman W. S. Schultz said
he and Patrolman G. L. Arnold
were "checking the place" looking
for a Suspect. Be said the woman
asked them what they wanted
when they came in.
lie said she blocked their en-
trance at the door and told them
See COPS Page 2
Offers, Opportunities
For Hospital Careers
Interested in the hospital health field as a career7
If so, you have a special invitation to attend the
first anniversary observance for E. H. Crump Memorial
hospital Sunday, March 24 between 2 and 4 p.m.
It will be an open house affair for people interested
in the hospital's work and espe-
cially "for high school students
considering the hospital health
field," says Richard Durbin, ad-
ministrator.
Guests to the open house, which
the administrator described as
'not a big-scale celebration, just
a practical observance,- will be
conducted on a guided tour of four, it has treated and administered
of the hospital's seven floors. to the needs of 2,414 patients, re-
Wards occupied by patients will corded 639 births and 59 deaths.
not be toured. The average number of patients
JUST ASK a day has reached 75 last month
Of special interest to prospee- from a former low of 25. If the
tive workers in the hospital health,
field will be information on nurs- ' See HOSPITAL Page 2
ing, laboratory, X-ray, dietary and
medical records profession. There
will be information on where stu-
dents can study to qualify f o r
those on the list which Crump
hospital does not offer.
Since the dedication of the 52,-
250,000 hospital on March 19, 1956,
They'll Tell
^NV—
fos
WILL TELL ALCORN STORY
The four Young men shown
in top photo are former Al-
corn college stadents who will
make a nation-wide speaking
tour sponsored by the Missis-
sippi Regional Council of Ne-
gro Leadership in behalf of
5100,000 campaign to provide
funds for the education of stu-
dents expelled from the insti-
tution -recently. Plans were
Facts About Boycott
nide for the tour st 'meet-
log ,lirst Stodgy in Clarksdale.
Mm. Ike kick-off rally is slat-
ed for Sunday, March 24, 1
p.m. at Metropolitan Baptist
church, Aahton and Fifth at..
Clarksdale. Left to right are:
Ernest McEwen, of Oxford.
Miss.; Arthur J. Fielder, of
Laurel, Miss.; Mason Denham
of Forest, Miss.; and John M.
Riley, of Clarksdale. Bottom
photo shows the 'students and
friends with members of the
board of directors of the Re-
gional Council of Leadership.
Officers of the board include:
Rev. Theodore Trammell,
president Dr. S. N. Sisson,
vice president; Aaron E. Hen-
ry, secretary, and Rev. Isaac
Daniels, treasurer. (M ason
photos)
Jury indicts Four
Union Leaders
WASHINGTON — (INS) — A
federal grand jury Monday in-
dicted four Teamsters union of-
ficials for contempt of Congress.
The indictments stemmed from
the refusal of the four. to answer
questions of the Senate investiga-
tions subcommittee earlier this
year.
Named in the indictment were
Frank W. Brewster, West Coast
Teamsters boss; Einar 0. Mohn,
Nugent LaPoma and Harry Reiss.
The investigations subcommit-
tee inquiry preceded the current
labor racketeering hearings now
being conducted by a special Sen-
ate committee. Both groups are
headed by Sen. John L. McClel-
lan (D) Ark.
Harold Jamison. of local 92 of the Glassworket-
Union, was elected vice president of the Memphis CIO
Council last Monday night, defeating Raymond Maness,
of Local 988, United Auto Workers, 47 to 18, in the only
contested election.
Henry White, Transport Service
Employees, was one of three men
elected to the board of trustees.
William H Crawford, Steel-
workers international representa-
tive who was re-elected council
_president, announced that the CIO
'Is Close to a merger agreement
with the AFL in the city of Mem-
phis."
In its meeting at the CIO Hall
the council voted support of the
AFL-CIO international executive
committee's resolution recom-
mending that union officials whO
plead the Fifth Amendment be-
fore congressional committees be
HAROLD JAMISON relieved of their positions.
By - Passed Bars Here; Wins Honor
CONGRATULATIONS —
Brown, jr., son of Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Brown. sr., of 973
rear South 4th, has waft a top
honor at Southern Illinois uni-
versity as a freshman. Young
Brown was initiated into Phi
Eta Sigma, a national honor-
ary scholastic fraternity for
freshmen, along with 15 other
students. He is shown being
congratulated by Dr. Robert
G. Layer, chairman of the MU
economics department, w k •
was admitted as an honorary
member of fraternity and
gave the print ipal address at
the banquet following the lad.
tiation.
NEA Says Memphis On
Bottom In Education
According to the National Education Association the
state of Tennessee ranks near the bottom in virtually
every phase of education.
In a published statement of the results of a survey
it conducted, dating back to 1950 the NEA, it was shown
that the average expenditure per
citizen from Tennessee state and
local funds was $30. The national
average was $42. In comparison,
California spent $59 each for edu-
cation.
Educational expenditures in Ten-
nessee averaged $154 per pupil.
The national average was $295.
During the survey years, 1951-
52, the average value of school
property per pupil enrolled was
$148, as against the national aver-
age of $525. Tennessee was at the
bottom of the list in this category.
Nearly half the teachers in Ten-
nessee did not have college de-
grees during the 1953-54 period.
The reason for the high percent-
age of teachers without degrees
could rest on the salaries Tennes-
see pays teachers. The estimated
average this year was $3,000. Ar-
kansas teachers fare worse, with
$2,200, but the national average is
$4.025.
The researchers found in 1950
the average Tennessean of 25 years
or older has slightly better than
an eighth grade education and
18.30 per cent had never gone be-
yond the fifth grade. And 20.3 per
cent who took Army mental ex-
aminations in 1955 failed, the NEA
said.
Estimated expenditures per pu-
pil this year (1957) are slightly
higher, $168. However, they are
still far below the national aver-
age of $295.
It was the NEA's pointed con-
clusion that Tennessee has little
to be proud of in its educational
status.
Need Highway Cops
SPRINGFIELD, Ill, The State
Police Merit board is now taking
applications for positions as state
highway policemen, board chair-
man Henry A. Gardner announc-
ed today. Deadline for application
Is April 19.
Mass Meet
Set For
March 24
A mass meeting will be held
at Metropolitan Baptist church,
Ashton and Fifth st., Clarksdale,
Miss., on Sundae, March 24, to of-
ficially launch a $100,000 drive to
assure the education of students
expelled from Alcorn College re-
cently.
The campaign is sponsored by
the Mississippi Regional Council
of Negro Leadership, which is
headed by Rev. Theodore Tram-
mell, of Clarksdale.
At the public meeting Sunday
facts will be given revealing why
the students called the boycott at
the college; just who Prof. Clennon
King is, and how to help provide
the students the privilege of an ed-
ucation.
During a conference held in
Clarksdale, March 17, four students
were selected to make a nation-
wide tour, speaking in interest of
the drive.
They will be heard at the kick-
oft rally Sunday. March 24.
The boycott developed at Al-
corn after Prof. King started writ-
ing a series tof articles for a Jack-
son, Miss, daily criticizing t h •
NAACP. Most Of the more than
SOO students left the school. Veter-
an educator and president of the
.institution, Dr. J. R. Otis, was
fired from his position because he
backed the students in their des
mend that the services of Prof.
King be terminated.
Since Prof. J. D. Boyd was
named president at least 300 of the
stunent body have been re-admit-
ted. Prof. King has been given a
"leave of absence" for "rest,"
after six months of employment
at the school.
Of the 200 students still out of
the college, 10 are by compulsion,
which means they are ineligible to
attend any other state supported
college in Mississippi.
The executive committee of the
See MASS Page 2
Slates Public
Meeting With
Leaders Of CP
At a mass meeting a Negro
spokesman for the Citizens For
Progress political organization
says it will be "in inter-
est of a recreatioocen-
ter for residents of the county,"
is to be held at Mt. Pisgah High
school in Cordova, Tenn., at 1
p.m. on Saturday, March 23.
L. A. Scruggs, of 674 Linden,
Apt. 11, is promoting the mass
meeting.
Mr. Scruggs told the Defender
"this meeting is approved a n it
recognized by Memphis and She!-
by County executives," but did
not elaborate.
He said David N. Harsh, Shelby
county commissioner and leader
of the Citizens For Progress,
would be the principal speaker,
Others he said would be present
include John Ford Canale, Sheriff
E. H. Reeves, State Senator Thom-
See LEADERS Page 2
BTW Grad Admitted To
Mixed Honorary Frat
Willie Brown Jr., of 973 rear South 4th st., who could
not attend a non
-segregated schciol in Memphis, has won
a top honor at Southern Illinois university where he is
a freshman.
Brown Jr. was initiated recently into Phi Eta Sigma,
a national honorary scholastie fra-
ternity for freshmen. The group
has some 92 chapters on col-
lege campuses across the coun-
try and is a member of the As-
sociation of Colleges Honor Socie- Brown, jr., is a 1936 graduate
ties. of Booker T. Washington High
Membership in the scholastic schocl, Memphis. where he was
fraternity is limited to male stu- outstanding in academic studies
dents achieving a 4.5 average or and in football. He served as cap-
better in the first quarter of fresh-
men studies. A five point average
is straight "A."
tam and co-captain of BTW's grid
!teams during his secondary stud-
ies.
His parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Brown, sr, of the South 4th
it., address. Mr. Brown, Sr., is
deacon, trustee and financial sec-
retary of New Salem Missionary'
Baptist church, pastored by Rev.
Charles J. Patterson. He Is the
father of five children.
Deacon Brown told the Tri-State
Defender Sunday: "I am proud
and thankful and give credit to
God for helping my son to Ma
this achievement."
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Nabbed For Shotgun Slaying ,
-Thomas Walker, 49, a Blythe-
ville, Ark., farmer and an admitted
escapee from Indiana State Prison
in 19)11 while serving a life term
for armed robbery, was arrested
last week and charged with the
shotgun slaying of a West Mem-
phis service station attendent. Wal-
ker was seen burying a 12-gage
shotgun in a field after reports of
the slaying of J. W. Orman, the
attendant, were circulated. He said
he was burying the gun because
he feared having it found in his
car. But he denied having any-
thing to do with the shooting.
Careers In Hospital Field
Richard Durbin, administrator. tractIng high school students In.
of E. H. Crump Memorial Hos- terested in careers in the hos-
pital, announced last week the first pital health field. Plans are to
anniversary of the institution will hold open house at the hospital
beheld March 24, with an ob- between 2 and 4 p. m. on the an-
servance aimed primarily at at- niversary date, Sunday, March 24.
Turns On A 'Good Friend'
Jesse Leroy Simmons. of 1662
Wilson, pleaded guilty last week
to having shot and wounded "a
good friend," Otha B. Pickett. of
89 Wisconsin, during a dice game
dispute May 26, 1956. Ile was
founded guilty of a charge of as-
Defeat
NASHVILLE — A proposed law
to allow the Governor or Tennes-
see to close public school in em-
ergencies resulting from racial and
other disorders was defeated in
the House of Representatives last
Friday. The hill, the most far-
reaching of its kind introduced at
Hit By Car,
griaey Wright, 5 years- old, of
701:•71ite received a broken leg
when he tried to cross at Wilker-
son_ And darted into the path of a
ear driven by Lester R. Shearin,
Busy Segr
CLINTON, Tenn. — The Ander-
sdli School Board last week endors-
ed a segregationist group's reso-
lution, for introduction in the state
Legislature, asking Gov. Frank
Clement to remove Negroes from
said' with intent to commit vol-
untary manslaughter and was fin-
ed $10 and sentenced to nine
months in the workhouse. He was
also fined $50 plus nine months
for carrying a pistol.
iased Bill
the current legislative session,
have allowed the Governor to close
any school for' an indefinite period
whenever it appeared necessary
to protect the students. Opponents
claimed local school officials al-
ready have sufficient power to
close the schools when necessary.
Leg Broken
Si, car driven by Lester R. Shea-
rin, of 3443 Douglass last week. He
was reported in good condition at
John Gaston Hospitil, No arrests
were made,
egationists
integrated Clinton High Schoo'
Seven of the 12 Negro stUdents
who originally enrolled in the Clin-
ton School are now attending
classes.
Smash Mar
Charged with peddling mariju-
ana 'cigarettes for "easy money"
ifoni men were arrested and faced
with • federal charges last week.
They are William C. Hunt, 28, of
the Queen Anne Hotel; Eskore Le-
roy Kayser, 30, of 1332 No, Stone-
wall; Charlie Israel Jr., 28, of
Still Not Ans
NASHVILLE — The' second of
two bills dealing with the problem
of Illegitimate children on public
welfare cleared •the Senate last
week and was sent' to the House.
The bill would set up a relief fund
ijuana Ring
958 Clack Place and Leroy James
"Blue" Rainey, 33, of 227 South
Fourth. During a 10-day period, a
federal agent, known to the "junk"
dealers as Larry bought mari-
juana from each of the four, po-
lice said,
wer To ADC
to care for hardship cases result-
ing from another bill which elim-
inates illegitimate Children from
aid to dependent children grants
in Tennessee. The House passed
the bill next day.
Seeks Bonus For
ll
DOLLAR GENERAL STORE, day." Nothing sells for more crowd of customers who daily
350 Monroe at Wellington than one dollar. This picture find unbelievable values in
where "Every day is dollar • shows a part of the large
Of All The Values In New Store,
Not One Costs More Than A Dollar
Human Rights League
Elects First Staff
The Ministers and Citizens League for Human Rights
adopted a constitution recommended by a committee and
elected officers last week during a meeting at Mt. Moriah
Baptist church, of 2634 Carnes.
The constitution, recommended by a committee head-
ed by Rev. II. McDonald Nelson,
minister of St. James A. M. E.
church, was approved by the body
with only a few minor changes.
Rev. 11,, C. Bunton, minister of
Mt. Olive Cathedral, was elected
president of the league. Rev. R.
Vs'. Norsworthy, of Mt. Moriah,
had served as temporary presi-
dent during the reorganization of
the group.
NEW OFFICERS
Other officers elected w e r e:
James 'r. Walker, labor leader,
vice president; Rev. E. W. Wil-
liamson, minister of Olivet Bap-
tist church, second vice president;
Mrs. Ethyl Q. Venson of the Cot-
ton - Makers Jubilee, recording
secretary; Rev. H. M. Nelson, as-
sistant secretary; Mrs. C. B. Bur-
r o w s, corresponding secretary;
Bishop J. O. Patterson, of Pen-
 ; .
tecostal Temple, Treasurer; L.
Alex Wilson, editor of the Tri -
State Defender, director of public
relations; Mrs. Bertie L DeLyles,
parliamentarian; and Rev. Fred
Sheegog, chaplain.
Prior to its reorganization Wed-
nesday, the organization w a
known as the Ministers and Citi-
zens League. Rev, Bunton was the
first president and resigned. Ho
was succeeded by Rev. Norswor-
thy for the new formation.
The constitution of the n e w
group states: "The purposes of
this organization shall be to pro-
tect and promote the civic, social,
economic, political and religious
and educational welfare of all
citizens, irrespective of r a c a,
creed or color."
Democrats Hear Bobo,
this large store. You must go Assistant To Mayoranti see for yourself.
Mass
Recently another first came to, chandise for the price of one. "EV-, pants, skirts for girls and women,
Memphis and the Mid-South —Its ERY* DAY IS DOLLAR DAY" at raincoats for men and women and
first Dollar General store located this store there is not a piece umbrellas end many other family
at 350 Monroe at Wellington be- of merchandise priced a tmore and household needs.
tween Madison and Monroe ayes, than a dollar. FREE PARKING
This store is one of the many This merchandise includes ladies This store is not on congested
in a chain throughout the South skirts, men's work and dress Main at. and there is a big free
that has long been known to give shirts, ladies and children's ny- parking lot next door to the store
their customers $3 worth of mer- Ion slips, men's work and dress or you may ride a Madison ave,
bus to Wellington and get off.
The hours for this store are
from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.
You will find over 15,000 square
feet of shopping space filled with
unbelievable values — yet noth-
ing over 81. ,
Open $100,000
Campaign Drive
MONTGOMERY; Ala. — (ANP)
—Negro Ministers of Montgomery,
anxious to rebuild the churches
and homes that were damaged
from the bombings of last January
10, are organizing a National Cam-
paign to raise money.
Under the sponsorship of civic
minded clergymen, the group
known as the Committee to Study
and Plan Aid to the Bombed
Churches and Homes has set its
goal at $100,000.
Two of the churches that were
completely wrecked were without
Tennessee Vets cops
The Veterans Benefit has called upon members of
the Shelby county delegation to the state legislature to
Introduce a bill favoring a bonus for Tennessee veterans
of all wars.
Atty. James F. Estes. president and counselor for the
Vete/ere Benefit, which has its '
headquarters here at 860 Vance as among those who—wolild be
ave., has also asked the Shelby benefitted by a bonus,
delegation to receive a committee , He said methods of financing
from the veterans organization for isuch a bonus would be left with
discussion of the proposal. I the Ways and Means committee.
He said his organization expects
to haite 5,000 signatures and a
troop train crowd to travel to Nash-
ville in support of such legisla-
tion if the Shelby delegation intro-
duces it.
Atty. Estes says there is a "dire
need" among Tennessee veterans
for (Ash money such is would ao-
crue4rom a bonus. He mentioned
such'iweterans as holders of G. I.
insuiyid mortgages and farmers
Report Egypt To
Fire On Israeli
Ships In Gulf
CAIRO — (INS) — Informed
Egyptian sources said today the
Saudi trainee gosernment has
ordered its costal artillery to
fire on any Israeli ship attempt-
ing to pass through the Gulf
of Aqaba.
•
WATCHMAKER 
--If you want
prompt and eflit lent repair
service an your watch sou
should see Thomas Jenkins,
watchmaker at Henry Levitch
Credit Jewelers. of 176 South
Main St. Lev itch Jewelers give
11511 irearante, on each lob.
They eta well effort to with
Mr. Jenkins. He pursued study
at Maury School of Wati hmak-
ing and has been with the local
firm for two years. An army
veteran of Europe and Korea.
he resides with his mother, at
492 Emmii . Mr. Jenkins prom.
Ices equality work on watches
in three to five days,
(Continued From Page II
they had no businIss in there. The
officers called Lt. Gallagher to
the scene.
They said that during their in-
spection and "searching of the
customers" she continued to pro-
test and interested with them and
they arrested her.
CURSED HER
Police frequently visit Negro
cafes and night spots looking for
knives and pistols and other wea-
pons. They make everyone in the
place stand up and then proceed
to search them.
Many owners have been pro-
testing that this tends to drive
away business and especially those
whose places, for one or another
reason are frequently searched.
The woman testified that when
she went forward to ask the of-
ficers if she could do something
for them she was told it was none :
benefit of insurance coverage for
rebuilding. The city's Fire Mar-
shall condemned these buildings
which prohibits public meetings
or use of any kind. One of the
congregations has had to worship
in the outdoors in spite of rift
and cold. The other congregation
has temporary quarters in a pri-
vate school building.
PERSONAL INVITATION
The management is happy with
the response received and the ap-
preciation shown by you for this
store. He plans to continue bring-
ing you top values at little or no
cost. He extends a personal invi-
tation to Atm whole family to
come out and take advantage of
his values. You can check for
these values in your Tri-State De-
fender from week to week, page
3-
A picture, this edition, shows in-
terior of store.
Destruction has been so exttn-
sive in one of the church pursbn-
h
ages that the pastor and family 
avehad to move in with one of sheriff
the members. Though it is insured
the insurance company has not
completed an adjustment for re-
pairs to start on the building.
"Even with insurance on some
of the buildings complete coverage
cannot be claimed. This means
additional funds must be supplied
before work can begin," .said the
Rev. Harold A. L. Clement, Secre-
tary-Director ol the Campaign.
This is a factor that makes the
Appeal necessary at this time. The
Appeal is made to Americans of.
good will who have faith in the
struggle of democracy. Donors are
urged to make their contributions
today.
The group urges all churches to
stress the Appeal, and raise con-
tributions on the 3rd Sunday of
this month which will be desig-
nated as National Appeal Day.
The Committee states that all
contributions will be acknowledged
promptly. All checks should be
made payable to the office of
the,Montgomery Improvement As-
sociation, 530 South Union St.,
Montgomery 8, Ala., and ear-
marked "Reconstruction Fund."
of her business, she'd find out. Members of the Committee are
She said the officers cursed her the Reverends J. W. Bonner,
during their search of customers. chairman; H H. Johnson, J W.
l 
She denied she interfered in any ' Hayes. H. H. Hubbard, S. S. Seay
way except to protest. and Harold A. L. Clement, all of
'HANDOUT?' whom are Montgomery pastors,
She said that during the search except Rev. Hayes who is presid-
one of the officers asked her, ing Elder of the AME Zion church.
"Why don't you give a handout 
now and then?"
She said she operates a clean Leade
Police Chief Macdonald said the.
men have good records, that the
woman had made no complaint 
allsd mom pananiso3)
to him; that the woman would
have to appear before the' Licens-
ing Commission to show why her
:
place. rs
as P. Mitchell, and County Schools
Supt.' George N. Barnes.
He said the procession would be
beer license should not he revolt 
\ 
 WANTS A LEADER
led by. the Booker T. Washington
ed. High school brass band.
All registered ministers, clubs.
PTA workers and presidents, and
especially principals of the Tr-
County area are urged to he pres-
ent, 14. Scruggs said.
Ile said both Negro antI whit4
citizens . would be interested in the,..
ter.
Mn, Scruggs showed the Tri,
state Defender a photostat copy
of a letter signed by David N.
Harsh, CP leader, asking support
of Scruggs if he should "contact"
persons and his request is "found
worthwhile."
The Citizens For Progress, cOn.
'doting of' many leaders of the
old Crump political organization.
was formed during the last elec-
tions and swept the legislative
late to victory on a "Keep Shel-
by County Down in Dixie" slogan.
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the man who was with the girl
came "to my office." The man
did this to clear himself in case
anything happened to the girl, the
the sheriff said.
The man was quoted as saying
that "if anything happened to her,
I would be blamed since others
saw me pick her up at the cafe
after she got off from work."
Sheriff Reeves said that if the
deputy had reported the incident
and sent the couple home he would
have been taking the right action.
He was suspended because he was
wrong in sending the man away,
then taking the girl home and fail-
ing to report what had happened.
Commenting on the case, Rev.
Browning said: "If the facts are
all in, Sheriff Reeves is to be com-
mended. It is a travesty upon the
dignity of such an office tor the
head of the institution to be always
coming to the defense of person-
nel charged with irresponsible ac-
tion, rather than striving to keep
the honor of the institution above
reproach.
"Individuals come and go. The
Institution is here to stay. Sheriff
Reeves' action contributed in a
worthy__ manner to his office."
Rev. Varnado said: "I think
Sheriff Reeves merits praise for
his action in this case. Sueh co-
operation by law enforcement
agencies will protect the dignity
of our city and bring about better
relationships."
In lauding the sheriff, Atty.
Estes said: "It is a most construc-
tive step in police administration.
I congratulate and commend
Sheriff Reeves."
"I think it reflects sound judg-
ment on the part of the sheri,ff,"
said Rev Norrivorthy.
(Continued From Page 1)
ousted group is advising all stu-
dents why can be re-admitted to
return to Alcorn. The following1
statement, which reflects unself-
ishness and broad intelligence,
was released by the committee
last Sunday:
"Our cause was just and our
aim accomplished to, remove Prof.
Clennon King from the campus of
our beloved Alcorn college. This
was the only issue involved and
we ask you not to be disturbed nor
demonstrate in any way against
the school's refusal to re-admit us.
"We will have the opportunity
to complete our education due to
the generosity and benevolence of
the Regional Council of Negro
Leadership.
"Remember we all love Alcorn
and no action of the president of
the college nor the board of trust-
ees of the institution of higher
learning can change our love for
you and our school. Therefore, we
ask you to please return and re-
main in school. ,
'!Yon-`will. he shoLeyour re-
spect and bell& ih hslif you will
please adhere to this request."
The statement was endorsed by
the following. students: Arthur J.
Fielder, Mason -Denham, Sarah B.
Metcalf, Dorothy McIntosh, Ern-
est McEwen, Anita Parrott, John
Riley, Bettye Williams, Mason
-Porn, Rath Singleton and George
Green.
TRI-STATE BANK
'The depository for the $100,009
drive is Tri-State Bank of Mem-
phis, 366 Beale, Memphis, Tenn.
Contributors may send their do-
nations directly to the bank or to
the following address: Ldueation-
al Fund,. Regional Council of Ne-
gro Leadership, C-0 Tri-State De-
fender, 236 South. Wellington,
Memphis, Tenn. All funds receiv-
ed, will be deposited at the bank.
Contribution sources or names
of those Making donations may or
may not be published, as desired;
that is, unless otherwise specified,
the names of donors will be pub-
lished. .
The Tri-State Defender is one 'of
the seven newspapers supporting
the move to aid the expelled stu-
dents.
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Two Name Town
Settles For One
After 75 Years
SENECA. III. — (INS) — Il-
linois' only town with two names
was finally settled on one of
them.
Seneca, It is
The town of 1,500 persons ac-
tually has gone under that name
for more than three.quarters of
a century, although its corpor-
ate name was Crotty.
Last night the town council
voted unanimously to change
the corporate name to Seneca
11111111111111111101111111111111110111111111111111111111111111111101,
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Benefit Abe Schraff YMCA WLOK Swimming pool fund.
About 75 Negro Democrats beard
.1 H. Bobo, administrative assist-
ant to Mayor Orgill, call the Dem-
ocratic Party "for you and not
just the few" last week at a meet-
ing of the 'County Democratic
club.
"The 20 yea
•
rs of Democratic
Party leadership under Presidents
Roosevelt and Truman have aptly
been called the 'golden era of hu-
man,' " he said.
"Under the Democrats your dol-
lar bought more. Factory employ-
ment was Up 21 per cent. It is
down under these Republicans.
Factory weekly earnings were up
Si per cent under the Democrats.
Loss of overtime and long layoffs
slowed these inereises under the
Republicans.
"Negro earnings rose to 815 bil-
lion annually as Democratic poli-
cies opened opportunities to them.
"Today the Dernocratic Party is
still in the corner of the little man,
and, in spite of the lack of leader-
shin from a 'part time President.'
a Democratic Congress has passed
laws which mean money in your
pocket.
"The Democrats believe,in edu-
cation for all the people. These
Republicans say-they do- 4)W' won't
build any scbools for them.
Hospital
(Continued From Page 1)
need arises it can inerease by 44
the 48 beds now available end by
12 the 16 bassinets now available.
Student nurses working in teams
with students from the six Negro
High schools will conduct the.guid-
ed tour of the, hospital.
Nurses in the first class which
organized in January 1956 are
now rendering patient c a r e. A
new class began this January.
Mr. Durbin credited' the fine
tiA4.•ra work of the hospital staff
and other employes for the sue-
eess the hospital has attained in
its first year of operation.
, A formal receiving line for the
open house will include:
Comm. Stanley Dillard, W. F.
Who'd, chairman,' board of trus-
tees, City of Memphis hospitals;
Robert C. Hardy, administrator rf
city hospitals; Dr. M. K. calif-
son, hospital's chief of staff; Rev
Luther Williamson, chaplain Bluff
City Council of Civic Clubs; James
T. Walker, council president;
Frank Kilpatrick, council first
vice; Miss Willa McWilliams,
council assistant see<etary.
'Big business got 73 per cent
of all tax -whet 1yen by
publicans. The little. people got
nine per cent. The Democrat do
not believe that 'the right to suf-
fer' is one of the joys of a free
economy.
"The Democratic Party is the
party of the working people And
it should be. Democrats gave birth
to a free and healthy labor move-
ment,
Pupil Talent
Scheduled By
Porter PTA
Musical and dramatic pupil tab.
ant will be featured at the Por-
ter PTA meeting, Thursday, Marc
21, 7:30 p.m. in the school cafe-
teria.
The president, Mrs.Dante
Strong is urging a large attend-
ance at this important meeting.
Progress reports on the Annual
I Tea, Sunday, April 28, will be giv-
en. Patrons are secured at $1.
each for a souvenir program. Ads
from business firms are also so-
, hefted. Cooperation from the gen-
eral public is needed to reach the
goal of 12,i -
The primary, intermediate and
Junior high school departments of
the school will be represented with
outstanding pupil talent, featuring
the band, glee clubs and dramatic
selections.
A prize of free movie attendance
is offered the class with the larg-
est number of parents present
over 10.
R. R Thompson is principal.
Now 5000 Watts
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Thousands 01 our people and
other liberal
-minded citizens were
pleasantly surprised a fortnight
ago by the splendid stand taken
by students of Alcorn college, of
Alcorn, Miss. over Prof. Clennon
King's series of articles publish-
ed in a Mississippi daily criticizing
the NAACP,
Approximately 300 of the more
than 500 student body have re-
turned to the school following the
boycott. That leaves at least 200
still out, whose education must
FR THE
'MORO
by 1. Alex Wilson
EDITOR, TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Commendable Leadership Here
' A people without an effective
leader is like a ship without .rud-
der; or an automobile without a
steering wheel.
For too long Memphis Ne-
gro leadership has been describ-
ed as of that sorry quality. That
might have been true, but we feel
certain it is .not true currently.
This came to light in a very po-
tent manner a fortnight ago when
a committee from the Interdenom-
hi/atonal Ministers Alliance was
Invited to a hearing on the wide-
ly publicized Dorothy Moore case.
The committee sat quietly for
more than 30 minutes while Com-
missioner Claude Armour read
and commented on statements ob-
tained through investigation which
attacked Mrs. Moore's character
and reputation.
Ten years ago, the "hearing"
probably would have been over
When the commissioner had made
his presentation.
However, such was not true
In this case. Rev. D. Warner
Browning, minister of Mt. Pisgah
CME church, requested permis-
sion to present a statement from
the committee. He then introduc-
ed Rev. W. L. Varnado, minister
of Jackson Avenue Baptist church.
' In a vibrant, compelling voice,
Rev. Varnado read the prepared
statement. As he spoke, silence
blanketed the spacious office of
Chief .1, C.. McDonald's office,
Where the meeting was held. II
Was not a silence of apprehension
and tension. But one which re-
flected surprise and the dignity
of a fluent plea in a just cause.
It was made clear that the
committee was not concerned at
the "hearing" with the character
of Mrs. Moore, but with an is-
sue of broader scope — an end
to police brutality and discour•
tesy toward Negroes. It had been
established that the arresting of-
ficers did not know who m r s.
Moore was when she was appre-
hended. Hence, the treatment she
received could have been impos-
ed on almost any Negro w o m-
an.
When Rev. Varnado finished
reading the statement, Reverend
Browning rose from his seat
again. In forthright, yet diplomat-
ic language he spelled out the
discourtesy Negroes have endured
from the police department in such
a telling manner that he obvious-
ly impressed Mr. Armour. When
the minister finished speaking,
Mr. Armour, in a tone which
appeared to be sincere, pledged
honesty and courtesy in his de-
partment.
Rev. R. W. Norsworthy, recog-
nized for his militancy in behalf
of the Negro's struggle for com-
plete emancipation, pin-pointed in
telling fluency police brutality. It
was through the remarkable pre-
sentation of these three citizens
that we feel Mr. Armour for the
first time obtained the full im-
port of a dangerous situation that
was developing in our city.
If Mr. Armour lives up to the
new impression gained of him by
members of the committee he
most certainly will enhance his
position in this community. The
pattern which was developing
could lead to but one thing: dis-
aster, and unnecessarily so.
Memphis should be proud of
the leadership qualities exhibited
by members of the committee, es.
peclally that of Rev. Browning. It
is our hope, and we feel the hope
of every civic-minded resident of
this city that the seeds for justice
spread will bring forth a har-
vest of equality under the law.
A Worthwhile Investment
be continued. Probably others will
be re-admitted, but there will be
some who won't return and some
will not be admitted.
The Mississippi Regional Coun-
cil of Negro Leadership now head-
ed by Rev. Theodore Trammel,
of Clarksdale, Miss, has launch-
ed a $100,000 drive to underwrite
the cost of education of the bust-
ed students.
There are three private Mis-
sissippi colleges where they may
gain admission, since the boycot-
CERAMICS CURS — A ce-
ramics class, the first intro-
duced in a Negro community.
got underway last Wednesday
evening at. the recently dedi-
cated Douglass community
center. in pbot• left, Mrs.
Rosa Williams, class instrac-
tor, lifts top of mold from
the makings ot an ash tray
for Miss Nola Bonner, seated
right, of 1186 Merchant, as
other members of the class
look on. In photo right, Mrs.
Mary Malone, of SW Alta,
pours the soupy claw known
as slip back into her contain-
er after enough had harden-
ed In the mold to make the
base for her horsehead book-
ends. Working with her is
Mrs. Essie Hopping, supervis-
or of arts and crafts for the
recreation department. T h e
class Is sponsored by the rec.
region department, headed bY
Marion Hale, which is under
the Park ('ommission. S t
dents pay just $3 for the six-
weeks course and 15 can lake
the course. A few vacanciis
were still open last week. The
class meets 6:30 to 9:30 p.m.
each Wednesday, The ceram-
ics room is equipped with fa-
cilities for baking, glazing and
oilier ceramics necessities.
l'Newson Photos)
Because it is in error by 26
seconds a year, the Georgia
calendar, started in 1582, will be
one full day off the true astrono-
mical year by the time 4900
A. D. arrives.
tens are ineligible to attend any
other state educational institution
of higher learning: M. I. college,
Rust and Tougaloo.
You couldn't do a finer thing
than to make a contribution to
the education of these young folk.
Their action at the college reflects
the new spirit of the time. They
have let the world know, despite
the fact they reside in Mississip-
pi, they have pride, dignity and
self-respect. We hasten to say that
all citizens of Nordic hue in
Mississippi are not narrow-mind-
ed. They, for the most part, per-
mit the prevailing negative sen-
timent toward the Negro blanket
the good they think or might do.
We should not let the courag-
eous ousted Alcorn students
suffer for the training they need
and deserve. Send your contribu-
tion to the Memphis Tri-S tate
Bank, which is the depository for
the campaign, or to the bank in
care of the Tri-State Defender, 236
S. Wellington, Memphis, T e n n.
Without a doubt you will be mak-
ing a wise investment in our
greatest heritage.
Disability Insurance:
New To SOcial Security
By J. W. EANES
District Manager
The new year brought something
new to social security.
Now it includes disability insur-
ance as well as old-age and sur-
vivors insurance. Beginning with
January, a disabled child of an
old-age insured beneficiary or of
an insured worker who has died,
may get monthly payments after
reaching age 18; beginning with
July, an insured worker who is
disabled may get monthly pay-
ments between the ages of 50 and
65.
CHECKS STARTED
As payments to disabled adult
children are now in effect, and
many children throughout t h e
country received their first month-
ly checks early in February, I'll
devote this article to this new pro-
vision in the social security law.
To get disabled child's benefits
a person must be dependent upon
a parent, stepparent, or adopting
parent who is entitled to old-age
insurance benefits or who wiTS in-
sured for benefit payments at the
time of his or her death.
Under the old law ail children
of such a parent were entitled to
monthly payments until they
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reached age 18 unless they mar-
ried before reaching that age. This
has not been changed. Under the
new law, however, a disabled de-
pendent child is entitled to month-
ly payments after age 18 unless
the child marries or overcomes his
disability. In addition, b e nef it is
paid to a mother who has an un-
married child in her care will con-
tinue as long as the child's disa-
bility exists
To be entitled to child's disabil-
ity insurance benefits a child must
not only be dependent on a par-
ent Who is getting old-age insur-
ance benefits or who died after
1939 and was insured for social
security benefits at the time of
death, but the child must meet
certain other conditions under the
social security law.
He ,or she must have become
disabled before reaching age 18,
and the disability must have con-
tinued until after age 18. The dis-
ability, moreover, must be so se-
vere as td prevent the person from
working and must be expected to
continue for a long time or indef-
initely. A temporary or partial dis-
ability will not entitle a child
to disabled child's benefits aft-
er age 18.
In my next atrdcle I shall des-
cribe the conditions of disability
that must exist to entitle a person
to monthly disability insurance
benefit payments under the social
security law.
File EiasSuit
For Deaf Girl
OKLAHOMA CITY—(INS)— An
Oklahoma City Negro couple has
filed suit in federal district court
seeking admission of their 10-year-
old daughter to Oklahoma's school
for the deaf at Sulphur.
The integration suit was the
third filed in two days in Oklahoma
by attorneys fon the NAACP and
was the first involving the state
board of education since the his-
toric Supreme court desegrega-
tion ruling.
The suit was filed in behalf of
Veronica Bailey, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. George E. Bailey Jr.,
and also "all other Negro minors
... who are deaf and dumb to the
extent that they cannot acquire
an education in the common
schools of the state and who are
similarly situated because of their
race and color."
Two suits were filed in federal
court in Muskogee by the NAACP
attorneys seeking admission of 39
Negro children to public schools
in Morris and Preston in Okmul-
gee County.
MRS. ADDIE S. JONES
Mrs. Stevens'
Sister Dies
In Oklahoma
A pioneer Oklahoma school
teacher and sister of a widely-
known Memphis retired public
school teacher died in Muskogee
last week and thus marked the end
of a colorful phase of life among
American Negroes.
The deceased was Mrs. Addie
Searcy Jones, widow of the late
first mayor of all
-Negro tiwn of
Taft, Okla., Hon. Jacob J. Jones,
Mrs. Jones was the sister of Mem-
phis's Mrs. Collie Stevens, of 800
McLemore ave., who for many
years was an outstanding figure
in the Memphis public school sys-
tem.
Mrs. Jones moved to Oklahoma
shortly after having graduated
from A & M College, in Huntsville,
Ala. She went there to become a
teacher in then pioneer settlements
of Oklahoma when it was in transi-
tion from a territory to a state
during the first years of the pres-
ent century. It was during the
period when hundreds of Negro
groups were moving westward and
founding towns in the unsettled re-
gion of Oklahoma and neighbor-
ing states. The young school teach-
er met her husband there. He was
engaged in educational work and
other activities.
FIRST MAYOR
Mr. Jones became the first may-
or of 'the thriving town or Taft,
and served in that capacity until
his death. He also became the
town's first United States post-
master. At the time of his death,
a year and a half ago, he was still
one of the Taft community's most
outstanding citizens.
He and Mrs. Jones were the
parents of one son, Jacob Jones
Jr. of Wichita, Kansas.
Mrs. Stevens first learned of her
sister's death two weeks ago, when
it was reported that she had been
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,Southern Cats
Win 2 Games
From TSU Nine
BATON ROUGE, La. — Soutar
ern university opened its baseball
season with both barrels wide °pet;
as the Jaguar Cats bombarded thf
Texas Southern Tigers, 134, jg
the opener. and 18-4, in the final
of the two-game series.
This, the first series for the Ja-
guar Cats, was delayed a week
because of the postponement of
the genie with Alcorn college. But
evidently the delay had no ad-
verse affect on the Cats, w Is •
worked well behind Earl Hundley
in the first game, and supported
ably Andrew Lanham in t h
second tilt.
The Tiger hurlers, Rodney and
Cooper, were effectually pegged in
the opener, but errors afield ac-
counted for a number of t Is
Cats' unearned runs. Lefty Has-. •
kins started for the Tigers in the,
second game and was in trouble -
immediately.
Southern pushed over three
runs in the first inning, added
two more in the third, four each
in the fourth and fifth, three in
the seventh, and two in the eighth.
Drop-Off In 'Passing'
Colored Mug Reports
"Passing" is on the down-grade
in America, a poll taken by Color
magazine has disclosed.
Some years ago sociologists and
population experts startled the na-
tion by revealing that an estimat-
ed 7'2 million Negroes had cross-
ed the color line to "pass" for
white,
They made the move to secure
the greater economic opportuni-
ties, social prestige and other
privileges accorded to white per-
sons.
MARKED DECREASE
Today, however, according to re-
sults of the poll taken by Color,
there has been a marked decrease
in the number of "passings" by
American Negroes.
The Color article in its March
issue points out that many Ne-
groes are gaining new inspiration
and pride in being a Negro as a
result of gains and progress made
by many dark-skinned Negroes
who could not pass if they wish-
ed to.
The broadening of economic and
social vistas and the subsequent
added recognition of merit and
ability, together with the increas-
ed impetus toward full integration
are making it less and less desir-
able to pass for white, except it
found dead, alone in her comforta-
ble Taft home. Mrs. Stevens left
Memphis to attend her sister's fu-
neral and arrange other business-
associated with her passing,
RETIRED LAST YEAR
The sisters were the daughters
of Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Searcy
of Macon, Ga. They formerly re-
sided in Birmingham, Ala., but
became separated in residence
when Mrs. Stevens moved to Mem-
phis and Mrs. Jones went to Okla-
homa.
Mrs. Jones was burled in Mus-
kogee, Okla., where she had taught
school for 30 years, having retired
only last September. She is sur-
vived by her sister, her son, a
niece, Mrs. Caroline Stevens Wil-
liams of Los Angeles, Calif., a
nephew, George Stevens, of Mem-
phis, and other relatives.
be solely for the thrill, the Color
article indicates.
NO NEED NOW
The searching and penetrating
article by Color's Managing Ea-.
tor L. Masco Young carries with
it several pictures of whites and
Negroes whose true racial Identi-
ties will both confuse and amass
you.
Basic causes underlying t h •
"passing" fad come in for a bees
appraisal and the analysis shoWlt
that passing is no longer neces-
sary to secure high-paying jobs in
private industry and business. The
object lessons of the success at
persons such as Earths Kitt, Sams
mie Davis, Pearl Bailey, Jackie
Robinson and others have also
lessened the urge and desire to
"pass" for many American Ne-
groes.
Approve Civil
Rights Measure
WASHINNGTON— (INS) —The .
House Judiciary committee ap-
proved Monday a slightly water-
ed down version of the administri•
lion's civil rights bill.
Chairman Emanuel Cellar (D)
N. Y., said he would immediately
ask the rules committee to clear
the legislation for floor action.
The 32-member committee re,.
ported out the bill by an *ppm&
mately three to two majority. Cd•
ler told newsmen after the closed.'
door session broke up that he
thought the committee had re-
ported out a "good bill."
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BAPTIST CHURCHES
The Beulah Baptist congregation
will observe its Annual Men's
Day, Sunday. Rev. W. L. Varna-
do of Jackson Avenue Baptist
church will be guest speaker.
Heading the publicity committee
Is Melvin Scott. Emmett Grant is
chairman of the observation.
Rev. W. C. Holmes is pastor of
the house of reverence.
• • •
EBENEZER BAPTIST
Ebenezer's Annual Fashlonata
field at the YWCA, recently, was
quite enjoyable as well as profit-
able. Staged against a background
of beautiful spring flowers, the af-
fair featured more than 10 charm-
ing and smartly dressed models.
Among the lovely damsels who
held the spotlight were Mrs. Na-
omi Gochett, Miss Delores Mc-
Nealy, Miss Mary Crockett, Mrs.
Mary Waller, Miss Jean Rhodes,
Miles Simmons, Miss Barbara Gil-
lum and little Yvonne Chambers.
The commentator was the attrac-
tive, versatile and talented Miss
Evelyn Knox.
Special guest of the Fashionata
was the White Lily club of the
Pentecostal Temple Church of God
In Christ. A gift and a corsage .
was presented to the president,'
Mrs. Mattie Wiggley. by M r s.
Ruby Chambers. In representation
of the club, also, was the pres-
ence of Mrs. J. 0. Patterson and
Mrs. Doris Brown.
The chairman of the show was ,
Clinton Guy. Mrs. Dorothy Grant
and Mrs. Tannie Rhodes are the
respective president and vice-pres-
ident of the Willing Workers club
that sponsored the affair.
Rev. E. Slay is the pastor of
the Ebenezer Baptist church.
• • •
EAST TRIGG AVENUE BAPTIST
A hallelujah celebration was held
at the Mast Trigg Avenue
Baptist, Sunday, in honor of An-
nual Women's Day.
A moving address by Rev. W.
H. T. Brewster was heard during
the morning service. The United
Barbers and Beauticians Associa-
tion were guests. Inspirational mu-
sic was rendered by the special
women's chorus of East Trigg.
The main program was held at
4 p.m. Mrs. Lucille Douglas spoke.
Culminating the day's activities
was a forum held at the Golden
Reverliers Period.
Mrs. Lucille Taylor, Mrs. Queen
C. Anderson, and Mrs. Ruby L.
Bankhead were co-chairmen.
• • •
FIRST BAPTIST CHELSEA
More than 400 attended the col-
orful and memorable 12th Annual
Tea sponsored by the Joyful Cir-
cle at First Baptist Chelsea, Sun-
day. An interesting program fea-
turing the Tiny Tots choir was a
supplement. Other participants on
the program were Miss R. Lewis,
Miss Barbara .T. Whitney, Miss
L. William, Willie Shortwell and
Mesdames Lewis, Tate and Tiny.
Mrs. Amanda Rowland was m i s-
tress of ceremonies.
Special tribute was paid to the
late Mrs. Quanita Turner, who was
an ardent worker in the circle.
Mrs. Carrie Webber is president
of the Joyful Circle.
Regular Sunday service will be
held at First Baptist, Chelsea. Rev.
Van J. Malone, pastor, invites the
public to worship at this fine house
of worship.
• • •
FIRST BAPTITST BEALE
AVENUE
"Contrary Winds" was the sub-
ject of the forceful sermon deliv-
ered by pastor at First Baptist
Beale Avenue, Sunday. The No. 1
and 2 choirs provided the music.
The choirs, deacons and Usher
Board No. 1 are sponsoring a drive
to benefit the building fund, Sun-
day. It will be launched during
the morning services.
A musical will be presented at
7:30 p.m. by the combined choirs.
Emmason Dotson is the director.
Mrs. E. J. Wilson is the organist
and Miss Mildred Nolan is the pi-
anist.
Rev. E. J. Wilson is the minis-
ter.
• • •
FIRST BAPTIST LAUDERDALE
The Sempolaborn club of First
Baptist Lauderdale will present its
Annual Four Season Tea, Sunday.
from 4 to 6 p.m. Tables repre-
senting the four seasons of the
year will be displayed. Mrs. Hazel
Gurdy is the president.
Other services will be regular.
Rev. H. C. Nabrit is the pastor.
• • •
ST. PETER BAPTIST
A musical was given at the St.
Peter Baptist church, Sunday at
3:30 p.m.
The St. Peter male chorus pre-
sented it..
First Day Of
Spring Opens
Baha'i Year
Naw-Ruz, the Baha'i New Year,
will be observed in some 25
countries and territories starting
at sundown, March 2, the first
day of spring.
"This is a joyous occasion for
Baha'is," the National Baha'i As-
sembly announced, "to g i v e
thanks not only for God's gifts of
renewed life and fruitfulness, but
for the new life God showers
on mankind with each spiritual
springtime, when His religion is
renewed, and a new era begins."
This new Era, founded in 1844,
Baha'is believe, marks the com-
ing age of the entire human race,
for which the principles for racial
and religious unity, universal jus-
tice and world peace were giv-
en to all mankind.
THE RECRUMNG -STATION
in the Veterans Benefit, Inc.
headquarters, 860 Vance ave.,
is busy these days as the or-
ganization seeks to increase
its membership from 3,000 to
5,000. Wives of Officers are in
charge of the station here.
From left are Mrs. Frances
Estes, wife of President James
F. Estes, Mrs. Willie Milam,
wife of Insurance Manager J.
0. Milam, Mrs. Mamie Trip.
pett, wife of Chaplain E. C.
Trippett, and the secretary,
Miss Margaret Robins and at
right .1. 0. Milani goes to
Work on an unknown veteran.
New YWCA To Be Bui1t1
Out Of $400,000 Fund
Plans for a building 150 feet
long by 75 feet wide to house ,
Vance Avenue branch of the Y.
W. C. A. were revealed late yes-
terday by Walter Chandler, gen-
eral chairman of the $400,000
Building Fund appeal.
The building, to serve the Ne-
gro community of Memphis, will
be erected on a more convenient
site than the present inadequate
Vance Avenue building (a convert-
ed apartment house). The remain-
der of the fund will be used in
the downtown building at 200 Mon-
roe ave.
In revealing plans for t h e
branch, Chandler also announced
that the branch membership has
Planned to raise $40,000 — 10
per cent of the goal — in a divis-
sion headed by Maceo Walker,
president of Universal Life Insur-
ance comany, and the Rev.
S. A. Owen, pastor of Metropoli-
tan Baptist church.
Walker and the Revs. Mr. Owen
will organize teams to solicit sup-
port from businesses, profession-
al people and friends of t h e
branch.
The new building will be erect-
ed around a 60 by 38 foot all-
purpose room that will include a
stage and adjoining kitchen. "This
facility will offer a long-neeued
center for the community for
lectures, meetings, discussions, in-
structional gatherings and various
other events now handicapped in
the limited facilities of the Vance
Ave. branch, Chandler explained.
Veterans Benefit, Inc.
Seeks 5,000 Members
Applications for membership in
the Veterans Benefit, Inc. are be-
ing taken at the Recruiting station
set up in the headquarters at 860
Vance ave. Goal of the member-
ship campaign is 5,000.
The young organization headed
by Atty. James F. Estes now
boasts a membership of around
3,000.
Rev. Bennie M. Dendy, vize
president and executive director,'
has been named chairman of the
membership committee.
$75 A WEEK
The group reports new members
are signing up at the rate of 175
weekly.
All veterans in Memphis and the
Mid-South are being urged to join
the organization for the purpose
of obtaining better job opportoni-
ties, bonus legislation, increased
pension benefits, World War II
Widows compensation, automatic
veterans pensions at age 60, in-
creased direct G. I. loans in areas
nut heretofore designated a n d
business promotion loans.
Veterans Benefit has a Veterans
Day every Tuesday afternoon be-
tween 1 and 5 p.m. at the head-
quarters. This day includes free
I advice and assistance on all vet
affairs and government matters as
effect private rights of any per-
sons, veterans or non
-veterans.
All widows, children and aged
persons who are usable to work
and are in need of assistance ia
social security, legal aid, old age
assistance and government bene-
fits are invited to apply for help.
in need ot with- The mobile Egyptian troopsAll ersons jobs,p 
Egypi Ian Troops
JERUSALEM — 1NS — United
Nations sources said Monday that
two companies of Egyptian troops
have advanced to within 25 miles
of Sharm El-Sheikh on the shore
of the Gulf of Aqaba which Israeli
forces seized in the Sinai inva-
sion last November.
the
out food and are in good faith 
moved toward the positions in 
can apply to the Veterans Bess'
-southern Sinai desert from El Tsx,
fit. Inc., 860 Vance ave. 
in the western part ot the penin.
sula.
MARTHA JEAN STEINBERG
PRESENTS
SPRINGTIME FASCINATIONS
WITH
A DISPLAY OF COLORFUL BEAUTY
JAM PACKED WITH LIVE MODELS
(Also - ELKS QUEEN FOR A DAY)
SPECIAL ATTRACTION
PROF. MAURICE HULBERT
AND HIS SHOW OF SHOWS AT THE BEAUTIFUL
ELKS CLUB - 401 BEALE ST.
SUNDAY, APRIL 14, 1957 - HOURS: 9 P.M. TILL
Advance Donation $1.00 - At Door $1.50
Sponsored By
. ELK'S EDUCATION FUND
(BLUFF CITY LODGE NO. 96)
Tickets are on sale now with All Members of the Lincoln
League, and Elks' Headquarters - 401 Beale St.
'Show Of Stars' Will
Benefit Scharff YMCA
Fats Domino, the Negro jazz pi-
anist whose record sales have
already passed the 20-million
mark, will bring his "Show of
Stars," with 13 headliners in his
company of 100, into the Audito-
rium March 28 for a concert to
raise funds for the Abe Scharff
YMCA- WLOK Swimming Pool
Fund.
There will be two performances
at the Auditorium, the first for
an all-white audience starting at
7.45 the night of March 28 and
the other for Negroes beginning
at 10:15.
The cast of 13 stars in the show
play such tunes as "Honky Tonk" '
on the organ with Tommy Brown
adding the vocals, Clyde McPhat-
ter, who will sing his "Without
Love", songstres, LaVern Baker,
The Five Keys, of 'Wisdom of a
Faol" fame, The Moonglows, of
"See Saw" fame, the Five Satins.
the harmony group that record-
ed 'In the Still of the Night" and
the Schoolboys whose record of
'Shirley' is still running high in r
ANN COLE
In addition, there will be Chuck
Berry, the guitar
-playing s ong
stylist who skyrocketed to fame
with his "Maybelline", vocalist
Ann Cole, whose "In the Chapel"
record is on the best-seller lists,
and, of course, Domino. himself
playing such hits as "What's The
Reason I'm Not Pleasing You?".
More jazz, featuring the "strong
beat" made popular by Domino,
will be offered by Paul Williams
and his orchestra.
Reserved seats are on sale at
the Central Ticket Office in Gold-
smith's with prices for the first
show ranging from $3 to $1.75 and
for the Negro show from $3 to
'$1.50.
Carlos Garcia Takes Oath
As Philippines President
MANILA — (INS) — Vice Free-. president of the Philippines to
ident Carlos P. Garcia Monday succeed Ramon Magsaysay, kill.
took the oath of office as the new ed early Sunday in a plane crash.
The 60-year-old Garcia w a s
sworn in as the nation's fourth
president by Chief Justice Ricar-
do Pares, less than an hour aft-
er arriving in Manila by piano
from Sydney, Australia. He de-
layed only to express his con-
doleaces to Magsaysay's widow
and family.
The new chief executive of the
Philippines pledged he "will carry
out of the last item the program
of Maksaysayia administration."
He added:
"I'll carry on where he left off.
I pledge his every pslitical goal
will be pushed to it expected hap-
py realization."
Garcia took over the reins of
gcvernment only a few hours aft-
er official irientificathon of t Is c
badly-burned body of Magsaysay's'
by his brother, Jesus.
Although the president's body
had been "charred beyond recog-
nition." Philippines defense under-
secretary Jose Crisol said definite
identification was made through
Magsaysay's false teeth, wrist-
watch and grey suit.
Death came to the 49-year-eld
chief executive and 24 other per- I
SAVORY BEANS & MEAT BAI,l.S
••••••••••••••••••••••
•
Recipe of the Week :
,6,Aaae/egleth
•
PET MILK HOME ECONOMIST •
•
••••••••••••••••••••• •
Wives I want a good, hot,
bearti meal in a hurry, there's
one recipe I always think of first
S437ORY BEANS AND MEAT
B.41.1.8, made from a Pet Milk
recipE
It's one of our family favorites
. . lelicious, satisfying (extra
nourishing, too). You ace, swat
balls made the Pet Milk way are
always juicy and tender, wilh
MORE of the rich meat flavor
than you get from meat balls
madelhe ordinary way. Pet Milk,
because it's double-rich, helps
bind It meat-and-bread-cr u m b
mixture together, and this com-
bination saves more of the flav-
orful west juices, too.
Once- you've made the meat
balls (and that takes just a few
minute!), all you have to do is
brown them, then heat the baked
beans With their seasonings right
In the same skillet with the meat
balls. And in almost no time at
Ml, vian have an appetiaing. de-
main dish sure to nlease
ay hungry family! Remember,
though, that it takes double-rich
Pet Evaporated Milk far this rec-
ipe. . .no other kind will do. Now,
here's my recipe. . . .and I just
know you'll like it as numb as I
do!
1 lb. ground lean beef
'4 cup Pet Evaporated Milk
2.3 cup fresh bread crunibs
1 1-8 teaspoons salt
1-8 teaspoon pepper
1 cup sliced onion
I tablespoon fat
1 lb. can baked beans
2 tablespoons catsup
1-4 teaspoon dry mustard
Mix well in a quart bowl the
ground beef milk, bread crumbs,
1 teaapoon salt and the pepper.
With wet hands shape into eight
balls. Brown meat balls slowly
on all sides in skillet with hot
fat and onion. Then cover and
ccok over low heat 10 minutes.
Add a mixture of baked beans. 1-8
teaspoon salt, the eatsun and dry
mustard. Cever and heat until
steaming bot. Makes 4 servings.
RAMON MAGSAYSAY
CARLOS P. GARCIA
City airport on a 350-mile flight
to Manila.
One person miraculously surviv-
ed the fiery crash. He was Nestor
Meta, reporter for the Philippine !
herald, who was in good condition
in a Cebu City hospital.;
Officials said the presidential
plane apparently developed engine
trouble and was returning to the,
airport when it Crashed 13 miles
northwest of Cebu City.
Magsaysay•s body was d i s-
covered in the plane's front com-
partment. Nineteen other charred
bodies were found inside t h e
wreckage and five had been
thrown outside the plane which
was surrounded by an area of
'burred vegetation.
Presidential press secretary J.
V Cruz said Makaaysay's remains
will be flown by helicopter to Cebu I
City. He said it is expected the
body will lie in state in Cebu City i
pending a decision by the family
as to final disposition.
sons when their twin-engined C-47
crashed into a mountain in (tic
central Philippines about 1J min-
utes after taking off from Cebu,
JOHNNY BARNES
RECORD SHOP
Used Records - 78 RPM
(7 for $1.00)
45 RPM
( 6 for $1.00)
Latest in Rhythms & Blues
281 N. MAIN
MONEY FOR YOUR CHURCH
WITH QUALITY STAMPS
A "'down payment" of just
50 books of Quality Stamps
will DELIVER . . . with the
balance of the cost taken
care of through regular
payments of Quality
Stamps!
Just get EVERY member of
your organisation started
saving Quality Stamps on a
regular basis . . . It's EASY
to accomplish, for MORE
Mid-South firms give Qual-
ity Stamps than any other
kind!
Quality Stamps ... the Mid-
South's FAVORITE Gif t
Stamps . . . at leading es-
tablishments everywhere!
a world-famous
HAMMOND
ORGAN
for your Church
or School ...
obtainable with
Quality Stamps
Use this success-proved
way to obtain a wonderful
Hammond Organ or a
magnificent STEINWAY
PIANO for your Church,
School, Auditorium, or
Sunday Srhool.
JANA C. PORTER
Yes Madame,
With Spriog in the air and a
song of thanksgiving in your
heart — why not treat yourself
and your family to a baking
spree? It is so easy with your
sack of Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour always on hand.
With Jack Sprat enriched wheat
flour a cake is light, delicious,
tender and so easy to bake.
Rolls and nies are fun and easy
too. Put the nie in your freezer
to bake at a later date. Let the
cake and rails have a dinner
date with Dad and the small
fry.
STRAWBERRY DESSERT
2 I-1 cup Jack Sprat enriched
flour
1 2-3 cup sugar
2-3 cup butter .or shortening
I tsp. salt
1 Ii4 cup milk
3is tsp, baking powder
3 eggs
1 tsp. vanilla
Sift together dry ingredients
cream butter and shortening in
bowl until light. Add flour and
milk alternately. Beat vigorous-
ly for 2 minutes, add eggs and
vanilla. Beat as before for 2
minutes. Pour into two 9-inch•
pans that have been greased
and lined with wax paper. Bake
in oven 350 degrees Fahrenheit
for 15 minutes.
STR aWBERRY
E11.1.INr.
2 cups milk
1-2 cup sugar
1-1 teaspoon salt
1-4 cup Corn Starea
2 eggs. separated
1-3 cap sliced strawberries
Combine 1 1-2 cups of milk, 1-4
cup of the sugar and the salt
and scald by bringing just to a
boil. Blend the remaining 1-2
cup cold milk, and the corr
starch and stir inter the scalder'
milk mixture. Cook until mix
ture bulls and thickens, stirrin-
conatantly. Cool to lukewarm
Beat egg whites until fluffs', adi'
remaining 1-4 cup of sugar an,'
beat until stiff. 'old thnrimo-'
Into cream filling. C o o
thoroughly and fnld in slice
berries when reads, to snreir'
Snread thickle between layer'
of caoe. Sor'ekle with, granola'.
ed sugar. Serve wita straw-
berry sauce nr fresh atrawbe'
ry i's cream. Try it' Jae!, Snre
enrialierl flour makes such good
cakes
Bye for now,
Jana Porter
"THESE STARS OF TOMORROW" SHINE ON THE BIG STAR SHOW
ANOTHER GALA talent show was presented to the vast Mid south audience of 50,000 watt of WDIA AI the talented youth
pictured above gase an excellent performance in a variety at sic is. Every Saturday morning at 1:30 the Big Star food gores or
Memphis and the Mid South give opportunities to boys and girls Fr am the entire territory to perform before the blg Willa audience.If you would like an audition try-out for this popular radio show, you are invite‘to contact WDIA • the genial A. C. Williams, mac
ter of cermoniea. Pictured above, left to right are: Katie Marie Woods, Stanley Harris, Sandra Austin. and row Geraldine Riley.Eleanor Addison. Jacqueline Harvey. 3rd row, Gloria Neal, Martha Beach and Benjamin Carol!.
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A MOTHER-DAUGHTER Pro-
gram was sponsored by the
If-Teen club of Patterson
school in White Station. Mrs.
Mary W. Robinson, standing
right, a teacher and Y-Teen
adviser at Douglass II ; g h
school, spoke on the subject
'or "Propels Mother • Daughter
OLGA JAMES, who has just
completed a 55.1seek run on
Broadway as taster with
Sammy Davie,' k.," in-01111r.
Wonderful," made a wonderful
• 
hit with critics at the begin-
' PHALSBOURG AIR B A S E,
France — Frank J. Catron, son
of Mrs. Beatrice Catron, of 280
Essex at., was recently promoted
to the grade of A-2C.
The promotion is a result of
the outstanding way in which he
carries out his duties in the
1273rd AACS Squadron as a tele-
type operator.
The mission of the 1273 AACS
Relationship". Mrs. Robinson
was introduced by Mrs. Bes-
sie Jones, seated right, who
was principal of Patterson
school for 30 years. Seated
with her is Chastene Thomp-
son, current school principal.
Standing left to right are Mrs.
Bobbie W. Walker, club advis-
ning of her European tour.
Now dubbed "Miss Wonderful,"
she is scheduled for appear.
ances in Brussels, Antwerp,
Stockholm and Paris before
returning to the states.
er; Miss Bettye Johnson, teen.
age program directress; Mrs.
Willie M. Broome, a teen club
adviser, and Mrs. It h
Smith, musician. Members of
the Y-Teen club, first row.
left to right: Louise Haines,
Dollie Calloway, Gwendolyn
Smith, president; Mable
Young. Betty Lane, Fannie
Nicholson, Lillie Jackson, Car-
elyn Dukes, Rebecca Davis,
Marjorie Crutcher, Mable
Knox and June Brinkley. Sec.
end row, like order: Doris
Macklin, Vickie Mitchell, Gio-
ia Calloway, Katherine Mit-
chell, Yvonne Smith, Joanne
Nicolson, Jeanette Ne v II 5,
Barbara Brooks, Carol Jones,
Charoiette ones, Gladys
Clark and Gloria Luellyn. The
guts had on display their ban.
dicraft work which included
earrings, aprons, embroidered
articles and many othe items.
This was the club's first Moth.
er-Daughter program.
'Charley's Aunt' By Players, Inc.
To End LeMoyne's Spring Festival
Players Incorporated, of Wash.
ington, D. C., will present Bran.
don Thomas' "Charley,'s Aunt" at
LeMoyne college at 8:30 p. m.,
Saturday. April 6, as the climax
to LeMoyne's Spring Festival.
One of the finest touring attrac-
tions in the field today, Players
Incorporated has steadily grown
and matured in the seven years
of traveling that has taken it all
across our country. Twice, this
remarkable aggregation of young
actors has played in the battle-
fields of Korea and twice in Fur.
ope for the Defense Department.
Squadron is to organize, operate
and maintain airways communica-
tions facilities, and ground elec-
tronic aidS to air operations, as
required to support service air-
craft.
Airman Catron has been a mem-
ber of the 1273rd AACS Squadron
since January 1957. He attended
Booker T. Washington High school.
BLUE JEANS
NOTHING
OVER $1
I ;Mt% Sq. Ft. Shopping
Pilled HI tk
Unbelievable Values
4 
350 MONROE AVE.
EVERYBODY'S FAVORITE
All members of the company
are former students of the fa-
mous Speech and Drama depart.
ment of the Catholic university,
noted for the many Broadway hits
which have originated from the
University theatre. Each member
of the troupe has had profession-
al experience and was accepted
for the company because of ex-
ceptional ability and outstanding
promise.
The hilarious production of
"Charley's Aunt" will offer the
audience an evening of comedy as
Under the leadership of Coach
L. L. Roebuck and' the very good
sportsmanship of the team, Ros-
enwald is recognized as the sec-
ond best boys basketball team in
the state of Mississippi.
The Bearcats romped over Tou-
galoo High school with a score
of 53-28 and smothered R. B.
Slaughter High school with a..
64-34 score to contend in the fin-
als against Carthage. The finals
Of the North Zone climaxed with
a 61-60 score and a contagious
case of jitters that spread through-
out the Leland High school gym-
nasium, Claude Sistrunk a n d
James Hubbard again were star
players of the game for the Bear-
cats.
LOST IN FINALS
The Rosenwald Bearcats were
contestants in the State Tourna-
ent at Alexander High school
in Brookhaven the following week.
Rosenwald walked away with
the game against Lumberton, the
Southern Division Zone C h a m•
ions, with a 71-59 score, thus,
bringing the serious-minded Bear-
cats down to the most tense part
Memphis Sales Executives c 1 u b, day, March 28.
has announced that the Memphis
S&Ies Executive club and the
Memphis Negro Chamber of Com-
merce were cooperating in offer.
lag a Sales Clinic to Negro sales'
if did when it was first perform-
ed in Lonodon in 1892. Ever since
the first performance the spright-
ly old lady has filled the theaters
of the world with laughter and has
in that space of time, become
everybody's favorite, the adopted
aunt of every country.
Tickets for this modern comedy
are on sale in the business office
of the college and at Goldsmith's
Central ticket office on a non-seg-
regated seating basis.
of the tournament, while eager
hearts and eyes were on the thrill
packed adventure, Carthage slip-
ped away with the State Cham-
pionship by beating Rosenwald
with a 66-53 score.
FOUR ALL-STATE
Rosenwald had four outstand-
ing players to mike the All State
team, James Hubbard, Claude Sis-
trun k, Othell McAdams and
Joe Tunstall. Two of the boys are
seniors, James Hubbard a n d
Claude Sistrunk, but have not yet
said what their plans are for
the coming year.
Announce $1,900 Gift
To Philander Smith
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — Philand-
er Smith College recently received
a gift of approximately $1,900, ac-
cording to an announcement by
Ir. M. LaFayette Harris, presi-
dent. The gift was made by T. H.
Barton of El Dorado, Ark., in the
sum of 50 shares of common stock
of the Monsanto Chemical co.
*it
BEAUTY KINGDOM — T h e
seventh and eighth grade chil-
dren of Leath school gave an
interesting characterization
last Friday. The emphasis
was upon doing the right
thing, whether in speaking or
conduct. Miss Thelma Knox.
seated center, was queen and
By MABEL B. CROOKS
Nashville's chapter of the Na-
tional Council of Negro Women
cited the honors achieved by 25
individuals at its "Recognition
Day" service last week held at
Clark Memorial Methodist church
"Women Working to Remove
Barriers in Human Relations",
the council's theme this year. was
the subject from which Mrs. Erect
dye Scarborough Henderson spoke
Mrs. Henderson, professor of ap-
plied at and home economics at
Spelman college and director of
Henderson Travel Service, Allan.
la, Ga., was guest speaker. She
stressed the importance a worn
an's ride to bring about better
human relations, to foster the pur-
suit of full and more creative
lives, and to encourage the good
life. She was introduced by Dr.
Alma T. Watkins- Mrs. Marge.
ret G. Simms, president, presided.
THOSE CITED -
Those recognized were: Archi.
lecture — Calvin McKissack. Ath-
letics — Henry Arthur Kean
(pesthumousiv). Education — Dr
Charles S. Johnson (posthumous-
ly) and ,Dr. George N. Redd. Hu-
man Relations — Mayor Ben West,
Mrs. Charles S. Johnson (the
chapter's "Woman of the Year".
John Hope, II, and Dr. Herman
had to pass judgment on vio-
lators of such things as keep-
ing good health habits. Queen's
attendants seated left a a d
right are Irma Jean Strick.
land and Elvin Russell, re.
spectively. Standing left to
right are: Donald Major,
guard; Frank Kelley and Cur-
WHERE EVERY DAY IS SDOLLARS DAY
350 MONROE AT WELLINGTON
Come as you are and bring the whole family —Where one dollar does the work of three
MEN'S WORK SHIRTS
Short Sleeves - Sanforized
White, Tan, Gray
Sizes - Small, Medium, Large
1 
& Extra Large
$ EVERY DAY
IS $ DAY
BLACK
Fine Quality
PILLOW CASES
STRIPED PERCALE
Irregulars of Famous Makes
3 tors
EVERY DAY IS $ DAY
TRI STATE DEFENDER c
C Of Is Sales Clinic sat Mar. 23, 1957 3
Set March 28-Apri I 25 White Inducted _Into Science
George B. Bates, president of' men of Memphis, beginning Thum Honor Society
This is the second such Sales Augustus A. White, '57, son of
'Clinic to—be conducted. It will meet' Mrs. Vivian Tarley, 382 Boyd st.,
each Thursday at I:30 p.m. for Memphis, was recently initiated
five weeks at LeMoyne college.; into the Brown university chap-
This meeting is patterned after ter, the Society of the Sigma
the recent Sales Clinic conducted Xi, national scientific honor Bo-
at East High school, which was ciety,
attended by 1,300 salesmen. Speak.i A graduate of the Mount Her.
era will bs provided by the Speak- mon school in Mount Hermon,
ers Bureau of the Sales Execu- 1 Mass., he is a candidate for the
tives club. I Bachelor of Arts degree, He is a
I SALES ATTITUDES member of the varsity football
team, resident of Delta Upsilon
social fraternity, and has several
times been named to the Dean's
List for high scademi c standing.
George Bates and Ernest Cum-
mings will open the first meeting
urging the topic, "Attitudes in
Selling". Subsequent meetings will
be "Presentation and Demonstra-
tion" on April 4; "Product Knowl-
edge" and "Working With t h e
Customer", April 11; "How to
Sell the Prospect Who Wants to
Wait and How to Overcome Other
Objections" on April 18; a n d
"The Self-Managed Salesman" and
"How to Close a Sale" on April
25.
The course costs $5 and res-
ervations may be made by con-
tacting C, J. Gaston, Memphis Ne-
gro Chamber of Commerce, JA. 7-
(1457.
H Long. Music and Literature —
Arna Bontemps and John W. Work
Religion — Dr William Jollies
Simmons. Science —. Dr. David
V. Bradley, Dr. E. Perry Crump,
P. Massie and Dr. S. 0. Roberts
Student Achievements — Tennes-
I see State university's six m e
bers of the 1956 U. S. Olympic
Women's Field and Track Team:
Mae Faggs, Isabel Daniels, Mar.
garet Matthews, Wilma Rudolph,
Willie B. White and Luncinda Wil-
liams. National Offices — Miss
Lois Daniels, Mts. Helen Johns,
and Mrs. H. Clay Pinkston.
tis Stewart, pages; James
Varnado, guard; Lacey Smith,
disorderly conduct; J a in es
Etta Davis, thought beauty;
Catherine Ivy, action beauty;
Eloise Silmon, speech beauty;
Bobby Jean Rushing, good
health beauty; Cora Clayton,
character beauty; Joyce Ivy,
WOMEN, GIRLS & CHILDREN
Many Styles & Makes
EVERY DAY
IS $ DAY
$DOLLAR GENERAL STORES
350 Monroe Avenue at Wellington
Installed
The liyde Park Unit 12 House-
wives League held its installation
of officers with Rev. Leon Brook-
ins, minister of Summerfleld Be*
tist church, performing the cere-
mony.
Officials are:
Mrs. Naomi Gray, director; Mrs.
Ella Ross, assistant director; Mrs.
! Juanita Daniels, secretary; Mrs.
• Mary Praswell, assistant secre-
tary: Mrs. Ruth Boyd, treasurer.
I Mrs. Hazel Brown, printing and-
school; Johnnie Williams, grocer-
ies; Arthur Wooten. cleaning and
MeAdant Slosn,summary.
• ALASKAN SPORT
Fishing is big business in Alas-
ka. Northwest Orient Airlines, of.
tering Alaska Airventures, reports
that the value of the salmon pack
alone ranges frem 40 to 00 mils
lion dollars each year. More than
100 canneries employ thousanas
of persons, chiefly along the
southern and southeastern coasts.
Cod, halibut, herring, cisme,
crabs and shrimp also are can-
ned.
careless speech; MI* Mae
Macklin, good habit beauty;
Cornell McFadden, poor Isealth
habits; Doris Morris, queen's
attendant; Grover Simpson,
master of ceremonies; Thur.
man Glover, Louis Vaughn,
guard, and Earnest Grayer,
guard. Mrs. C. M. Heard is
school principal.
Choose Yours From Our
Large Stock
Maternity
Styles Included
$1 EVERY DAY
IS $ DAY
611,1,YELWN ° i*T4
CORNER viti
--BY rEtTrl MAIM'
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a Demerara, British Guiana, South
Jamaican born man. I would like America.
• .to marry an American woman.
One who believes in God through Dear Mine. Chante: I am a
Jesus Christ. I am an A grade young man 22 years of age and
and general electrical. My love would like to correspond with so-
and all that I possess is hers. ber-minded and intelligent young
Very good behavior is expected. ladies between the ages of 18 and
Harold Reid, 32, Windward Road, 22. I am 6 feet 1, weight 160 lbs,
Lisabell Ville, Kingston, P. 0. .La, brawn complexion, black hair and
maica, B. W. I. eyes. Will answer all letters
• • • promptly. Walter Guy, 1058
' Dear Mme. Chante: I think Greenwood, E. Chicago Heights,
your work is wonderful. I hope Illinois.
through your column I shall meet • • •
I true companion. Although this Dear Mme. Chante: I desire
Is my first time writing you, and to receive letters from serious
bolie I have luck, I am anxious minded men between the ages of
to :meet a single man. He must 44 and 55. He must be sober and
be • between the ages of 38 and of good character, business-like
452 Must be over 5 It., 8 ins, in working man. A man who wants
helaht and must be of good char- to get somewhere with a woman
limier. I am 5 ft. 7 in, nut brown who is willing to work and help.
color and 31 years old. I am a I have a high school educationdivorcee and have three chil- and a trade, considered nice look-dram I am a high school gradu- ing, nice size, brownskin, 5 ft.
ate. Will give more information 5 inches tall, 175 lbs., age 39.
abOut myself through the mail. Will answer all letters and ex-
Please send photo. I will do like- change photos. C. B. Ray, 645 E.
wise. Lillie Mae Watson, Gene- 97th St., Los Angeles 2, Calif.
rat Delivery, Corpus Christi, Tex- • •
as.
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a lone-• •
ly lady in the hospital and would
' Dear Mme. Chante: I am a like to correspond with both maleJamaican born woman. I am very 
and female pen-pals. I am 20much interested in corresponding years old, weight 115 lbs., brownwith an American gentleman or 
complexion, long hair and 5 ft.,
a_Jamaican born man who is now 5 in. tall. Beatrice Holmes, Alex.
residing in U.S.A. He will know 
le
ander Arkansas P. 0. Box 123,the type of behavior we achieve ... ' 'A xander, Ark.,here in Jamaica. I would like a
•
men who is well cultured. I will • •
answer letters and exchange pho- Dear Mme. Chante: I am a ma-
tos. Olive Henry, 32 Windward rifle serving with the Marine
Rd., Lisabell Ville. Kingston, Guard Naval Gunfactory in Wash-
P. 0., Jamaica, B. W. I. ington, D. C. I've been in the
• • . service for only a few months. As
Dear Mme. Chante: Your col- once being a civilian a short while
ago, I can now understand howtimn was introduced to me by a ,
friend whom I told I was interest- a serviceman feels when he does
ed in becoming a member of your not hear from any of his friends,
so I'm hoping that you will helppen pal club. I am a Jamaican
and would like to have pen-pals me win many new friends. PFC
from abroad. Inez Callum, Clydes- J. T. Forbes, Marine Bks., 3801
dale, P. 0. St.. Ann, Jamaica, Nebraska Ave.. N. W., Washing-
B. W. I. ton, D. C.
• • •
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I was in- Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
formed that you would be able Jamaican girl, age 27, height 5
to assist me in getting pen-pals. ft. 5 inches weight 122 lbs., fairly
I am desirous of corresponding intelligent. Would like to cones-
With pen pals, chiefly male be- pond with American males be-
tween the ages of 23 and 33. Ruby tween the ages of 30 and 38. All
Carbett, 123 West Street, King. letters will be answered. Hob-
kton, P. 0.,- Jamaica, B. Vi'. 1, bies are dancing, sea bathing,
• • • movies and cooking. Vera Grwen,
' Dear Mme. Chante: It is with 21 Halfway Trees Road, Croos
Pleasure that I tipte this opport- Roads, P. 0. Jamaica, B. W. I.
unity of writing to you. I have • • •
been trying to get a pen-pal for Dear Mme. Chante: I read
sometime and was told by a your column regular and find it
friend that you could help me. very interesting. I am a lonely
I am dark, 5 ft. 4 inches tall, 18 man of 28 years old who would
years of age and weigh about like to hear from a young lady
120 lbs. I will answer all letters who is likewise lonely and is in.
Barbara V. Barton. 51 Love Lane, terested in corresponding with and
Kingston, Jamaica. B. W. I. getting to know a nice sober,
• • • clean-cut young man. I am look-
Dear Mme. Chante: I am desir- ing for a friend and companion
ous of having pen-pals in your M I am very sincere. I'd appre-
country and as a result I will be ciate it if only those who are
thankful if you will publish my sincere also, would answer this
name in your column. I am 18 letter. I'd like to know someone
years old, and my hobbies, which who has made up her mind what
are numerous, include photogra- she wants out of life and who is
phy and record collecting. interested in meeting a guy who
Donald Espent 10 Shane Lane. has similar tastes and ideas. I
Passmore Town, Kingston, P. 0.. promise to answer any and all
Jamaica, B. W. I. letters promptly. If possible
• • • please send photo in first letter.
' Dear Mme. Chante: I ani a John Roberts, 542 W. 112th St.,
Siery lonely man who desires to New York 5, N. Y.
Correspond with a lady who is a • • •
Jehovah Witness or one who is of Dear Mme. Chante: Thanks for
wood will and is interested in publishing my letter. The results
baying a hapy and enjoyable have been very good. I have had
home life between the ages of 30 mail from almost every state.
and 40. 1 am a Jehovah Witness, I think the work you're doing is
brown skin, 5 ft. 5 inches tall, simply wonderful. I'm very happy
130 lbs. and 37 years old. I pro- because I feel that I have many
Miele to answer all letters and ex- new friends. I hope others will
change photos. J. B. Fitchos. have the same type of luck that
C.43029 Box 73, Petros, Tennessee I have had in the past two weeks
•
and they will be as happy.
' Dear Mine. Chantc: I am a R. L. Rowan. 91 Austin Homes,
lonely young man just out of the Knoxville, Tenn.
Air Force. I would like to meet • • •
a nice young lady, age 18 or 19. Dear Mme. Chante: I an, desir-
I am 20. I have been looking nus of getting pen-pals in the
around for a nice girlfriend every U.S.A. I am 21 years of age and
since my discharge. Uoyd W. would appreciate pen-pals be-
Bond, 1259 W. 110th Pl.. Chicago tween the ages of 1$ and 23. I43, Illinois. have a fair education and at
. • . present am employed at the Min-i Dear Mme. I viould istry of Health in Jamaica. Wouldlike to correspond vi ith pen
-pals love to exchange photographs,
In the U. S. A, I am 22 years scenic post cards, etc. I am very
old. My hobbies include movies, friendly and believe 1 will quite
Music and reading. All letters easily make friends with thoseieUl be answered. Valentine Da- who write to me. Gerald Gilliam,
Pin. Leonora. West Coast 2g Victoria St.. Browns Town.
Rep. Culler Tops As Foe Of Bias
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the
third in a series in the per-
sonalities behind the (aces MI
Capltol Hill Hill. Here is a
sketch on Rep. Emanuel Celler
(D. N. V.) who comes from the
11th District and is a her per-
son in the civil rights battle
since he is chairman oi the
powerful House Judiciary Com-
mittee. Rep. John McCormack
(D. Mass.) is the majority lead.
er of the House and the person
responsible for marshalling im-
portant pieces of legislation
through the tortuous maze of
committee hearings and deli.
berations on to the floor for ac-
tion. As one of the leading policy
makers on Capitol Hill, the
chances of favorable action on
any bills depends on what he
thinks of the measures.
• • •
Former President Truman tells
this story about Emanuel Celler.
It seems that the district he
represents is made up of stable,
financially comfortable people.
He does not have man of the
complex problems of other dis-
tricts.
Once, with some spare time on,
his hands, Cellar undertook to
launch a project to collect all of
the lost papers of George Wash-
ington and have them put in one
place in the National Archieves.
He wrote to several of his con- REP. EMANUEL CELLER
ItAAR'S tio' DRINK FER D'vANNSE..-
'NWT ARE YOU GONNA NAVE?
Kingston, Jamaica,
•• •
B. W. I.
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
young Jamaican lad, 23 years of
age, complexion dark brown, 5
ft., 9 inches, curly black hair,
brown eyes and weigh 170 lbs.
Occupation, employed by the Bir-
mingham City Transport as driv-
er. I am desirous of getting male
and female pen-pals. Should be
from 25 to 30. Ernest N. Bell, 38
Clare Mont Road. Flockley, Bir-
mingham 19, Ala.
• • .
Dear Mme. Chante: I am 18
years of age, 5 feet, 5 inches and
weigh 130 pounds. I have black
hair and brown eyes. I am a
lonely girl and would like pen-pals
write me. In exchange I Will write
to them and exchange photos.
Dorothy Thompson, 1927 West
Walnut, Louisville. Ky.
• • •
Dear Mme, Chante: I would be
glad to correspond with an Ameri-
can. I am of a dark complexion,
thirty years of age. I'm out for
love. My weight is 170 pounds,
height 5 feet 9 inches. At present,
I am working at Marketing De-
partment. My trade is a cabinet-
maker. I was born in Kingston,
Jamaica. Roy Levy, 12A Dum-
fries St., Denham Town P. 0.
LIVE WITHOUT FEAR
Blessed, is a word reserved
exclusively to describe those
in this life. No jealousy or un-
holy rivalry is harbored by the
individual who lives in such a
manner that he brings God's
presence, so-to-speak into the
surroundings in which be likes.
If we practice to never pay
back evil for evil aim to
be above reproach in the eyes
OT all . and to be at peace
with ALL men, we will find
that happiness will come with.
out any effort, and our daily
lives will be full of goodness.
The Bible should be used as
our daily guide, as for instance
this verse proves the above to
be true—"Let nothing be done
through strife or VAIN glory;
but in lowliness of mind let each
esteem others better than them-
selves. Look not every man on
his own things, but every man
also on the things of others."
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(Phillipians 2. 3, 4.)
E. V. I am a constant reader of
your column and find it very help-
ful. We are about to reach a cli-
max in our home life, can you
help us. Do you foresee any im-
mediate danger cdming into our
family as a result of this trouble?
ANS. It seems to me that
you have known for quite some-
time that this person living
in your home was not going to
come up to your expectations
and that it would cause fric.
tion. Now, it is time to make
a change, for you have certain-
ly waited long enough, to see
if things would eventually work
out. Don't wait any longer Eva,
make this change at once.
• • •
WORRIED. I love my wife and
want to do all I can to make her
happy. Please help me in solving
this problem which I feel is im-
portant to our marriage.
ANS. It would be wise for
both of you to consult a good
unglet-ori@OEM
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physician. It seems that your
wife needs some medical atten-
tion, but in order for you to un-
derstand the difficulty, you
should both talk the matter
over with him. Do this as soon
as you can.
• • *
Do you feel that I should Con-
sider this proposition . . as it
means that a complete change
will have to be made?
ANS. It comes to me that you
are planning to leave the city
and try to find employment In
a much smaller locality: The
reason for this change Is your
desire to please your family.
They want you to cense back
home and it would mean a com-
plete change. Although you have
been offered an interest in
business there, it doesn't hap-
pen to be of your liking. A
great deal depends upon how
badly you miss your family
and really want to be with them.
When you have decided this,
you will have your answer, my.
friend.
• • •
I J. Can you help me? I am
worried about my finances, and
would appreciate your ideas on
what I can do to ease the situa-
tion.
ANS. A careful analysis of
your question indicates the fact
that you should make outs bud-
get, and try to stick to it. If
you have no plans or System
as to how you are going to
manage your money, It will get
away from you and you will
find that you still owe many
bills. Place yourself on some
kind of a budget so that you
can use your money to the best
advantage,
name and the South Boston in
which he grew up.•
A tall craggy-faced man, he is
both devoutly religious and a pol-
itician to his finger tips. Elected
to the 70th Congress, he is now
.....intering his 28th year as a legis-
lator on Capitol hill.
Affable and energetic, 'Mc-
Cormack is always in a hurry;
seldom relaxes. Usually, he is
seen rushing throught the cor-
ridors of the House side of the
Capitol building with an arm load
of papers or books.
In his book of rules, politics and
that meafts Democrats, is theAsk
science Of always playing.for their
advantage to your side; though
McCormack has a good hi-par-
tisan record on such issues as
foreign policy, immigration, and
labor.
John McCormack writhes in hor-
ror at the though of a split party.
Hence the reason why for two
conventions, 1952 and 1956, he
was chosen to head the Democra-
tic platform committee. He is ac-
ceptable to both the South and
the North.
It was he who held the insistent
liberals at arm's length, while he
watered down the language of the
sizzling hot plank on civil rights.
Then it was his job to convince
them that the language was strong
enough to satisfy Negro voters.
To do this, he and Sam Ray-
burn drafted former President
Truman to speak in behalf of the
stituents asking them to serve on final version on the convention
an advisory committee, floor in order to quiet the smould.
One prosperous merchant who ering rebellion.
received several letters confided McCormack consults frequently
to a friend. "I know who 'Manny' with Clarence Mitchell, director
Celleriso,b,utGweohrogem 
Washington, 
shinheglltoni: of the Washington Bureau of thethis 
fellow, NAACP, though he and the organt-
he keeps talking about?" zation are in' frequent disagree-
ment on strategy.
A tree grew in Brooklyn and so 
' •A BROOKLYNFrE
McCormack thinks the NAACP
did "Manny" Celler. is sometimes too aggressive And
He was born there, May 6, 1888, 
attended school there and then 
should be more practical in its
Columbia university in New York 
political thinking. With the tide
swinging away from the Demo-
where he finished law school and crats, McCormack is alarmed that
He has been serving continuous- 
this will have wide repercussionbegan practicing in 1912.
in the 1958 Congressional elections.
ly in Congress since 1922, and has 
been chairman of the House ju 
It is his job then to whit) up
d
. enough support on his side of the
iciary committee for several aisle to assure passage of some
Cellar has been a leading figure 
legislation at this session of Con-terms,
In the battle, to pass civil rights
legislation, though his district does
not contain a predominance of Ne- Council Willgro voters.
Under his leadership, theoHouse old did pass some civil rights legisla- H Annual 0
tion in the last session of con-
gress, but this was killed in the ConventionSenate.
He has authored innumerable
bills on civil rights and has work-
ed closely with proponents of the
legislation. He is also close to
Sam Rayburn and John Mac-
Cormack and is a strong party
man.
It was Cellar who was outspok-
en in his feeling that Adam Clay-
ton Powell had shown disloyalty
to the Democratic party by sup-
porting President Eisenhower and
was therefore not deserving of
any patronage.
This time, Cellar is assuming
direct leadership of the strategy
to get early action on civil rights
by taking over the chairmanship
of the, sub-committee of the ju-
diciary which has been holding
hearings since Feb. 4. This is an
Indication of the importance of
civil rights to Democratic leaders
who see the handwriting on the
wall in the slipping Negro vote.
John W. McCormack
Boston born and bred John W.
McCormack is as Irish as his
JACKSON, Miss. — The National
Fraternal Council, U.S. A., Inc.,
will hold-its-24th annual meeting
at Campbell college in Jackson,
Miss. from April 30 to May 2.
The theme for the conclave will
be "Freedom Through Christian-
ity," with Dr. Luke Beard of Bir-
mingham, Ala., slated to deliver
the annual sermon.
In addition to ministers of vari-
ous denominations, the meeting
will attract representatives of la-
bor agriculture, business and edu-
cation groups.
denominations from Mis- "
More than a thousand ministers
of seven 
 i
sissippi and surrounding states'will
attend the meet.
Participating ministers includdli
Dr. T. J. Jemison, Baton RougeW
La.; Bishop Edgar A. Love, Balti-
more; Dr. F. L. Shuttlesworth,
Birmingham; Dr. W. H. Borders,,
Atlanta, and Dr. S. L. Greene, Jr., •
Nashville.
The gathering will also hear
talks by Dr. Roland Smith. Dr. •
W. H. Jernigan, Bishop R. R.•
Wright. Jr. and Dr. J. W. Golden.. •
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LONGEST CAGE STREAK
, ball winning streak was 16 in the
Michigan State's longest basket- \ilk
1931 and 1932 seasons.
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Our Opinions
hana In The United Nations
The speed with which the Dominion of
741'hana was admitted into the United Na-
tions would seem to indicate an eagerness
to welcome the new sovereign state into the
fold of the international organization.
Twenty-four hours after the former Bri-
tish colony had fashioned out its freedom,
the Security Council and the General As-
sembly gave their unanimous approval to
Ghana's membership which was sponsoredjointly by Britain and Australia. Behind
this unprecedented speed, behind the ea-
gerness lies an intriguing interplay of for-
ces tugging or trying to pull Ghana into
their own economic and political sphere of
Influence.
Great Britain, for commercial reasons,
wants to retain a paternalistic grip on the
African state, and, is, therefore looking
with jaundiced eyes at Uncle Sam's bid for
Ghana's friendship.
Russia sees in this new development a
golden opportunity to secure a political foot-
hold through a Marxist introduction of an
onomic, materialistic way of life for Afri-
'fa. Such an outlook forebode ill for the
West and is causing quite a night mare to
the colonial powers.
Though the Western powers ere collect-ively opposed to Russian penetration of Af-
rica, the opposition is on different grounds.
France, for political reason; Britain, for
economic reason; and. America. for stra-
tegic reason.
•••.M11,111••
America is interested in finding a place
where her shattered prestige in the world
of color might be rebuilt. Economic and cul-
tural aid are a positive expression of that
wish.
Britain needs Ghana's mineral and agri-
cultural resources to bolster up her sagging
economy.
France. however, takes a dim view of
the prospects which are likely to ensue in
the wake of the emergence of the new state.
Metropolitan French opinion is fearful lest
French Africa, especially French Equatorial
Africa, inspired by the phenomenal success
of the former Gold Coast colony, should be-
gin agitating for independence. The agita-
tion for independence is already very strong
in North Africa and may well spread
to French West Africa. Once the na-
tives come to know in full what is- going on
in Accra, the movement for liberation will
reach the proportions and the fury,of a
prairie fire.
While Ghana is being wooed, if Prime
Minister Nkrumah plays his cards shrewdly
in this international poker game, soon he
will have the colonial powers eating out of
the palm of his hand.
The dies are cast. The West must ab-
dicate its power in the so-called dark conti-
nent. And, Africa, in not too distant a fu-
ture, will control and shape her own des-
tiny.
Unconsumed Roasts And Washington Protocol
The social world was treated recently
to a ludicrous display of low breeding in
high places in the nation's capital. Pres-
ident Eisenhower's new chief of protocol, a
gentleman, apparently, from nowhere, or-
dered the caterers' pool of butlers to stop
stealing thE food, liquor and flowers. This
order, vulgar as it is, WAS not given sub-
rosa as is customary in high social circles,di t was announced in such a manner as
To invite broad publicity and unceasing
tongue-wagging.
The people who go to these parties,
some to laugh at the hostesses, others to
gossip about the latest security firing in
their departments, have the door opened,
their coats checked and their drinks pour-
ed by a retinue of exl)erienced, courteous
tuxedo-clad butlers. These butlers have
been in the business for generations and
often know by their first names the distin-
guished and not-so
-distinguished guests
who attend these Washington parties.
The amount of liquor and food con-
sumed at these social shindigs is astound-
ing. The more the guests drink, the great-
er their appetite, and the more they eat,
the more thirsty they become—but not for
•4 he People Speak
On Percy Green
Dear Editor: Based upon news-
paper articles, editorials and
speeches made by Percy Green,
editor of the, Jackson Advocate,
Jackson, Miss., as late as 1951
or about and particularly his
speech before the Govertior and
his Educational Advisory Com-
mittee, whereupon such time he
was among the ninety-nine out of
one-hundred Negro leaders who
did not go on record as accepting
the plan for voluntary segrega-
tion, when called by Gov. White,
"then the Chief Executive of the
State, in July, 1954, just two
• nths subsequent to the May
qr, 1954 decision of the United
States Supreme Court, outlaw-
ing segregation in the public
schools of this nation, he at such
time, according to the reports of
the local newspapers, not being
named as the sole Negro who ap-
proved the voluntary plan, it is
difficult for one familiar with
such facts to determine just what
is the editor's conviction about
what he now writes and speaks.
In Percy Green's speech be-
fore the Governor of Miss., in
July 1954 he advocated a seven
point program and among the
points which he advocated were
the following in substance:
Negro and white teams in inter-
scholastic competition; Mixing
white and colored students l col-
leges at the graduate level; Con-
tinue the existence of our Negro
State colleges but permit white
sudents who wish to attend to
enter; Do away with white and
Onred signs in Railway and Bustions.
1. In conclusion, I do not con-
demn Mr. Green, for writing his
sonvictiort. for it Is his Americare
right to do so, though I do be.
water. As a rule, after one of these parties,
there is enough food thrown in the refuge
cans to feed a whole colony of hungry mi-
grants.
What the Protocol chief ignores is that
some of the food is often stolen, of course,
inadvertently by some of the guests who
come to the party with specially fitted
handbags into which they can drop any-
thing from A ham sandwich to half a cow
with room to spare.
The poor butler who gets away with a
quart or two of Old Grand Dad and who
helps himself moderately to the juicy prime
rib has usually received a green light in
advance by the hostess.
When the new chief of protocol says
that unconsumed roasts, the corked bev-
erages and the fabulous floral arrange-
ments are not to disappear with the de-
parting servants, he forgot to add the de-
parting guests to his admonition. '
Besides left over foods after all night
parties regularly find their way into the
garbage can. For, what fastidious hostess
with any background of refinement and
reasonable opulence would want to store
away meats which have been exposed to
the foul breaths of drinking guests?
lieve that any Negro who stood
up for educating the colored peo-
ple in the South in any form dur-
ing an equally perilous situation
as of that today cannot be class-
ified as "Uncle Toms," neithe-
hy expressed or implied terms,
and I am further convinced,
though I am not herein taking
"Created equal, yet made un
equal" is a great paradox in hu-
man experiences.
In creation, men are equal in
origin, in. composition, in value,
in potential and in privilege.
These are inalienable except by
the individual. Men being equal
in origin and composition and in
value inherently, should have the
equal rights and the equal oppor-
tunities to bring out, also de-
velop their potentials.
These rights should never be de-
nied a man by any man or group
or men. To deny any man the
right to bring out his own hid-
den powers is not only a great
sin against the man, it robs so-
ciety of his potentially valuable
contributions.
• • •
Having equal origin, equal con
position, equal value, equal poten-
tials and equal rights, neither add
to a man nor detract from a man
as such. No one has a priority on
them, plus they can only be real-
ly effected by the individual him•
self. This brings us to the subject
of men becoming inferior.
The only way men can become
really inferior to other men is
issue with what Mr. Green writes
and honestly believes, that I do
not understand just what .s the
editor's conviction. This is not
meant as a personal attack upon
the Jackson editor, as I have,
and still do, consider him my
personal friend. R. Jess Brown.
Washington, D. C.
through their own choice. This is
another paradox, choice. Man's
greatest creative privilege is also
his greatest handicap.
Choice is either good or bad,
dependent upon the following:
purpose, ability and spirit. A good
choice is one in which creative
equalities are exercised at the ex-
pense of one's self, never at the
expense of another. All other
choices are bad choices. Bad
choices make you inferior. One
of the choices which makes one
most inferior is to choose to make
yourself to feel better than you
are. Another is to let your am-
bitions push you ahead of your
abilities or to underestimate the
abilities of others.
• • •
Finally, there is another choice
which makes men inferior. To
choose to use all of their powers
for themselves. The best power
that anyone has is the power they
refuse to use against others. No
man can rightfully or truthfully
say who is superior or who is
Inferior. Only the choices and the
works of men classify them.
Only -By their faults shall YOU "As much as she gossips . . . she
know them." chin ... It's too much work for one."
=by
••
NAT D. WILLIAMS
TIME OCT FOR YEARS
A couple of weeks ago Rev.
Blair T. Hunt, pastor of Missis
silaPi Boulevard Christian church,
noted in passing, that he has com-
pleted 35 years as pastor of that
active and growing congregation.
That makes Rev. Hunt, in point
of service, the holder of the dis-
tinction of being Memphis' long-
est serving Negro pastor. So far
the record discloses only one white
minister in the city who has serv-
ed one church for a longer per.
iod.
The record also shows that Rev.
Hunt has served the Mississippi
Boulevard Christian church with
progressive distinction. He began
with thearoup when it was small
and groping. He grew with it
. .in effectiveness of religious
leadership. His sermons have be-
come models of homilectic elo-
quence. He has kept his ear close
to the heartbeats of his congre-
gation by working knowingly and
interestedly, with the various
church auxiliaries such as the
Sunday School, choir, youth activ-
ities, prayer meetings and other
traditional church organizations.
He has served his Memphis con-
gregation with such effectiveness
until the attention of the national
Chrietian church denominational
leaders was attracted, and they
ended up making him their lead-
er, as national head of their
church.
But this increased honor and re-
cognition in no wise diminished his
devotion, loyalty and service to
his local congregation, lie stayed
on the job. He consistently turn-
ed down suggestions about raises
in salary. He has made it a point
down through the years to keep
the mercenary motive out of his
ministry. Earning money for his
ministry was not his objective.
As minister of the Mississippi
Boulevard Christian church, Rev.
Hunt found himself at the helm
of an institution which serves as
the church home for one of the
most remarkable single group of
Negro men in Memphis. Some of
the city's top business and civic
leaders among Negroes are, or
have been affiliated with the Mis.
sissippi Boulevard Christian
church. Like their minister, these
men have largely maintained their
active membership in that church,
except when removed by natural
causes or because they move
from Memphis to some other corn-
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munity. To manage a sustain'.
ed ministry for a score and a half
of years with men of such caliber
as parisaioners is a compliment
to Rev. Hunt's intelligence, train-
ing, personality, and natural qual-
ities of leadership.
During his ministry Rev. Hunt
has officiated at the marriage of
dozens of Memphis couples. lie
has preachA the funerals of do-
zens more. Some folk -have re-
marked that they'd rather have
him "funeralize" 'ens than any
other preacher in Memphis.
As a pulpiteer Rev. Hunt com-
bines the vocal powers of James
Weldoh Johnson's "God's T r o icc-
hones'', the imagery of the war-
ing messages of the Deep Della's
"Thunderbolts of Gospel", t it e
easy eloquence of a polished or-
ator, and the quiet graciousness
of a dedicated messenger of Di-
vinity.
The Mississippi Boulevard
Christian church congregation
may well be proud of their pas-
tor.-For he can hold his own and
represent them well before the
ministerial bar of the nation. Rev.
Hunt and his congregation have
become complements to each oth-
er. Ile has served the congrega•
lion, and the congregation has
supported him. Rev Ilunt has
been fortunate in having the inter-
ested support of such an outstand-
ing lay churchman as Dr. J. E.
Walker, who is. internationally -
known for his interest in the
church and church growth. Tho
combination of an effective. ded-
icated minister and an effective,
dedicated lay leader makes such
ministerial careers as that of Rev.
Hunt's possible.
Perhaps it has been noted that
deliberate effort has been made
to confine these remarks to the
ministerial phase- of Rev. Hunt's
activities. But in passing one can-
not help but wonder how this
remarkable man could combine so
much in the narrow confines of
just one life. It is to be remem-
bered that Rev, Hunt is also
Principal Blair T. Hunt, head of
the Mid-South's largest high
school, Booker T. Washington. . .
he is also "Leading Citizen" Hunt,
racial elder statesman, civic
leader, campaign leader for char-
actenbuilding agencies...success-
ful father, friend, adviser and in-
spirer of youth. . .a good man and
a Christian gentleman. And Ise did
not know this toast would be writ.
ten. . .Suht
By Walt Disney
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"Shows ho i nature balances things—his master is as
bald as a doorknob!"
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Simple Says Acting Right Is
Better Than Writing Right
"I have writ a poem," said
"Again?" I exclaimed. "The
last time you showed me a poem
of yours, it Was too long, HISO not
too good."
"This one is better." said Sim-
ple. "Joyce hid a hand in it, also
my friend, Boyd, Who is cellzged.
So I went you to hear it:
"I know you are determined to
read it to me," I szid, ' so go
ahead."
"It is about that minister down
in Montgomery who has commit-
ted a miracle," said Simple.
"What miracle?" I asked:
"Getting Negroes to stick to.
get her.
"I presume. you are speaking if
Rev. King," I said.
"I am," said Simple. "He is
the man, and this is my poem.
Listen fluently now! This poem
is writ like a letter. It is address-
ed to the White Citizens Council-
lens of Alabama and all their
members, and this is how it goes:
Dear Citizens Councillers:
In line of what my folks
Say in Montgomery,
In line of what they
Teaching about love,
When I reach out my hand.
White man —
Will YOU tpke it?
Or will you cut it -off
And make a nub?
Since God put it
In :ny heart to love you,
If I love you
Like I really could,
If I say, 'Brother,
I forgive you,'
I wonder, would it
Do YOU any good':
Since slavery time
You been calling
Me all kinds of names,
Pushing me down.
I been swimming with my
Heed deep under water—
And you wished I would
Stay under till I drowned
Well, I did not!
I'm still swimming!
Now, you mad because
I won't ride in
The back end of your bus.
When I answer, 'Anyhow.
I'm gonna love you,'
Still and yet, today,
You want to make a fuss.
Now, listen, white folks:
In line with Rev. King
Down in Montgomery—
Also because the Bible \
Tells me that I must — —
In spite of bombs and buses.
I'm gonna love you.
I say, I'm gonna
LOVE you —
White folks, OR BUST!",
'You never wrote a poem that
logical all by yourself in life," I
said.
"I know I didn't," admitted
Simple. "But I am getting ready
In write another one now. This
time I ant going to write a poem
about Jim Crow up North, and it
is going to start something like
this:
In the North
The Jim Crow line
Ain't clear —
But it's here!
From New York to Chicago,
And points past and
In between,
Jim Crow is mean!
Even though integrated,
Jim Crow with GOODNESS
Is not mated.
Up North Jim Crow
Wears an angel's grin —
But still he sin.
I swear he do!
Don't you?
"1 agree that the sentiment a
your poem is correct," I said.
"Rut I cannot vouch for the
grammar."
"If I get the sense right,"
answered Simple, "the grammar
can take c.ire oi 1.self. There
are plenty of Jim Crowers Who
speak fine grammar, hut do very
evil. I have not had enough
schooling to put words together
right — but I know some white
folks who have went to school
forty years and no not DO right.
I figure it is better to do right
than to write right, to act right
is better than to talk ccrrect. Is
it not?"
"You have something there,"
I said. "So keep on making up
your poems. At least, they
rhyme '
"They make sense, too, don't
they?" asked Simple.
"I think they do," I answered.
"They does," said Simple.
"They do," I corrected.
"I know they does," said Sim-
ple.
The story out of Mississippi
telling of the walkout of the stu-
dent body of Alcorn college in
protest against the writings of
an "Uncle Tom" professor made
the front pages all across the
continent last week.
The college would not fire the
professor and the students would
not continue to attend the col-
lege. Some fun in Mississippi.
Such mass-action movements in
the South, in Montgomery, Tal-
lahassee, Miami, Atlanta, and
even within the state of Missis-
sippi, must appear downright
revolutionary to many ' of the
"leading white folks." It -must be
difficult for them to conceive of all
I hose "happy, hymn-singing,
southern cullud folks" mobilizing
their miseries, organizing their
protests and saying right out loud
that Jim Crow has got to go.
In 'my library I have several
hundred books and studies that
have been written by many
eminent social scientists, 'dis-
tinguished scholars, 'find famous
layrpen on the subject of the Ne-
gro. Few members of the human
family have been studied so care-
fully and reported on at such
length as the colored American.
Reviewing the books one bY one,
it is most amazing to me that
hardly any of them seem to con-
tain any hint of the widespread,
mass protests which are today
shaking the cultural pillars of the
entire South.
A number of volumes touch upon
the impregnability of Southern
law and custom. They make it
clear that the poor Southern Ne-
gro is up against a great, tower-
doub e ing brick wall of white control
and oppression. Even those au-
thors who seem to concede that
the Negro is gradually moving for-
ward do not hold out much hope
for any great progress in the
short run. The more hopeful talk
of generations to come.
I am not so sure now that it isn't
a fine thing that oply a few
Southern Negroes have read these
books. The working men and
women who walked up and down
the streets of Montgomery for a
year did not perhaps know how
foolish they were making some of
our great social scientists appear.
This goes also for those students
in Tallahassee and at Alcorn and
the good citizens of Atlanta and
Birmingham. The prophets, per-
hpps, should not be expected to
keep up with the people.
It must always he remembered
that good leaders have to have
good followers Martin Luther
King would be just another piou.:
parson if the masses were not fed
up with racism and ready to join
hands to break down the wall of
white supremacy. As a matter of
fact, the little people started the
Montgomery boycott and then set
out to find a leader. They chose
wisely in selecting the gifted Mar-
tin Luther King. Ile has been an
inspiration to Negroes throughout
the nation.
The point I wish to make, how-
ever, that the great overwhelm-
ing masses of colored folks in the
United States are now on the
march toward first class citizen-
ship and, whether we like the
word or not, a revolution is in
the making.
We saw a budding political re-
volt of Negroes in the last na-
tional election. The Democratic
Party leadership did not believe
that the Negro vote would switch
and the anti-Negro elements in
the party were able to influence
Adlai Stevenson and others to
"play down" civil rights and
"play up" party loyalty. Even
after they were warned that the
Negro is not going to permit any-
one to count his vote in advance.,
the Democratic chieftains ignored
the warning.
Thus it was that a vast num-,
ben of Negroes, particularly in
the cities of the South, Rinsed out
against the Democrats and gave
a great protest vote to the Re-
publicans.
New wealth in the hands of Ne-
groes which came as a result of,
full employment in the long per-
iod since World War II has given,
economic support to some of the
hopes and aspirations of the peor,
pie. Despite some foolish ten-
dencies. the Negro consumers
have bought more than brick and
mortar. They have invested more
in education proportionately than
any other group in America.
Now religion has been tied to
social needs and to hold their
congregations today, the preacher
must concern himself with a lit-
tle more heaven on earth. In
every significant area of life, the
dynamic drive for first class
citizenship is becoming alive and
electric,  
Couple this domestic unrest
with the tense state of world af-
fairs and the universal rebellion
of little people against erstwhile
masters, it is not difficult to ap-
preciate what the future holds.
Those who resist change on the
race relations front in America
today are in for a rough time.
The Talmadges do not have to
ask f, , whom the bell tolls
either.
Q MENDER
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Question FBI Probe Of Dixie Beating
Judge Says FBI
Masn't Called'
....JACKSON, Miss. — (ANP) —
Ripon whose authority or cons-
plaint" was the FBI allowed to
water and investigate the case of
r Negro woman here who last
?reek told a Senate Judiciary sub-
committee she suffered a miscar-
tinge after being beaten, cursed
end looked up in the Hinds Coun-
ty jail here, was what a Circuit
hurt judge wanted to know last
week as he summoned two FBI
agents before his court.
— Circuit Court Judge Hendricks
lisked a grand jury to summon our officers. We, and they,
the agents from New Orleans, who to know the truth."
reportedly questioned prisoners at
the jail in connection with the
Case.
Hendricks said he learned of
the investigation after Mrs. Bea-
trice Young, the complainant, tes-
tified before the subcommittee in
Washington last week.
Hendricks said: "Not a single
complaint by any one, or on be-
half of anyone, has ea er been
made to me that a prisoner of this
count' has ever been mistreated.
This has reflected on the good
name of our county and some of
want
Tennessee .
,DfEWBERN
By ARCHA WOODS
Birdie A. Douglas of A. and
9.; State university is visiting her
'tether, Mr. Ralph Douglas and
'other relatives.
Those who remain on the sick
list are: Mrs. Rostell Shaw, Mrs.
Dona Kirk, Mrs. Maggie Flake,
Airs. Mary !vie and Mrs. Willie
Arnold.
R. 13. Kingle celebrated his six-
teenth birthday with a party. Sev-
eral from town attended. Games
'were played and a delicious meal
was served.
Mrs. Beatrice Shelton from Ten-
nessee State hospitel spent a few
days at home with her folks.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Harris,
Mrs. Mary Lou Hamilton, Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Hassel, Mr. and
Mrs. Booker Wyatt, Mr. and Mrs.
Dew Smith, Miss Ann Johnson,
Miss Willie L. Kindle, Mr 4. B.
Kirk, Mrs. James Renick and
Mrs. Pearlie M. Lucas attended the
singing jubilee at the Good Hope
church.
The Cumberland Presbyterian
Missionary Society met in the
home of Mrs. Sally Kenclle
Mrs. Mery Scott, Mrs. sally
Benson and Mrs. Mary Lou Ham-
ilton attended an Eastern Star
district meeting at Dyersburg,
• • •
,B ['ORTON
By MRS. CURTIS HILL
Our sympathy goes out to the
farads, of Mr. Amos Wenfrey, who
passed. He leaves many relatives
and friends.
Mr. Calvin Butler had hi, ton
ails removed at the Munford
Clinic.
Mrs. Cora B. Butler and chil-
dren have recovered from t h e
hickenpox.
Mrs. Ethel Smith is still on the
sick list.
• • •
TIPTON
By MRS. CURTIS HILL
Mr. Aubry Blade is very ill at
this writing. He lives in Memphis.
Mrs. Ora Ealy gave a birthday
dinner. Those attended were: Mr.
and Mrs. Alvin Dockett and chil-
dren from West Memphis, Mrs.
Laura Jones and Mrs. Mary B.
Greggs of Memphis and your re-
porter. A delightful dinner it was.
There were many lovely gifts.
Mrs. Maggie Burnett has the
flu. She is better at this writing.
Henry Shaw, jr. and Miss Jan.
sue B. Payne were married
March 9. Best wishes '
LINDEN
Miss Katherine TAMILS Jones
spent the week-end in Parson with
her sister Mrs. Mae Tom Haven-
Dor •
Margie Mayors and
sharp have baby girls.
Prof. Joseph A. Thomas ac•
rompanied by his wife. Mrs. Alice
M. W. Thomas and son, Jackie
M. of Nashville. passed through
Linden en route to Memphis where
they attended the funeral of Mrs.
Thomas' mother, Mrs. Warren
Waterson. Mrs. Watersun died in
Nashville following a long illness.
Mrs. Dora Mae Mays was rush-
ed to the Perry county hospital
where she gave birth to a nine
pound baby girl. On the ensuing
day, she underwent a major op-
eration for appendicitis. Mother
sod baby are doing fine
Miss Sarah Anne Jones spent
'some time in Nashville with her
sister, Mrs. Martha Jane Bottley
recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Thomas,
sr. and eons Franke E. jr. and
George Benton Thomas of Nadi-
vale were recent visitors of
Filnk's mother.
Presiding elder W. T. Curb of
West Naitiville district held his
first quarterly conference here at
Roberts Chapel AME church which
Nat a great success. Elder Cuch
preached a fine sermon after
which he conducted the business
session in which the boards and
auxiliaries reported, with finances
placed on the table. Mrs. Florence
K. Thomas, the oldest member
of the church was one of the lead-
ing figures in making a good re-
port for the stewardess board.
Miss Anne Sparks was elected
secretary of the conference. Res-
So mm v
sley F. Thomas w a s elected
steward delegate to the district
conference at Centersville in
April, Dr. H. R. Marshall, alter-
nate delegate. With his instructive
remarks to the church, Fr. Cuch
declared that he had never in all
nine years as presiding elder ha3
there been one penny short in his
reports. Elder Cuch is setting up
a district banking fund with a
Nashville bank.
Following adjournment the pas-
tor and congregation retired to
I h e parsonage for refreshments
and recreation.
Mrs. Monett Odle entertained
Mr. and Mrs alelvis Churchwelt
ef WayneJboro, Mr. and Mrs.
Ezell Robinson of Atwoods and
Mrs. Flora Bell Berry and two
small children of Nashville.
Miss Cynthia Anne Odle has re-
turned to Atwoods where she will
keep house for her sister, Mrs.
Ruth Robinson while her husband
is recovering from a slight
nese.
Miss Lena A. Homes entertain•
ed as dinner guests, Dr. II. II.
Marshall and Rev. George Scales
of Jackson.
Miss Katherine Louise Jones
spent a short time in Parson with
her sister, Mrs. Tom Davenport.
Rev. George Scales of Jackson
preached a tine sermon at Roberts
Chapel AME church. He also
made 'a fine speech its Sunday
School.
Mr. Sherman Vaughan. accom-
panied Mr. Dewey Vaughan and
son James William of Jackson to
Linden while visiting parents,
other relatives and friends.
Rev. George Scales is taking
care of the church here for Sis-
ter V. J. Smith, who is confined
to her Jackson home with pneu-
monia.
The finger and toe contest pro-
cram held by Dr. R. Marshall at
the church Was a great success.
Mrs. Florence K. Thomas en-
tertained Dr. H. R. Marshall and
Rev. George Scales with a chic-ken dinner at her home.
Sister V. J. Smith end Claude
Vaughan celebrated their birth-days with a chicken dinner in thehome of Claude with Mr. Vaugh-
an's wife acting hostess.
• • •
BOLIVAR
Mrs. Mary Lenear passed away
at the home of her son and daugh-
ter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Dave
Lenear. She leaves to mourn
many relatives and friends. Mrs.
Lenear Was a member of Camp-
bells Chapel MB church where she
and her late husband Henry Le-
near held membership for over
fifty years.
Mrs. Lulu Mum is on the sick
list.
Mr. and Mrs. .1. E. McKinnie, Sr.
have returned from Kentucky.
Mr. Odell•Horton. jr., has passed
the Tennessee Bar examination
and is now ready to practice law.
Mrs. Jennie Price is still confin-
ed to her bed.
Mr. Willis Roper and Charlie
Jones are also on the sick list.
Mrs. Elnora Brewer, Mrs. Sallie
W. Hawkins and Miss Bennie M.
Hawkins visited in Jackson.
Jimmie Motley's sister and hus-
band of Chicago visited here.
Florida
EMPIRE
By EFFIE M. PENDLETON
Pfc. Sylvester Gosha left tar
Washington enroute to Alaska.
Tommy L. Johnson and Albert
Wilson were discharged from the
Army but re-enlisted.
FAMU SPEAKERS — Some of
the outstanding speakers dur-
ing Florida A. and M. Calvet
sity institute on torts and pro•
cedures are shown in the above
photo. The institute was spon-
sored by the college of law in
cooperation with the Florida
liar. Left to right, Fleming
James, Yale university; Jules
Angoff, Boston university; T.
M. Jenkins, dean, A. and N.
college of I a w; Charles R.
Scott, Jacksonville; Edward
•
M. Flange!, Boston, and David
Zumin, Florida assistant at-
torney general. (A. and M. staff
photo by Horace Jones, jr.)
Mississippi
PICAYUNE
Funeral services for John (Polo
Rica John) Lino, 57, was held last
week in the Greater Pleasant Val-
ley Baptist church with the Rev.
E. L. Fox officiating. Polo Rica
John who had been in ill health
for several years passed in the
VA hospital in Ne% Orleans after
being rushed there a few days
prior to his death. Cooks Funeral
home was in charge of arrange-
ments. '
Mrs 3, P. Johnson is cdnfined
to a New Orleans hospital.
Clyde McGee is confined to a
New Orleans hospital after getting
his foot badly ground while at
work in the Crosby Forest Pro-
duct Co. 'rung Oil dept.
By J. D. DEMPSEY
Mr. and Mrs. J. 0. Donald and
his brother, Rev. F. J. Donald
and J. W. Donald and a cousin,
Gary L. Donald motored to Talla-
hassee to visit their aunts, Mrs.
Hannah Littles of Tallahassee and
Miss Julia Little, from Miami. Fla.
Mr. J. 0. Donald made a busi-
nes, trip to Mariana
Mrs. Cairie Emanuel is still on
our sick list, hut seems to be im-
proving.
madDCp- shrdluu cmfwyp vbgkn
Mrs. Carrie Dempsey received
the sad news from her sister, Mrs.
Martha Thompson at Tallahassee,
that her daughter and a fishing
companion drowned.
Mrs. Gladys Raines, her son and
daughter-in-law visited in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Dempsey.
Mrs. Mary Helen Bender of Fort
Pierce. Fla., spent last week here
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Dave Bender and other relatives.
M. D. William A. Thompson
who is in the U. S. Navy and just
from over seas is here with his
wife, Mrs. Annie Ruth Thompson.
William will report back to Wash-
ington State in a few days.
Miss Audrey Cooley of Vossberg,
Miss., was called here last week
to be at the bedside of her sister,
Mrs. Minnie Mae Jefferson, who
is confined to the local hospital.
Mrs. Ruby Ceaser, the first reg-
istered nurse to be employed in
the local hospital here has resigned
and accepted a position in a New
Orleans hospital in the local hos-
pital.
Funeral service was held in Hat-
tiesburg last Sunday for Mrs. Em-
mer Gay Jackson, who was the
mother of Mrs. Ruby Wilson. a
nurse in the local hospital here.
Mrs. Wilson went to Hattiesburg
and brought her mother here for
treatments and after being treated
and returned back home for a few
days she was rushed back here on
Monday and passed that night.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Richerson
are the parents of a little son born
to them last week in the local hos-
pital. Mrs. Richerson in the
daughter of Mrs. Rosa Battiest.
Mrs. Mary Fortenberry and Mr.
Edmond Marsh were quietly mar-
ried here last week, with the Rev.
James Brown officiating.
Miss Dorothy Bolden, Miss Co-
rene McCann, Miss Means, Robert
Pickett, Alonzo Johnson, and Al-
fredric Robinson all of this city
were among the students "BOY
COTT" that took place at Alcorn
college last week. Miss Bolden and
Mr. Robinson are seniors this year.
They will complete their course
in May.
Carver High boys basket ball
team won second place in the Dis-
trict tournament State finals.
Mrs. Mary LOUiS of Chicago.
Ill spent last week in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Ott Fortenberry,
while down this way for Mardi
Gras. Mrs. Louis is the sister of
Mrs. Forjenberry.
Mrs. El, Bond of Klamath Falls,
Oregon spent last week in the
home of her sister, Mrs. Bertha
Hayes. While here she was the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Allen Pope
Mr. A. T. Allen is still confined
to the bed at his home, but his
condition is very much improved.
Mr. Will Taylor who teas struck
by a stump trilek several weeks
ago is still confined to a New Or-
leans hospital. His condition is
much improved.
• •
COLDWATER
By EUNICE CALDWE.LL
Rev. C. Jones, pastor of Bates
Chapel CME church delivered an
inspiring sermon at Edward
Chapel AME church. Rev. T. J.
Jines is the pastor.
The funeral for Mrs. Emma Wil-
son were held at the Liberty MB
church Rev. J. Paterns officiated.
She leaves many relatives and
friends
Rev. Eunice Lusure and I h e
Hickard Grove choir rendered a
wonderful program at Bates Chap-
el church. Rev. C. Jones is pastor.
The Harmony Singers rendered
a spiritual program at Edwards
Chapel church. Rev. T. .1. lines
is pastor.
• • •
WATER VALLEY
By C. A. HAWKINS, JR.
Rev. B. J. Edwards has been
elected pastor of Lake Grove MB
church at Prairie, Miss. He is
also Vice Moderator of the TOMB
Association.
At this writing Mrs. Annie Kelly
Montgomery is a patient at the
Collins Chapel hospital in Mem-
phis.
Mrs. C. E. Moore:Suffered a
heart attack recently .Her condi-
tion is improving.
Funeral service was held at
Miles Memorial for Mrs. Etta Rag-
land. She is survived by many
relatives and friends. She was a
member of Oak Grove CME
church. Also a member of Naomi
Chapter No. 9, Order of the EOS
and a member of Benevolence
Sons and Daughters of Charity
Lodge No. 9. Burial in Pine Grove
Cemetery.
Mr. S. T. Hawkins of Memphis
was here on business. Also Mr.
Leroy Harvey.
Also on the sic that is little
Larry Jerome Hawkins, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Hawkins
• •
DURANT
By MRS, RICKY ALLEN
Miss Lithe Mae Ellis married
Mr. Jimmie L. Liges.
Mrs. Lenel Morris visited in Du-
rant with her daughter-in-law, Mrs.
Martha Jean Morris,
Johnnie Johnson and Miss An-
derson were recently married.
Percy Lee Mitchell was drowned
after jumping or falling from a
boat in a pond not far from his
home. He was buried Wednesday
afternoon. Rev. R. C. Ingram and
Rev. Johnson officiated.
Miss Sarah Ann Riley is doing
fine after an eye operation.
If you want good home cooked
meals just stop by the City Cafe
Diner.
Little David Anderson is sick In
bed with pneumonia and measles.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Heming-
way visited Mr. and Mrs. Rucker
Bass in Pickens.
Latest platter—"Going Home"
Motto—"Move on up a little
higher."
Many attended. It was an interest-
ing ifleeting. A delicious repast
was served by the hostess.
Miss Artie Mae Cohorn who is
attending M. I college at Holly-
springs spent the week end with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bennie
Cohorn.
Mrs. ()seek la Jackson who WIIS
a patient at Taborian hospitel in
Mound Bayou came home Sun-
day.
Rea. sod Mrs. R. B. Crawford
motored to Osceola. Arkansas tc
visit a brother and to Caruther-
ville, Mo, to visit her sister, Mrs.
S. J. Sanders.
Mr. Charley Banks has been
on the sick list but is better at
this writing.
New 'members taking the De-
fender are Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Robinson. Mrs. J. Patten and
Mrs. Willie MeEwen,
Mrs. Ozene Bride, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ebby Cohian left
last week to join her husband, who
is in the Army.
• •
BATESVILLE
By COI.EY W. JOINER
A talent program was held at
the New Enon MB church, with
the following churches participat-
ing: Mt. Gillion MB, Harrisonville
MB, New Hope MB, and Stand
Spring AME. Rev, C. W. Joiner
sponsor; Mrs "Mabel M. C. Forc-
ing, mistress of ceremonies.
Service at the Bluff Spring MB
church with pastor G. W. Word
present, was very inspiring.
• • •
• • •
PRENTISS
Funeral services were held at
Mt. Zion Baptist church for Miss
Susie K. White, who died in Jack-
son hospital after a brief illness.
R e v. E. D. Barnes of Laurel,
Miss., officiated. Music directed
by Mrs. Hudson of Hattiesburg,
Miss. She was one of' the beauti-
eians of Prentiss, Miss. White is
survived by many relatives and
friends.
STARKSVILLE
By MRS. FANNIE MOORE
Mr John Jones, resident of Ma-
ben, Miss. died Saturday. Funeral
Was held at Pleasant Hill Metho-
dist church. Rev. J. H. Gaston
officiated. Mr. Jone3 leaves many
relatives and friends.
OXFORD
By MRS. MABEL CRAWFORD
Service at St. Elijah Chapel was
good. The congregation was small
due to the weather.
The WSS of Beverly Chapel met
at the home of Mrs. Clara Banks.
s • •
HOLLY SPRINGS
The Alumni club of M. I. college
will entertain thV Senior college
class M yen 26 at Catherine Hail.
In this meeting they will install
members of the club. The kcal
club met Sunday in Washington
Hall.
The Rosenwald basketball team
won first place in the tournament
that was held at M. I. college
Friday. They won over Higgens
High school with scores of 62-41.
The program given at Anderson
Chapel was very enjoyable. The
program was sponsored by the
choir.
Tennessee
PARSON
By RESSLEY F. THOMAS
Mr. and Mrs. Park McDonald
spent several weeks visiting Mrs.
McDonald's sister Mrs. Margie
White of St. Louis, alo. They re-
port a fine stay in the big river
town.
Mr. Roger McDonald of Detroit
has returned home for an indef-
inite stay.
Mrs. Ida Pettigrew of 602 Geor-
gia ave. is ill at her home and
confined to bed.
Miss Lulu Parham who has been
on the sick list for several weeks
is up and able to be out again.
Mrs. H. J. Laster of 096 Georgia
ave. is suffering with a slight
(-('Id.
A large crmed from Ieru at-
tended the funeral of Mr. Homer
Kinnell of Decaturville recently.
Mr. Kinnell was a fine slit-re-
specting citizen. He is survived
by his widow Mrs. Mildred Kin-
nell, two daughters, two brothers,
Mr. Melvis Pe4tigrew of Cleve-
land, Ohio; Mr. George William
Pettigrew of Detroit, Mich., two
sisters, aIrr. Rheba Parson and
Mrs. Anna Fisher of this city and
his mother, Mrs. Ida Pettigrew ef
Georgia ave., Pa'rson.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Davenport
have a baby girl.
Mrs. Maggie Walker Was placed
in the Perry County hospital of
Linden where she gave birth to
a fine baby boy. Her husband
Ceorge Malcolm Walker and sister
Emma Lue Scott visited her and
later brought mother and baby
home where they are doing fine.
Mrs. Lula Anne Davenport Spent
several days in the Perry CoulttY
d
Rev. Armstrong, pastor of An -
Ierson Chapel delivered a wonder-
ful sermon.
The sick liA includes. Mrs. L.
M. Reid, Mrs. Burton, Mrs. Jan-
nie Phillips and Mrs. Mocre.
The three sisters who operate a
fine dry goods store on Nmeh
Memphis Street nave a fine lay
away plan.
Rev. Rucker, the pastor of As-
bury delivered a wonderful ser-
mon. •
Among some of the students
ill at Aoscrwald last week were,
Misses Onell Jones, Arella Nun-
nally, Operene Johnson and P.
Freeman.
Kansas
GREAT BEND
Sunday was a full day at the
Myers Chapel AME church. Rev.
J. H. Matlock is pastor. The quar-
terly meeting was held by presid-
ing elder, Simpson. There were
two celebrations on Founders' Day
—a banquet and a turkey dinner.
Both were a big success, with a
total of ninety-five dollars col-
lected.
The missionary met with Mrs.
Pearl Simpson. The pastor de-
livered a lovely sermon. Mrs. Jeff
Young, a new member was added.
Those on the sick list are Rev.
and Mrs. Davies, Mrs. Brown and '
Mrs. Edith Summerville,
Mrs. Cora Booker has returnetl
to church, attending her usual du-
ties after undergoing a serious
operation.
Cleveland—About one-third of
all U. t.. factory workers process
or fabricate materials which are
used on the farms.
HAPPY GIRLS — Overjoyed at
the news they've received are
these students at Lincoln unlv..
Jefferson City, Me. They have
been granted Kroger scholar•
ships for the current semester.
From left: Betty Henry, a
math mater from New Madrid.
Mo., and Carolyn Nolan, ele-
ment in- 'cation major from
 
 COY-
hospital where she underwent a
caesarean operation end deliver-
ed twin boys. Her mother Mrs.
Mora Lee Laster stayed at the
hospital with Mrs. Davenport dur-
ing her stay in the hospital where
she reports the babies were the
center of attraction. A wealthy
white woman of Linden named the
beys Rhonia, and Donna and pre-
sented each with a silver dollar.
Mrs. Billy Scott gave birth to
a fine baby boy in the Perry Coun-
ty hospital at Linden.
Mrs. Pansy Walker of t110 Gear-
gin ave. has been in the Perry
County hospital at Linden f
eirtreatment.
Mrs, Jewell Parham of 610 Ca-
rolina ave. has recovered from
an attack of flu.
Mrs. Pearline Taylor who lost
her house sometime ago by fire,
hes moved back into her new
home on the old location on Geor-
gia ave.
Mr. and Mrs. Mack Laster, Sr.
has moved to a new location.
Mack Laster, jr. who has been
studying in A. and I. State uni-
versity, Nashville has changed to
the Veterans vocational school in
Memphis where he is persuing
adoption.
Mr. 
. s more suitable to his
W. L. (Dubb) Da% enport
has purchased the ea:ire corner
where he has been living for some
time from Prof. J. B. Fisher, ji
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Daveaport
motored Ressley F. Thomas home
Thursday night.
Mr. George W. Pettigrew 110
was hurt on the job in Detroit
has been called home to be at
t he 
Pettigrew.
. his mother Mrs.
Ida 
Arkansas
WARREN
By MRS. HATTIE M. BURNETT
Two well known citizens died.
They are Charlie Wilkes and John
Price. Services for Mr. Price were
held at the Bethel AME church
and for Mr. Wilkes at the Colon
Hill Baptist church. Our commun-
ity extends its heart felt sympathy
to the bereaved families in their
hour of sorrow. The Rev. I'. H.
Russel of Little Rock and former
pastor el Bethel AME church of-
ficiated at the last rites of Mr.
Price.
The Old Fashioned Garden club
celebrated its fifth anniversary at
the high school auditorium. It was
a very colorful affair. There were
beautiful flowers of pink and blue.
This affair WHS largely attended
by residents of Warren and out of
town guests. It was indeed one of
the finest affairs ever given by the
club since it was organized five
years ago. Mrs. Renna Collins is
president and hostess of the orga-
nization and co-hostesses were
other members. Yours truly was
one of the hostesses at the great
affair .
The Modern Matrons of Mt. Car-
mel Baptist church met in the
home of Mrs. Agnes Courtney,
with president, Mrs. Annie B. Trot-
ter presiding. After the business
routine ended, the gracious hos-
tess served a delightful luncheon.
Miss Mildred Currington wor-
shipped at the Mt. Carmel Baptist
church and enjoyed the services.
Edgar Beaver and family, Trav-
is Farmer and Sylvester Smith
visited Jackson.
Rev. C. 'r. Cross and wife of
Wilmar, Ark., and Miss Eva Lee
Johnson of Montrose, Ark., spent
some time in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Young. They repoeted
they enjoyed their brief stay.
Brotherhood Week was celebrat-
ed throughout the city. Each and
es-cry week should be brotherhood
week all over the nation and should
be practiced by all.
The girls' basketball team of
Bradly County High school attend-
ed the tournament held in McGhee,
Ark. The girls were thrilled over
the game; and enjoyed the trip.
The Bethel Beacon club met in
the home of Mrs. Mary Jones, with
the president, Mrs. Eddie Colin in
charge of business. Ten members
were present and after the busi-
ness was completed, the hostess
served a tasty menu.
Mrs. Beatrice Campbell is ill at
her home. Her friends and neigh-
bors all wish her a speedy recov-
ery so that she may return to
church. She is a faithful member
of Bethel AME chuch.
Mrs. Myrtle Walker Is also on
the sick list at her home. We wish
her a speedy recovery.
• • •
WEST HELLELNA
By SADIE E. BLAKELY
The funeral of Mrs. Maude Pe-
terson was held at the True Vine
Baptist church. She leaves to
mourn a host of relatives and
friends. Rev. R. L. Butler, pastor
of the Greater First Baptist church
attended the funeral. Mrs. Estelle
Butler, Mrs. VernIce Terry, Mrs.
Hester Cole and Mrs. Lucy Moore
were also present.
On the sick list are! Mrs. Annie
Mae Ervin, Mrs. Visa Ella Ervin,
Mn, Minnie Sherman, Dorothy
Jean Gleen and Mrs. Jennie John-
son. We are wishin.g them all a
speedy recovery. - •
There will be a program held
at the First Baptist church on the
fifth Sunday, in March sponsored
by the Mothers Board, Mrs. Irene
Hill is president.
Mr. and Mrs. B T. Hardinson
visited around the Helena hospital
Sunday.
Sunday was pastoral day. Every-
one enjoyed • a wonderful sermon
lay their pester. '
s * •
MELLWOOD
3.11LBy LEROY CRAIG
Mrs. Lucy Gathum died. She
leaves a most of relatives and
friends. Funeral services us era
held at the Pleasure Grove Baptist
church, with Rev. Shimon Jones
officiating.
Mrs..Thola Watts' mother is in
the hospital in Memphis.
Mrs. Walker spent a week in
Jackson, Misg„ with her aunt,
Mrs. Walker.
Mrs. Craig attended the Teach-
ers' Day program at the Elaine
Indiana school. Mr. James Ed-
monson is principal.
Texas
PRAIRIE VIEW, Tex-7AP
high school bands received first
place ratings in both concert and
marching in the State band festi-
val held by the Texas Interscholas-
tic League at Prairie View A & M
college.
Special awards for double Divis-
ion I rating in Class AAA went to
I. M. Terrell High, Fort Worth and
Emmett Scott High, Tyler. Double
A special award winners included
Dunbar, Lubbock, Dunbar. Temple
and Weldon High, Gladewater.
Class A schools winning first place
in concert and marching included
Henry High, Eagle Lake and North
Chapel, Kilgore.
Eighty-five bands participated in
the three-day Festival which start-
ed Thursday. The annual event
held at Prairie View has grown
from 16 bands since 1950. TI4
year, there were 40 class A ha
participating, 32 double A, and
triple A schools.
Event awards were made to
schools placing first in either con-
cert or marching-. Winners of
events included: Class AAA—
Booker Washington, Houston and
Hebert High, Beaumont, Class AA
—Burnett High, Terrell; Calvert
High, Calvert; Sam Houston High,
Huntsville; Washington, Atlanta:
Washington, Main; Dansby, Kil-
gore; Woodson, Abilene; Carver,
Baytown; and Turner High, Carth-
age. Class A—Liberty High, Lib-
erty; and Waldo,Mathews, Silsbee.
• • •
MONAHANS
By DAVID E. WASHINGTON
Immediately after a wonderful
Sunday school service, wjth
Superintendent C. Washington,
presiding, members of I h
Church of God In Christ motored
to Midland. Rev, J. E. Alexander,
pastor of Alexander's 
nd 
Temple.
Midla was installed as Bis
of Diocee. North West Texas, by'
Bishop A. R. MeEwen, National
Bishop of the Churches of God in
Christ, USA. sad foreign fields.
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Windy City. 'Smart Set Hails Forming Of West Africa Republic
• OLATUNJI In check-
ered hat), a student at New
York university, was flown
here from New York to pace
the lively floor show. His
lively fingers made t h e
drums "talk." Another
crowd-pleaser w a s Jake
Wayne w h o electrified
guests with his daring War
dance.
4_
. IN ONE OF the most colorful secial events ever
held in Chicago the "Ghana Ball" held recently at the
Morrison hotel, a "Salute to Ghana" reverberated
throughout the city bringing together an international
and interracial assemblage unique in conviviality. Of-
ficial hosts for the evening were members of the Afri-
can students' association, headed by Martin Aliker of
Uganda, a student in Northwestern's school of dentis-
try.
• 
THE BRILLIANT GARB of their native countries
added dramatic contrast to the fashionably gowned
throng which crowded both the Embassy and the Cotil-
lion Rooms of the swank loop hostelry. Photo above
gives a "bird's eve" view of gay crowd which atplaud-
ed smart "salute." Note group in native attire seated
forefront. Dr. Fabian Odekwu emceed the entertain-
ment.
• GAY SOPHISTICATES, all, the students swing out to the music ofFreddie Wacker's band. Couples obviously enjoying themselves are (fromleft) Bobo Emordi and Ann Salem and Mary Field and Fred Falodun.
• MRS. DONALD F. McPherson, (center) president of the English-
speaking Union seems charmed with Adebisi Otudeko of Nigeria, one ofthe members of the ball's planning committee. Looking on are (fromleft) Mrs. Georgette Glass, a native of the Belgian Congo and France;
The gay -Ghana Ball at the Morrison Hoteliwas a par- the new state. They are: C. K. Andoh, Y. A. ‘Boateng,ticular happy occasion' for these jocular men above. All A. G. Kyei, Tom Oduro-Kwarten, G. E. Boateng, T. K
students in America from :Ghana, made merry with Senkyire, A. S. Poku, Joe Apes and M. L. Robbi-Asse.
mor", then SOO guests who celebrated the creation of
Martin Aliker, president, African' students association; Hon. RobertWhyte Mason, C. M. G. British Consul General; Mrs. Monica Mama, rm.Pius Okigbo, Nigeria, program chairman and Dr. Odekwu.
eliAppy over the outcome of the ball are these guests:
Bobby Woods, Miss Christine Nicholson of the Ameri-
can West Indian association; Winston Richards. regal
in the authentic robe and hat of a chieftain of the Kpelle
trihe in his native Nigeria; Mrs. William H. Jones, wife
of the Liberian Consul; Adrien Malabranche. Consul of
Haiti; Mrs. Charles S. Thompson of the American
Friends of Liberia; Mrs. Elsie Cooper Richards in the
"lappa," popular ceR`”me in Liberia. her country; Dr.
Charles S. ThOM Ion :yr! 'Ilse Mola Alphonee of Pan-
10 TRI—STATE DEFENDERSat., Mar. 23, 1957
• The annual return of Spring nev-
er fails to bring to mind that oft
repeated verse "In the
spring a young man's fancy light-
ly turns to thoughts of love". .
and rightly so, it has been para-
phrased to include. . ."and wom-
en's fancy turns to clothiers". But
don't begrudge the little lady the
hat of her heart's desire. It's
really all in the scheme of nature
you know...for the grandest lady
of all times — Mother Nature—
never fails to deck herself out
In her gorgeous outfits of soft
greens, yellows and reds. . .and
milady, circa 1957 is merely fol-
lowing the age-old tradition of
her sex.
With the approaching season. Our
Town bursts out with a rash of
teas, recitals, dances and all sorts
of cultural fare. There's something
to be had for every taste. Be sure
to see our full calendar of 'events.
We guarantee there's plenty to
keep us occupied, and enlighten-
ed. Let's support our many worth-
while community endeavors.
COQUETTES ELECT
NEW OFFICERS
I Choosing the Gay Hawk Inn for
the setting, and tempting steak
dinners for appetite fare, charm-
ing Emeldia Steverson was t h e
hostess to Coquettes Bridge club,
when an election of officers was
high on the evening's agenda. New
officers include Jessie Venson,
president; Elmedia Steverson,
vice president; Charlene Y a r-
brough, secretary; Valeria Brown,
porter. Heading their various com-
mittees are Mae Blanchard, so-
cial; Frances Davis, sick: a n d
Peggy Brown, membership.
• Following the serious aspects of
the gathering, Bridge was the or-
der of the evening, and the prizes
were captured by Valeria Brown,
Charlene Yarbrough and guest
Gloria Lewis. Others present were
Lillie Wilkerson, Henriene Neal,
Jeraldine Sanderlin, Carrie Young
and Catherine Wells,
THE THREE C'S
Petite Mrs. Helen Sawyer host-
ed members of the Three C's at
her beautiful Parkway home last
Wednesday night wearing gay red
corduroy cocktail trousers, and
off-shoulder black jersey blouse,
With which she wore attractive
Jewelled black velvet lounge slip-
pers. Each member was given in-
dividual ivory leather book match-
holders, inscribed with their name
In gold.
"Nagle That Tune!" an adapta-
tion of the TV show, was the game
of the evening with members striv-
ing to identify tunes from her tape
recorder (tunes were taped from
the week's radio progams by the
hostess' husband, the affable C.
C. as,yer). First prize winner—
Mrs. Meryl Glover, received a
delicate silver a n d rhinestone
bracelet. Mrs. Layers Watkins was
delighted with the second prize, a
pair of gorgeous rhinestone ear-
Many friends and relatives were 
High school has succeeded in col-
present at church and later at the 
lecting the, highest type of stu-
dent for membership in the Zozo
lovely contemporary home of the clubs of the tit,.
JoneseS on Jenson rd. for t h e
chistening party. Toasting the lit- Students are selected on the ba-
tle charmer were Mr. and Mrs. sis of scholarship, high moral
Oscar 'Bonds, paternal grand aunt standings and their desires to
and uncle, Mrs. J. T. McLemore, make a contributioh to their own
paternal aunt; Jo Ann McLemore, communities.
Mrs. Lillie Mae Spinks, godmoth- Students are directed by teacher
er, Mrs. Frankie Williams, Mis. advisor, supervisors.
Nettie Alexander, maternal grand Mrs. A. M. McWilliams and Miss
and great gand mothes; D. and Cynthia Green, both on the staff
Ms. Ralph Jackson, Ms. Mary
Pearl Parnell, Ellen Knight, Miss
Rose Marie Long and Verna Lee
Patterson, Mrs. Roberta Edmin.
sten, Nelson Foster and many oth-
er friends and relatives.
Proud godmother, Mrs. Lillie
Mae Spinks, presented Thea with
several gifts from her vacation
spots, among them a beautifully
inscribed silver cup.
NEW FACES
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Curtis
rings. .and a gold necklace went Bridges, 268 W. Brooks rd., their
to Mite Martha Anderson as third first child, a son, recently at E.
prize winner. H. Crump Memorial hospital. The
Surprise bonus gifts — one tc baby's name is Tony Bernard
the first member who arrived. Bridges, who weighed 9 lbs.
(bronze earrings) Miss Martha Little Manulin DeVania Harrell
Anderinn; and t h e last to arrive ' ma;le his introduction by Sir Stork
(a jeWpled key-chain with address r.t the U. S. Naval hospital on
holden), Mrs. Meryl Glover. I March 5. The proud parents are
The .menu served by Mrs. Er. Prof. and Mrs. Benjamin DeVa-
!ilia Mimes was unusual, a ndj nia Harrell. The lusty young man
really a conversation piece—start- weighed in at 8 lbs., 6 1-4 ors.
tog wilt a chive and cheese din His proud mother is the former
with gay colored puffs, lobster Miss Lucille Isom, and is the neice
a la newberg, congealed salad fa of Mrs.' Adelaide H. Ragland. Mr.
St. Patrick's day theme — green), Harrell, a Marine now stationed •
beautird hors d'ouevres, shamrock at Camp LeJuene, North Carolina, I
rolls and charlotte russe for des-I is the son of Mrs. Carrie B. Hai,:
set. ell of 491 LaClecte.
The'hig surprise ending came to SEE CANCER FILM
the meeting when guests were ask- Memphis women are urged to
ed to listen to the tape recorder see the free showing of "Sell-Ex-
and found to their amusement and amination of the Breast", a filmi
enjoyment that the entire eve-1 to combat cance r, Thursday,
ring's proceedings had been tap- March 21, at the JO, Handy,
ed without their knowledge The Ace, Savoy and Harlem theaters. !
moral, girls, is that one never Dr. Charles C. King, president of
knhws these days when your di- the Memphis and Shelby County 1
vine utterings will be preserved Unit of the American Cancer So.
for posterity — without y our, ciety, urged Memphis women to
knowledge! Other members pres-1 attend the movie "that m a
e n t were- Mesdames Laverne case their lives." He further said
Acey. Pauline Bowden, Ann L. Dr. Edwin Cocks, chairman of the
Rill and Mattie H. Hunt. local unit's professional education !
• • • 
Committee, will arrange to have a j
GAMMA LOVERETTE CLUB member of the Memphis and Shel- I
Romona Harrell was the charm-' by County Medical Society at
each showing to give a physician'sMg hostess to Gamma Loverette
answers to questions from the au-
club Sunday week at her home at dience about cancer.2418 Gentry. Her guests were Jua-
nita Allen, Elizabeth Virse, Tealie
McClendon, Sallie Conner, Sarah
Van Buren and Dorothy Johnson
. who enjoyed the wonderful
hospitality that went with the tas-
nty chicken dinner menu.
E CH0ErrONVIIITONOORRS V
,
town for about 24 hours Tuesday
week to look in on his patients,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rqiliffe, Sr.
Bob planed in ftbm a7woricshop
held at Florida A and Al college
. . .and while here had a chance
to chat with a few of his friends
who gathered at the stag party
tossed by his friend, J. A. Beau-
champ, at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Beauchamp on South Park-
way. -
Guests of the L. 0. Swinglers
recently was lyesley Whetstone of
Birmingham, who is the Alpha
Phi Alpha state regional director
for Alabama., Nis mission was to
discuss final plans for the forth-
coming Alpha regional meeting,
when the delegation from Mobile,
Ala., will be seeking the 1958 re-
gional conference. Mr. Whetstone
will present Atty. Arthur E. Shores
a plaque at the convention. Atty.
Shores is the legal aide of Mrs.
Arthurine Lucy Foster and Rev.
Martin Luther King, the latter to
be the guest speaker at the joint
public meeting sponsored by Al-
pha Phi Alpha, Kappa Alpha Psi
.and Phi Beth Sigma fraternities,
and Phi Beta Sigma fraternities,
at Metropolitan Baptist church,
Friday, April 19, at 8 p.m., dur-
ing the regional meetings of the
three organizatiens.
Another Alpha visitor was %Val- Beta Esilon Omega chapter of
ter 'Washington, the state regional Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority will
director for Mississippi, also the present Martin Vale's "The Two
principal of Summer Hill High Mrs. Carrolls", a play in two acts
school who conferred with B. T.
Johnson, Memphian who is a Mis
sissippi principal and the presi-
dent of the Clarksdale chapter of
A Phi A.
Lit
ter of Arthur and Martell Jones, 
Pr• •
g Fortle Thee Artell Jones, datigh. 
was christened Sunday, March 10,
at St. Andrews AME church by
Dr. Ralph Jackson. The altar was
beautifully decorated with flowers Big Jubilee
Presented by the parents and ma•
ternal grandmother, Mrs. Fankie Miss Erma L. Clanton, popular
Williams, and great grandmother., and dynamic teacher at Metros
Mrs. Nettie Alexander.
orkshop Al
wen College
Mrs. Frances Laws honored her The Second Annual Workshop of
sister, Mrs. Bertha Reese, who is 10-A District of Tennessee Con-
visiting prior to her return to De- gress of Colored Parents- and
troit, with a delightful luncheon at Teachers will be held at Owen col•
her home at 1338 Dunnavant last lege, corner of Vance avenue and
Thursday. Guests at the luncheon South Orleans st., Saturday, March
were Mesdames Kate McFadden, 23.
J. H. Ringold, Susie Carruthers The theme of the meeting is
and Lena Exum. "Units Grow Whose Leaders
NEWS AND VIEWS Know." Discussion will be held on
Erudite journalist Ho h r NI The President" and "Parent Edu-
Ratcliffe, Pittsburgh Courier's no. ration" during the morning ses-
tional new editor and well-km,wn ion. he/iening at 9:90 a.m.
Memphis soduct, breezed i n t it Mrs Laura Tyus is president
at Booker T. Washington High
school are working untiringly
with Washington Zozo members.
Mrs. McWilliams has given gen-
erously of her services for several
years while Miss Green is in her
initial year of service.
Mrs. H. N. Waterford, Hamilton
High school faculty member is ex-
periencing her first year as a
Zozo Advisor and already h e r
group is keen competition with the
other leading groups.
REAR MODEL
At the last meeting, Mrs. Doro-
thy Lewis Stewa'rt, New York mod-
el who is studying modern fash-
ion designing gave high points of
fashion to the • group. Her spicy
talk on "self confidence" was an
inspiration to the group. Mrs. Lew-
is was the first "Spirit of Cotton"
to make a national tour.
Zozo officers are as follows;
Lavetta Glover. president, Mel-
rose High school; Gwendell Brad-
ley, vice-president, Hamilton; Mar-
va Shoulders, secretary, Meltose:
Barbara McCravin, assistant sec-
retary, Hamilton; William H. Tay-
7r*"
2ND LT. AND MRS. SIMON
WILLIAM MORGAN — Mrs.
Morgan, the former Miss Ora
Lee Bland, is the daughter of
Mrs. Ada Mn- ttland. She
graduated from Melrose High
school in 1954 and attended
ROBINSON-LYLES N U P-
TIALS — Scenes of the out-
standing wedding and recep-
tion of the former Miss Shir-
ley M. Robinson and Chaplain
James E. Lyles, held at First
Baptist church, Chelsea, with
Rev. Van J. Malone officiat-
ing, assisted by Chaplain Lee
F. Thigpen, Saturday, Feb. 9,
show the couple in tradition-
al pose cutting their bridal
cake, and feminine attendants
before the lovely setting of
the beautiful ceremony. Mu-
sic for the ceremony was pro-
vided by Mrs. Oscar Craw-
ford, organist and Eugene Nes-
bitt, soloist. The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter L. Robinson, of 1651
N. Decatur. Chaplain Lyles,
stationed at Chanute Air Force
The Two Mrs. Carrolls' Slated
produced by special arrangement
with Samuel French, Friday, Ap-
ril 12, at C. Arthur Bruce Hall,
LeMoyne college at 8:15 p.m.
This presentation resumes t h e
series of outstanding dramas the
sorority has provided since 1947,
for the cultural benefit of the com-
munity and the support of their
Health and Scholarship programs.
Previous dramas, including
"Guest in the House", "Smilin'
Through", "Barretts of Wimpole
Street," "All My Sons," Life" 
With Father", "Trial of Mary Du-
gan'''•and "Beyond the Horizon"
have utilized available dramatic
talent available throughout t h e
city, and provided opportunity for
experience in the realm of the
theater.
"The Two Mrs. Carrolls", first
produced in London, was later a
successful Broadway hit starring
the famed European actress, Eliz-
abeth Bergman, and Victor Jory.
It was adopted by Hollywood as
a motion picture starring the late
Humphrey Bogart, Barbara Stan.
wyck and Alexis Smith about 1946.
The shuddering story of attempt-
ed murder is laid in the south of
France before World War II It
is a polite, smart world, full of
charming people and witty talk.
The homicidal undertones of the
play are filled with all of the ten- ,
sions of everyday living experienc-
es — the sweets and the bitters, I
intrigue and hypocrisy.
THE DIRECTOR
"The Two Mrs. Carrolls" is be-
ing directed by Reginald A. Mtn%
ris. LeMoyne college art instruc-
tor and director of the LeMoyne
Senior Plays of 1956 and 1957, who
has acted with several amateur
•
The cost of operating a televis-
ion receiver is estimated on the
average as two
-fifths of a cent
per hour where the rate for
electric current is two or less
cents per kilowatt hour.
lor, parliamentarian. B. T. W.; Vi-
vian Keely. Melrose and Ida Reid,
Hamilton, reporters; William
Keen, business manager, BTW:
Roy Love, chaplain, Booker T.
Washington and Wallace Harris.
I treasurer, Melrose.
Tuskegee Institute. 2nd Lt.
Morgan, a graduate of Tus,
kegee Institute and the Ar-
inured School at Fort Knox,
Ky., is the son of Mrs. Ruth
Wynler of New Orleans, La.
(McChriston Photo)
Field at Rantoul, Ill, is the
son of Rev. and Mrs. S. 0.
Lyles, Sr., of Texarkana, Ark.
A reception, attended by more
than 150 guests, was held by
the bride's parents at I h e
home of Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
McKinney at 1503 Swif t.
Among out-of-town guests at-
tending the wedding ail re-
ception were Capt. and Mrs.
John Dobbs, Airman I-C Wil-
dell Carter — all of Chanute
Field; Miss Bertha Tayler,
Miss Betty Jean Robinson,
maid of honor and sister of
the pride, and Miss Annie L.
Robinson, another sister of
the bride, all of Washington,
D. C.; Miss Narva James of
Batesville, Miss.; Mr. a n d
Mrs. Fred Lyles and Mrs.
Nellie Bell Lyles of Texarka-
na, Ark. — brother and sis-
ter-in-law of the groom; and
Airman 2-C James L. Robin-
son, the bride's brother, who
is stationed with the Air Re•
search and Development Cen-
ter at Baltimore, Md. Fol-
lowing the reception the cou•
ple left for Chanute Field,
where they will reside when
Mrs. Lyles leaves her peal.
Lion of clerk at Mallory Air
Force Depot at the end of this
month. The wedding was di-
rected by Mrs. Freddie Wes-
ley. The bride's attendants
were, left to right: Miss Glad-
ys Roberts, Miss Irma Wes-
ley, Mrs. Joyce Springfield,
Miss Bettye Jean Robinson,
maid of honor; Mrs. *Rosetta
Jordan, Mrs. Alma Bin un t,
and Mrs. Soloma Long.
Girl Scouts
Near End Of
Cookie Sale
The 1957 Girl Scout Cookie Said
ends March 2,3.
All Brownie, Intermediate and
Senior Girl Scouts in the 10 coun-
ty area are selling the three kinds
of cookies. This year the cookies
are chocolate mint, creme filled
and shortbread.
The cookies sell for 4e cents a
box. 401 profits will be used for
camping. maintenance and devel-
opment of our established camps
in Arkansas and Mississippi, de-
velopment of the troop camp site
near Fisherville, Tenn.; purcha,o
of additional sites and equipment
to increase camping opportunities
for Girl Scouts,
Mrs. James K. Leeper, Cookai
chairman, expects the best sale
ever.
,M. I. Club
Sets Program
The M. I. college club met re-
cently at the home of, Mrs. Maceo
Stegall and plans were discussed
in connection with the club pre-
sentation of the, M. I. Choral
club here at Warner Temple A.
M. E. Zion church Friday, March
29.
Tickets for the event will be $1.
Mrs. Sarah 0. Brown is presi-
dent of the club, Mrs. L. Emery,
secretary.
A menu was served.
By AKA's
theatrical groups in other cities.
Mr. Morris is a graduate of Tus-
kegee Institute, where he receiv-
ed his Bachelor of Science degree,
and holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts
Degree from the Pennsylvania
Academy of Fine Arts, and the
Master of Science degree from the
University of Pennsylvania. Last
summer Mr. Morris studied at the
University of Mexico on a fel-
lowship grant.
He is as much at home in Eur-
ope where he has resided for sev-
eral years, as he is anywhere in
the U. S., and has mingled as part
of the sophisticated society of
Southern France, which is also
the setting for (hi, outstanding
me;adrama. Since his arrival on
At Bruce Hall, April 12
the Memphis scene, Mr. Morris
has assisted in many cultural and
civic endeavors of Memphis or-
ganizations. He was the expert
commentator for Alpha Kappa Al-
pha's "One Night In Paris", which
starred famed Parisienne modal
Dorothea Towles. Recently, he as.
slated the J-U-G's, Inc. Third An-
nual Charity Ball, by designing
the elaborate headdresses worn by
living-ads and serving as make-
up consultant.
THE CAST
Many familiar faces will be
present in the stellar roles of the
play. The cast includes O'Farrell
Nelson as Jeffrey Carroll; Mrs.
Althea Price as Clemence; Noble
Owens as Dennis Pennington;
Mrs. Jewel Sight as Mrs. Car-
roll (Sally); Mrs. Grace Williams
as Mrs. Latham; Miss Betty John-
-son as Mrs. Cecily Harden; MOs.
Juanita Arnold as Mrs. Harriet
Updyke and Fred Garner as Dr.
Tuttle. The second Mrs. Carroll,
living with her handsome painter
husband, has no inkling of his
true character. Little does s h e
know that because he now fancies
himself in love with a beautiful
neighbor on the Riviera he plans
to murder her. The dra:na un•
folds around the cold-blooded de-
liberation of his plan.
COMMITTEES
Steering committees include
Mrs. Juanita Turner, general
chairman; Mrs. Marjorie Dien,
co-chairman; Production commit-
tee, Mrs. Mae .1. Davenort, chairs
man, assisted by Mrs. Co-,gia
Quinn, Mrs. Melba Briscoe and
Mrs. Gertrude Davis; Souvenir
Program, Mrs. Marion M. Johns,
chairman, Mrs. Mary H. Porter,
co-chairman; Tickets, Mrs. Helen
West,. chairman, Mrs. Ernestine
Guy, co-chairman.
TICKETS
Tickets are now on sale by.
members of Beta Esilon Omega
chater of Alpha Kappa Alpha at
0..50 and $1.00 for bleachers seats.
Be sure to see this outstanding
show, starring the talents of fel-
low-citizens, desirous of promot-
ing the love of the theater to all
the community.,,
Your favorite
rice...
NOW
in New Modern
PACKAGES !
RICELAND
CE,
1t:s. the SAME natural
R10ELAND RICE
that:s so easy to cook!
Immo
MCA' AO EASY
• 'RICE
OVIENDER
Villets
. 444N
0 VAST Cli01e7,`
4.4 /
. 
.„,
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The Riceland Rice in the new picture package is the SAME
natural Riceland Rice which has been the favorite of good cooks
for years.
Only the PACKAGE has been changed. The RICE is the
SAME easy-to-cook, guaranteed-fluffy Riceland Rice. Get yours
in the new, modern fiackage today!
SAME
rnci
NEW PACKAGE
CELAND
RICE
Even a child can
cook RICELAND INCE
perfectly every time!
As always, Riceland Rice is the NATURAL perfe‘t.
cooking rice. lee guaranteed fluffy/
Asadways, Riceland Rice is so easy 10 Cook that even
a child can cook it perfectly every time!
Get this SAME notural Riceland Rice in its new
modern package today!
'4
•
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Z500 Memphians
'Holiday On Ice'
By MARJORIE L ULEN
With resounding acclaim, more
than 7,500 Memphians witnessed
the 12th edition of "Holiday on
Ice," Sunday, March 11, at Ellis
Auditorium's North Hall, which
began at 8:30 p. m.
Sponsored by Alpha Eta Zeta
Chapter of Zeta Phi Beta sorority,
Negro citizens of the Tri-State area
had their first opportunity to wit-
ness the outstanding show, which,
since its inception here, with only
slight changes to allow for lan-
guage differences and national cus-
toms, has been seen by more peo-
ple than any other theatrical at-
traction in the world, having pro-
vided a source of genuine good-
will between the United States
and the folk of other nations. At
the present time overseas com-
panies of Holiday On Ice are tour-
ing Europe, the Far East and
South America.
Members of Zeta Phi Beta are
to be commended for their re-
sourcefulness in bringing this fea-
ture of cultural entertainment,
already witnessed by our foreign
neighbors, to their fellow citizens
W her in Memphis.
A significant portent of the pre-
sentation to the audience which in-
cluded hundreds of children, was
the opportunity to witness t he
abounding evidence of the bene-
fits to be derived from the study
of ballet in the training and phy-
sical development of youth.'
THE PROGRAM
The precision starred show
opened with a colorful routine
highlighted with card symbol
props and eye-catching red and sil-
ver glittered costumes. Followed
by the stars of the show, Arnold
Sheds and Kay Servatius, the tune
of "Love Is A Many Splendored
Thing," provided heart - warming
music for their splendid exhibition
of artistry and unbelievable feats
on ice.
Providing enthusiastic awe was
the "Poodle Symphony," which
Aftinclude a family of erect walking
Wrench poodles, black, blue and
pink hair, adorned with collars of
red, pink and blue.
Another spectacular number
was the "Festival of Bacchus"—
with its gorgeous bachanal setting
and gold Romanesque costumes,
with props of majestic wine cups
giving forth thousands of irredes-
cent bubbles. "Geronimo" and his
background of Indian torch dan-
ces was another wonderful fea-
ture.
NUTCRACKER SUITE
Undoubtedly, t h e Nutcracker
•
SPONSORS AND GUESTS —
Members of Zeta Phi Beta so-
refit*, were among the scores
of early arrivals at the Glit-
tering "Holiday On Ice" show
staged Sunday, March 10, at
Ellis Auditorium's Nor t h
Journey To Ellis To Enjoy
Sponsored By Zeta Sorors
a "first" on Ice, was a delightful
experience for young and old
alike. The pantomime adaptation
of Tschaikowsky's dearly loved
and stirring music was complete
with the well-known family char-
acters, mechanical doll, toy sol-
dier, dancing mice, sugar-plum
angels in magnificent pink gown-
wearing gold halos and carrying
gold harps . . • . the candy stick,
harem scene, the Chinese dance
and spectacular Waltz of the
Flowers will never be forgotten.
The scene closed with an authen-
tic - sized pinkchoo-choo train on
ice - complete with its candy
smoke-stack.
The "Nutcracker Suite" alone,
with Its glittering "Dance of the
Sugar Plum Fairy," was well
worth the price of the show.
The last act, opening with "Holi-
day In the Alps," with its realis-
tic snow storm that filled thc vast
North Hall from the rafters to the
floor, ending with the tyrolean
melodies played by clarion bells
VICTORY SMILES — T h e
Beta's basileus, Miss Gloria
Callian and general chairman,
Mrs. Carlotta Stewart, be-
speak their pleasure in the
overwhelming success ol the
1957 "Holiday On Ice" presen-
tation for Negro patrons soon.
sored by the graduate chap-
ter of Zeta Phi Beta sorority.
Hall. Forming an attractive
group are Zeta committee
chairmen and some of their
outstanding guests of the eve-
ning: Left to right are: Mrs.
Mable Hudson, finance chair.
More than 7,000 patrons wit.
nessed the lavish show at El-
lis Auditorium's North Hall,
Sunday, March 10, the first
showing for Negroes in the
12 years the show has been
brought to Memphis. P r o-
reeds will benefit the sorori-
ty's Eyeglass and Scholarship
programs.
man; Miss Gloria Callian, ba.
sileus: Puryear Polk and his
aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs.
Clinton Ray — Mrs. Ray, a
ticket chairman; Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Cash, Mr. and Mrs. R.
on the costumes and legs of some
of the skaters—played by their
dancing vibrations, was amazing.
Ending in a "Cavalcade of Show
Business." complete with a 'Roar-
ing Twenties' night club scene
with its Charleston, Black Bot-
tom and Shimmy dances . . . the
subsequent take off on ballet,
vaudeville, and the circus, and
climaxed with the final act. "Ice
Spectacles," with lavish feathered
costumes, a magnificent colored
waterfall and dozens of moving
multicolored spraying fountains,
was a ending of sheer beauty.
PROCkEDS BENEFIT
PROJECTS
Through the years, Alpha Eta
Zeta chapter of Zeta Phi Beta, has
maintained the Eyeglass and Scho-
larships projects, two well-known
charitable projects. An annual
fund-raising social event has had
the support of the community.
This year's presentation surpass-
ed all previous efforts in attend-
ance as well as finance. The pro-
ceeds will assure greater project
contributions.
The Eyeglass project is carried
on through the services of the
Memphis Junior League, a philan-
thropic group of women. Referrals
are made by the sorors and nurses
of the Memphis city schools. The
chapter supplies funds for eye-
glasses and treatment of indigent
children which includes all color-
ed cases of Memphis and Shelby
County.
Many young women have been
awarded scholarships annually to
LeMoyne and other colleges. These
high school seniors have achiev-
ed scholastically and have made
other outstanding contributions, as
well a. being deserving students.
PROMOTION GROUPS
Responsible for the promotion
of the precedent-making presen-
tation were the following cum-
initteemen: General Chairman.
Mrs. Carlotta Stewart; Basileus,
Miss Gloria Callian; publicity,
Mrs. Bernice A. E. Calloway;
General Ticket Chairman, Mrs.
larcenia Cain and co-chairman,
Miss Cordia Sweet, M r s. Carlee
Bodye, Miss Frankie Cash, Miss
Shirley Somerville, Miss Hazel
Pyles, and Mrs. Bertha P. Ray;
recording secretary, Mrs. Lucille
R. Woods; finance, Mrs. Mabel
Hudson and Mrs. Bernice McClel-
lan: and pictures, Miss Cornelia
Sanders.
It was announced that Zeta Phi
Beta will present "Holiday on Ice"
again next yeat.
J. Roddy, Mrs. Bernice A. E.
Callaway, publicity and fi-
nance committees; Mr. and
Mrs. Fred J. Waterford —
Mrs. Waterford a former ba-
sileus of the sorority,
With LEODA GAMMON
This is a season when large
quantities of fish, fresh, froz-
en and in canned form will be
'posed. Supplies of frozen oceanperch, haddock, halibut and cod
are plentiful and the prices reas-
onable. Canned tuna and salmon
ire in ample supply, and of
course, fresh fish are in the wa-
ters all around us. Just go out
and catch them. That will be
fuel
' When frying frozen fish look for
fish with flesh that is solidly froz-
en with little or no odor and wrap-
ped in moisture-vapor proof ma-
terial.
• Allow 1-3 to 1/2 pound Of froz-
en fish per person when buying
and keep fish solidly frozen until
ready for use.
Frozen fish, fillets and steaks
may be cooked as though the y
were in the unfrozen form, if ad-
ditional time is allowed. Fish can
be thawed at refrigerator temper-
ature. Thaw just long enough to
make preparation easy.
Cook all fish at low tempera-
ture just long enough so it flakes
Ieasily and fal
ls away from any
hones. It is too often overcook-
ed,
Fish is an excellent source of
highly digestible protein, along
with mineral matter and vitamins.
Whether fresh, frozen or canned
fish is oh so good. This tuna
cheese bake is proof.
TUNA CHEESE BAKE
I% cups creamed cottage cheese
1 can (7 oz.) tuna flaked
% cup bread crumbs
S's teaspoon salt
14 teaspoon pepper
teaspoon celery salt
als teaspoon WorchestershIre sauce
2 eggs, beaten
2 tablespoons butter
Combine cheese, tuna, 1-4 cup
crumbs and seasonings. Blend in
beaten eggs. Put in buttered 1
quart casserole. Top with remain-
ing crumbs, mixed with melted
butter. Bake at 350 degrees F.,
about 35 minutes or until firm
Serves 4.
Chicagoan Enrolls
George Sibley, son of Mrs. Sadie
Sibley, 4719 S. Drexel blvd., has
registered with the entering fresh-
man class at Bryant College o f
Business Administration at Provi-
dence, R. I.
Dear Carlotta:
I have been married a
over four years and am now 23.
We have two daughters, one 3
three and the other a few months
old. Since my marriage I have
had in-law trouble. My mother-in'
law doesn't like me, has never
tried to and has never tried to
pretend she does. My husband is
always cross, irritable a n d
strikes me if I so much as dis-
agree with what he says. He does
not like the people I like and he
won't let me meet the people he
likes. I have lost all my friends.
He says a woman's place is in
the home and she should be con-
tent with keeping house, ironing
and tending the children and wait-
ing on her husband. Nothing, ab-
solutely nothing, I do pleases him
I've tried reasoning with him and
he says I just have to put up with
anything he wants to do. Is it
right for marriage to be so one-
sided. Annie.
Dear Annie:
What in the world does a man
like this have that appeals to a
woman in the first place? How
can he make himself agreeable
during courtship, then reverse
things so completely? Did he show
any evidence of his true disposi-
cAsuorrA 3711WART ••••
tion before? Heeding some of
little these signs might have saved you
a lot of trouble. However, it is
the future that concerns you now;
the past is dead and gone.
You are married to a domestic
tyrant. This may be defined as a
man too cowardly to stand up to
his physical equals, yet so ego.
tistical he must lord it over some-
one; the logical one is his wife
of course. Get up enough courage
for open rebellion, which is cer-
tainly the only course open, since
arguments have failed. Prove
yourself equal to him in mental
and emotional strength and his de-
fenses will fall. Should he resort
to physical strength, you resort to
the law.
Cookbook Prop
Solves Problem
• If you have trouble following
your recipe and cooking at the
same time, try one of the new
plastic cookbook props that hold
your book open in reading posi-
tion right next to your mixing
bowl. The gay plastic stands come
in red, black, green or blue and
RECITAL ARTIST —Miss
Barbara Jean %hitley, local
mezzo soprano, will be pre.
seated in recital by Gamma
Loverette club, Sunday, March
24, at Greater Mt. Zion Bap-
tist church, at 4 p.m. She is
the daughter of Mrs. Temple
Whitley of 1427 Austin, a grad•
NHSAA To
Hold Meet In
Nashville
NASHVILLE—Imposing arrays
of state champions and near-
champions are poised for Nation-
al High school championship bas-
ketball tourney competition in Ten-
nessee State university's "Little
Garden" March 28, 29 and 30.
The office of Ray Kemp, Ten-
nessee State director of athletics
and NHSAA tourney director, re-
ports the following state cham-
pions are entered: Judson Price,
Atlanta, Ga.; I. M. Terrill, triple-
A champions, Ft. Worth, Texas;
Wesley Chapel, Carthage, Miss.;
Booker Washington, Montgomery,
Ala. Jones High, North Little
Rock, Ark.; Crispus Attucks, Hop.
kinsville, Ky. The names of cham-
pionship teams from Louisiana,
Virginia and Tennessee are forth-
coming. Runner-up teams stand-
ing by to complete the 16
-team
tournament are: Merrill If i g h,
Pine Bluff, Ark.; Western, Paris,
Ky.; and Druid. Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Coach Joe Robichaux' St. Eliza-
beth "Vikings" of Chicago will
also be on hand.
Tennessee champions will be de-
cided this week — March 22 and
23 — in the annual THSAA tour-
nament, also to be played on the
Tennessee State university cam-
pus.
Films Available
For Travelers
A large variety of thrilling and
beautiful color and black and white
travelogue films are available on
request to all church groups, so-
cial and civic clubs, fraternal and
business organizations.
Your request must be written
and signed by an officer of your
organization. Specify a film or
films (maximum of two for any
one showing) on any foreign coun-
try or section of the United
States. Allow us at least two
weeks to reserve your request.
In the event we are unable to
obtain the film of your choice we
will suggest an alternate selec-
tion.
We will furnish the equipment
and operator for the showing.
There will be a nominal cost for
transportation of films and equip-
ment. All group requests must
guarantee an attendance of 15 or
more persons.
Address your request to Travel
Films, Travel Editor, Chicago De-
fender, 3435 S. Indiana ave., Chi-
cago 37, Ill.
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Call For Mercy
At Stockyard's
Slaughterhouses
America's well-stuffed meat.
eaters might find their con-
sciences eased a bit by know-
ing that the animals which pro-
vided the meat gracing their
tables lied painlessly — that is,
if a hill now pending in (on-
greys is approved.
The bill, introduced in several
forms, would require meat pack-
erg to use pAin•killing agents on
animals before shackling them
for slaagller.
two-toned combinations. They"re 111111111011111111111111111011100101011111111111111111111111111111
washable GM.
nate of Manassas High school
and currently a student at Le.
Moyne college. Miss Whitley,
a candidate for one of this
)ear's scholarships, bas stud-
ied under Mme, Florence Cole
Talbert McCleave and Mr.
Nesbitt of Memphis, and Miss
Delores Coleman of St. Louis.
She has also attended the lb.
mer G. Phillips School of
Nursing in St. Louis, Mo.
T?.-STATE DEFENDER I
Sat., Mar. 23, 1957 L
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Sunday, March 24, Emmanuel Episcopal Church, Woman's Al*
iary Lenten Tea, the residence of Mrs. Edward S. Stewart, e/102 Rs
dle, 4-7 p. m.
• • if
Sunday, March 24, Clara Barton Health Club, Scholarship
Lelia Walker clubhouse, 4-7 p. m.
Cs.
Monday, March 25, Manassas High School's Speech Department
and Speakers and Writers club, presents "HOT ICE," Cora P. Tay.
Auditorium, Manassas H. S., 8 p. m.
• • •
Tuesday, March 26, LeMoyne College's Drama Department, prgio'!
sents, "THE SILVER CORD," C. Arthur Bruce Hall, 8 p. m.
• • •
Thursday, March 28, Baptist Industrial College presents, VARIAN)
ANDERSON, in recital, C. Arthur Bruce Hall, LeMoyne Weil%
8 p. I21.
• • • -r•
Sunday, March 31, Ladies Auxiliary to Bluff City Medical Soeiell
Scholarship Tea, Vance Avenue YWCA, 5-8 p. m.
• • •
Friday, April 6, LeMoyne College's Spring Festival-Players,
Inc., presents "CHARLEY'S AUNT," C. Bruce Hall, LeMoyne Col-
lege. 8 p. m.
• • •
Friday, April 12, Beta Epsilon Omega Chapter of Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority presents. "THE TWO MRS. CARROLIS," C. Arthur
Bruce Hall, LeLMoyne College, 8:15 p. in.
• • •
Sunday, April 14, If!mmanuel Episcopal Church, 1Voman's Auxil-
iary Palm Sunday Tea, the residence of Mrs. Clarence Walton, of 1280
Melrose Cove, 4-7 p. m.
• • •
Friday, April 19, Public Meeting, Alpha Phi Alpha, Kappa Alpha
Psi and Phi Beta Sigma fraternities, guest speaker THE REV. MAR.
TIN LUTHER KING, Metropolitan Baptist Church, Walker and Me-
Dowell Avenues. 8:00 p. m.
• • •
Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday, April 18-21, Regional
Convention, Alpha Phi Alpha, Kappa Alpha Psi and Phi Beta Sigma
fraternities, LeMoyne College, business sessions.
* • •
Sunday, April 21, Gersoppa Dukes, 5th Annual Affairs Extraor-
dinare, Club Ebony.
• • •
Friday. April 26, Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority presents "Rho.
mania," starring GLORIA LOCKERMAN, C. Arthur Bruce Han,
p. m.
• • •
Saturday, April 27, National Association of Negro Musicians, South
Regional meeting, public concert, Opera Gala — featuring Theodore
Charles Stone, baritone, C. Arthur Bruce Hall, LeMoyne college,.
S. p. m.
Feed your baby
CARNATION
America's
"healthy baby" milk!
. .4.11 **•gamoi•64. .•••••i•••
17fteIthy Bale Camel Henley of Detroit
YOU CAN TRUST CARNATION. Ws the
safest, moat nourishing and digestible
form of milk for your baby's formula.
More mothers feed Carnation to their
babies than any other brand. And more
Carnation in need in hospital formals
rooms throughout the world than eV
other brands combiswod! Prepared form*
lea that claim to be complete are wpm.
sive compared to Carnation. Be sure to
ask your doctor about Carnation. It's
the siiik every doctor know&
BEST BRAND FOR YOUR
COFFEE, TOO!
Creamy-smooth Carnation
maireoffee taste just
grand! Richer and more
flavorful, the way
you like it!
"*taa Conies led Coors'
World's Leading Brand
of Evaporated Milk
HOLLYWOOD—Producing a suc-
cessful or hit movie isn't as sim-
ple as the average theatre goer
might think while watching the
finished product on his favorite
screen.
Many assets to a scene such as
large crowds observing a fight,
or watching the police investiga-
tion; standing by a large fire and
the like isn't an accidental gath-
ering. Nor are they curious folk
DEFENDER
Sat., Mar. 23, 1957
HERZ Is A TYPICAL street or fight. Scene is Baton Rouge,
scene in a movie when some- La., when natives were used
thing is happening before the in filming of "Band Of Angels"
genera Eke as accident, fire starring Clark Gable. This is
a hand picked group working ly think so when you see-the
under instructions from the as- picture that is soon to be re-
sistant director but you'll hard- leased. Included ia the group
are students from Southern
university in Scotlandville, La.
on outskirts of Baton Rouge.
Reel Life In Hollywood Not
Real, Defender Scribe finds
Experts Have KYIOW How
For Making 'Incidents'
By HAZEL A. WASHINGTON ant tells them how to hold their
mouths, how to wave their hands,
if that is necessary, and when to
display either anger or pleasure
at what is going on before the
camera.
Take a look at .the accompan-
ing photo of a scene in "Band Of
Angels" and note the facial ex-
pressions on the interested "by-
standers." They are all the same.
Do you think that is by coincid-
ence or a natural reaction on the
who happened to be on the street •part of the entire crowd. Not on
at the time of the action. No those your life. The "mob" was told
before time for the shooting just
what to do and when and how to
go about it.
These are, of course, just a few
of the many, many things a di-
rector must see to being done if
his film is to carry a natural tone
and appear real. He must, among
other things, know when to call
for coffee or other breaks. No
star however great can perform
up to par if taxed by overwork
on a particular scene. Thus it is
up to the producer to come to the
aid of his star or stars by calling
time to allow relaxation for a
few moments.
Another handicap to making a
picture is the tiltle matter of
welcoming too many visitors while
shooting is in progress. Years
ago those visitors to Hollywood
who knew someone who knew
someone higher up jammed the
studios watching the shooting and
many times having the stars stop
work and pose for pictures to be
sent back home to the family.
This evil has been stopped. Get-
ting on a set while shooting is in
progress now is like getting into
a conference room when army
brass is planning a drive against
the enemy. One director told this
writer "stopping production to
welcome visitors cost our studio
thousands annually. Such visits
took up hours of our time which
meant longer hours for the stage
hands, additional work for the
makeup men and women and
, other time that could riot be made
up in regulation hours. Best thing
ever happened to Hollywood was
curtailing visiting hours when the
stars are working.
are carefully planned and chosen
crowds of people and they are
standing by at the rate of so
much per day.
What happens is simple however
since the participants in the jam
are not required to have previous
experience in acting. The casting
director merely sends out the word
that several hundred persons of
all nationalities are needed for
roles in a picture. The citizens in
the territory respond and after
signing their names on slips that
are later cashed in at the "office"
are told to stand by. They some-
times stand by for hours, even
disys before being used. They are
wanted for special scenes and it
may take days of shooting before
that particular scene is ready to
go before the camera. There is al-
ways that little matter of 're-
takes" you know and retakes
come before another scene is at-
tempted. Thus the wait by the
mob that is to become "movie
stars" in a matter of minutes.
However don't get the idea that
the mob scene is shot without in-
structions to the jam uf "mob-
sters." The director or his assist-
Yale Honors
Robin Hood
By LARRY DOUGLAS
NEW YORK — MGM recording
artist, Robin Hood has been
elected Queen of the Yale Prom
and will reign at the University's
ball Friday evening.
Robin will be met by the school
band and escorted to, a specially
built throne at the school's gym.
PASS
CHEC
"THE PLATTERS" make a
happy group at New York In-
ternational Airpor t as they
prepare to board a Pan Amer-
ican World Airways Clipper to
FAhlUttiti3 4111 sucias fit3tascr.4ito:
II Es LISTA OE ESPEPI
PFIE.ENSE
London where they will pre-
sent the first film clip of their
latest film "Rock All Night"
to England's Princess Marga-
ret. The performers are, left
to right, David Lynch, Zola
Taylor, Tony Williams, Paul
Robl, Herb Reed and pianist
Rupert Branker front, (hold-
ing overnight bag.)
Rabbit's Foot' Minstrel
Opening Set For April 10
MONROE. La. — Next Saturday
is the day and this town the scene
for the biggest and most exciting
setting this section of the South
has seen. The original Rabbit
Foot Minstrels will begin rehear-
sal of the show it plans sending
out this season.
The artists, 35 with an added
chorus line of talented dancing
dolls will start work under watch-
ful eye of S. H. Dudley, jr., who
Our Reporter Tracks Down Story
On Susan Hayward Maid Almost
By ROB ROY
HOLLYWOOD — Your corre.
spondent didn't exactly get a
brush off in his attempt to dig
a story out of the Susan Hayward.
Eaton Chalkley (they're newly-
weds) household but neither did
he get name of Susan's maid
The maid's name was most im-
portant because it had just been
Timmie Rogers
Shows Off New
Star With Art
By LARRY DOUGLAS
NEW YORK — Handsome.
California baritone singer and re-
cording artist, Ernie Andrews has
emerged as the top singino star
of the new sepia revue headed by
comic Timmie Rogers, at Brook-
lyn's Club 3.3egant.
Timmie Rogers' revue is live!,
and snappy, with a bevy of pret
ty show girls.
High point of the show, from
crowd reaction, was when Ernie
Andrews swooned his velvet voice
across the jammed-n*0,er! room
From this reaction. Andrewl has
arrived ki Now York.
learned that she had refused to
accompany her employer of many
years on trip to Carrolltown, Ga.
While we were very anxious to
get her name it wasn't necessary
to be told why the employee didn't
choose to visit Georgia. Various
members of the NAACP and many
SUSAN HAYWARD
persons who live in Georgia have
said enough about the state to
Justify a person's not wishing to
leave a more democratic section
of the nation and visit one that
ha, a senat,,r .ilmath.,0 as its
ranking citizens. The maid wasn't
contacted and neither were the
newlyweds thus the decision as to
reason has to be this reporter's.
The case of Negro maids re-
fusing to go south with their em-
ployers is nothink new. Years ago
when Florida was just another
Dixie state and not nearly as
democratic in its treatment of in-
terracial matters there were a
number of such cases. 'In those
days the maids were allowed to
remain on premises where their
employers lived like hotels and
anartments hut were barred from
the beaches.
Even nurses were not permit-
ted access to the beaches while
caring for the children of their
employers. Of course Carrolltown.
Ga.. offers no beaches for its
visitors but there are other sec-
tions Negroes cannot visit for fun
or anything else. It could well be
that the maid this scribe was
unable to contact had this In mind
when deciding against accom-
trying Miss Hayward.
has been selected by F. S. Wolcott
to turn out "best show this sec-
tion has seen."
The stars to be employed in the
show are among the most talented
to be found anywhere. They hail
from all sections of the nation and
their talents are as varied as can
be asked of any production. There
will be dancers, soubrettes, come-
dians and about every other
specialist necessary to making up
an attraction like "Rabbit Foot
Minstrels."
The show will kick off its 1957
season with a performance for
local Carroll high school's football
team. That will be the first and
only appearance here. Then will
follow a tour of the nation with
stops in most of the major centers.
Bookings have been arranged for
performances throughout the sum-
mer season. And the territory
HENRY FONDA who was mar.
ried to Countessa Afdera Fran.
chetti in New York last week
demonstrates here how film
stars pause for relaxation whit
shooting a picture. Here he
with his wife between shoot-
ing in the picture, "The Tin
Star" just hours before they
left Hollywood for the wedding
site,
the show will cover reaches from
here to Alaska. Performances will
be given in individual cities and
there will be engagements at some
of the major Fairs about the
country.
Even though rehearsals do
not start until Saturday the
town is already agog over what
"Rabbit Foot Minstrels" promises
in the way of entertainment. And
with the opening performance
some three weeks away there is
already a rush for tickets to the
special Carroll high performance.
Yes, there is excitement aplenty ,
here. Not for many moons has
this town appeared so concerned
over a coming spectacular. From
miles around there are requests
for tickets indicating a jam pack-
ed house will witness the debut on
Wednesday, April 10 at Carroll
high school.
Scribe Gets Kicks Out Of
Letters To Name The Girl'
By HILLDA SEE
(See Contest on page 3)
Contests are always interesting
to this writer, be they on radio
TV or in newspapers. Why? It is
hard to say since there is no mem-
ory of your correspondent ever
having won one.
Maybe because it is quite often
our luck to get in on the answers
or suggestions of those who do
participate. Such is the case in
the current "Suggest A Name"
contest running in your Defender.
The girl they seek a name is cute,
but no more than the suggestions
sent in by some of the readers.
Lucille Rutherford of clerks-
ville, Tenn., suggests "Paper Doll"
since, she reasons, "the cartoonist
says he would rather have a paper
one." Mrs. Bertha Witherspoon of
Columbia, Tenn., thinks the girl
is sweet enough to be called
"Candy" and suggests that name
for her. Mrs. Beatrice Johnson of
Humnoke, Ark., is certain the girl
should be named "Miss Classy"
Ella Fitzgerald
Okay; Sullivan
Gets First Date
NEW YORK — Ella Fitzgerald,
queen of song, who underwent
surgery several weeks ago is up!
and able to be out again. In fact
"The Queen" is slated for the
lEd Sullivan TV show and spec-
tacular Sunday.
Miss Fitzgerald's absence from
the stem for past several weeks
means plenty of engagements a-la
catchup. Her sudden illness that
came during engagement at Pa-
ramount theatre meant several
dates already booked to follow
had to be cancelled. After the
Sullivan show and once she's
really back in harness the natiOn'ai
music and song lovers will again
see their favorite in action.
Miss Fitzgerald is one artist
who seldom has to remain idle
for long. In fact she generally has
more offers than she can accept,
both In this country and abroad.
Her several trips to Australia
have always carried - options that
would have kept her over there
for a longer time had she been
able to exercise her offers. And
the same was true of her frequent
trips to the European sector. In
this respect Ella is like Louis
Satchmo Armstrong, popular the
world over
SILVER LINING? When
Louise Beavers opened and
closed in a legit-er in Cali-
fornia with only few perform-
ances many considered the
whole thing was at an end.
she being so ultra stylish in ap-
pearance.
Mrs. Onita Nash of Muskogee,
Okla., suggests "Peppy" giving
as her reason the fact that the
girl is certain to get in and out of
a lot of situations. Maude Brown,
Laurel, Miss., agrees with the
name "Peppy" but has a different
reason. Mrs. Brown says the girl
indicates a wondering mind and
one never knows where she will
stick her neck from time to time.
W. D. Jones of Cairo, Ill., thinks
the name "Flushy" best because
of her tendency to be fresh and
in addition she is so appealing.
"Bunny Honey" thinks Charles
E. Williams of Madisonville, Ky.,
is the name since beauty and
sweetness of the girl adds to lovli-
ness accentuated by a touch of
mischief. Squire B. Butler, West
Helena, Ark., suggests ,"Stream-
line." He adds "form fitting dress
she wears and the snappy pose in-
dicates he would like that name.
Goldie Smith, Camden, Ark.,
Maybe yes, maybe no. A late
report has a California tele-
vision station showing interest
in Louise doing an abbreviated
performance of the production,
that bad reviews helped "kill."
thinks "Flirt" fits the girl who
seems to be a flirty type of cutie.
These are but a few of the sug-
gestions that interested this writer,
James Diggs of Geneva, Ala.,
suggests "Sex Appeal" claiming
the girl will spread charm that
tends to draw together persons of
opposite sexes. Then there is Mrs.
Irene Lindsey of Meadville, Pa.,
who suggests the name "Fascina-
tion" because the girl presents a
pose that is bewitching and easy
on the eyes. Edward Hughes of
Milwaukee, Wisc., thinks "Cool.
breeze" is correct name for the
girl because "when I meet a dame
who talks a lot of trash I call her
Cool Breeze." Dan Howard of
Cordele, Ga., suggests "Gay" be-
cause cartoon is merry, sportive,
showy, mirthful and able to in-
spire mirth which is what men
like.
Willie Ruth Darden of Batesville,
Ark., suggests "Intoxication" be-
cause her pose is so fascinating.
Herbert Temple would name her
"Lilybabe" because her childish
characteristics indicate she is un-
sophisticated or inexperienced.
Mrs. Lillie E. Reners, Laurel,
Miss..,' suggests "Queen Defender"
because she typifies the intelli-
gence the Defender majors in. Mrs.
Leone Taylor, Beloit, Wisc., would
name her "Cool Kitty" since she
appears so cool.
Mrs. Troy E. Clay, Jackson,
Tenn., thinks "O'Cindy" is the cor-
rect name for her since she indi-
cates she'll be in and out of mis-
chief weekly. Eva Washington sug-
gests "Moving" since the girl in-
dicates she has a terrific walk and
manner of moving about. Mrs.
Louvenia Hunt thinks "Fishy.'
should be the name adding "de-
scription fits her and I am for it
because it describes my inten-
tions." Mrs. Alma Ruth Clay,
1 Springfield, Mo., thinks "Gamby"
I. ,periect name for a gal with legs
like hers. Virdie Perkins of Dallas,
Tex,. thinks "Goldie" is best name
because a gal like her will always
have money as motive for every
thing she does. More next week.
Nosey Learns Certain Cafe
Here Has Real Dixie 'Smell'
—FRIENDS OF ex-Chicagoan Vi-
vian Slaton Ferby now living in'
New York will , be interested in
learning last week's visit by Sir
Stork meant a bounoing baby
boy was being delivered. "Viv" is
sister of Defender's Ella Slaton-
Horton.
• • •
"DEAR NOSEY", asks mall
bag: "What goes with the rum.
on along boulevard that a sui-
cide, a sudden fatal heart attack
and young sou of a major stock
holder of one of our larger south.
side ??? companies might be as-
socinted?" Then the letter adds,
"Help me think it isn't true,
won't you Nosey?"
CARRIE AND BEN TRAMBLE
are back from vacationing in Mex-
ico vowing to return next season.
• • •
ATISNTION BENNY Prescott:
HORACE LOMAX now in Gold
coast Africa asks that you be told
to take it easy and adds: "See
you soon." — SPEAKING of cards
one from Theresa Yancey, now in
Havana. Cuba after stay in Nas-
sau, suggests the unlikely —THAT
NOSEY Join 
000 • •
"DEAR NOSEY" says mail bag;
"HOW ABOUT that tavern Nick
Ranieri's "Leather Glove", 6426 S.
Ashland refusing service to a part
of us. — CAN'T IMAGINE such
artists as Brooks and Brown, John-
ny MacAtee, Dave Turner, Cliff
Davis' band Jay Hawkins (they
are all advertised as appearing
there) playing a spot that Jim
crows their own people. If a CEW
TAIN group of railroad men run-
ning to California wonder what
caused one of their flock to take
TAKING time out fOr pleasure
trip to Florida NOSEY CAN EX-
PLAIN ALL. — WHAT HAPPEN-
ED is that wifey had accepted a
trip to Florida at the expense of
a "shorty" whom she was to fol-
low on another plane. —THINGS
WERE OKAY, she thought sinco
she had ticket in hand but day
before leaving the cat jumped out
of the bag — hubby decided to
accompany her on the trip.—
HOWEVER BEING a fast convinc-
ing talker she convinced hub-
by they needed the dough and
that he should continue working.
He did and the little wifey planed
it to Dixie alone.
CARDS FROM Caroline Ander-
son (Los Angeles): Ann and Cecil
'Icy Smith 
Mathis (Buffalo, ia N. Y.); Rose Cos-
. • •
"DEAR NOSEY", asks mail
bag "Is it true that popular Viv•
ian G. is to march down center
aisle with a wealthy non sepian?
— NOSEY WAS looking out win.
dow at pal's car that is painted
green and couldn't concentrate be.
cause a LADY WEARING GREEN
was beating stew out Of IDIF With1b.,
0
•
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REPEATS - Herbert Smith,
senior forward with the Jack-
son college five that finished
the seasoli with a 22-3 rec-
ord, is one of the two re-
peaters on the All Mid-West-
ern cage team this year. The
other is Max Jameson of Ken-
tacky State, the team that lost
to Tennessee State in the fin-
als of the tournament.
SandyWill Make
Comeback Effort
NEW YORK - Nothing's going dy he could probably fight again
to separate world featherweight and the elated champion, stripped
Champion Sandy Saddler from the of his title by the NBA Jan. 16
trade he knows and loves - not for not defending it in the past
a lucrative business offer and cur- year and retired of his own ec-
tar not the threat of 
blindness. cord six days later, began mak-
- coming back," said t h e jug comeback plans.
hampion who has been liv- may take another year but
ing in a world of shadows since getting into the ring again,"
Famu Opens
Defense Of
SIAC Title
DEFENDER ,
Sat., Mar. 23, 1937
State Champs In High Tourney
Harmon Bids
I
For Post In
Card Garden
TALLAHASSEE - Florida A &
M university opens defense of the
SIAC baseball championship here
In a two-game series with the Al
abama State Hornets.
The Rattlers were defeated, 9
to 4, by the Tampa All-Stars in a
thrill packed game here last Sat
urday. A and M scored one run
in the first and four in the third
inning to go ahead 5 to 0.
Relief pitcher Dirk Gibbons still-
ed the A and M bats while his
teammates pushed across f our
runs in the fourth and two more
in the fifth to overcome the short
lived A and M lead. The Tam-
pans scored their other three runs
in the eighth. The final A and
M run came In the ninth while
the Rattlers were making an at-
tempt to get back in the game.
Gibbons got Charles Newman to
ground odt to second to end the
rally.
It was the first game of the
season for A and M. They play
Alabama State here Friday and
Saturday afternoon. All A. and M.
home games will be played at
Centennial stadium and will start
at 2:30 p.m.
The navy's 14 and 16-inch guns
throw shells 20 miles.
BH.L HARRELL, one of the
rookies trying to win the third
base job with the Cleveland
Indians, is too late in his try
for an infield hit in a game
at the Indians' training camp
at Tucson, Ariz.
Chicagoans Pay
Tribute To Abe
Judge Fred 'Duke" Slater has Ralph Nletcalfe, Jesse Owens, Tru-
been named chairman of a corn- man Gibson, sr., Aaron Payne,
mittee to honor Abe Saperstein, Dr. William J. Zeigler, Dr. T. K.
founder of the Harlem Globetrot• Lawless, Wendell Smith and
tors, with a testimonial dinner George Harris.
Wednesday, March 27, at the Sapperstein himself will be the
Parkway ballroom, special guest at the dinner, and
The dinner for Abe by his count- will deliver one of the main ad-
, less friends in the Negro commu- dresses. Another speaker will soon
nity will precede the All-Chicago be announced by the committee
members.
At least 75 sports, civic and
business leaders of the Negro
community are expected at the
dinner for Saperstein. Minimum
donation is $100 a plate. Those do-
nating $1,000 for a table of 10 will
be named Honorary Doctors of
Hope at a special party preceding
he suffered detached relia of said the moustached Negro star, monial for Saperstein include Aid, the dinner.
Salute to Saperstein on April 23
in the Hotel Sherman. Proceeds
from the latter will go to dedi-
cate the Abe Saperstein Interna-
tional Hall at the world - famous
City of Hope, free, non-sectarian
medical center in Duarte, Calif.
Vice-chairman named so far to
assist Judge Slater in the testi-
the right eyein an auto a.:cident who is 12 pounds under his nor- -
last July. mal fighting weight.
"I had a rather attractive offer „I'm gonna go home and rest
to sell cars," Sandy told report- up a shile and then get back into
ers from his hospital bed: "But top shape by joining the Mer-
1 love boxing. It's a gift with me chant Marines for a while. I'm
and if God didn't want me to have anx•otis, just as much as I ever
it, he wouldn't have given. it to was, but I'm not getting into the
ring again until I'm completely
BEGAN SEEING DOUBLE well."
"I remember cooling to on the There are some who say Sadd-
floor of that cab yelling 't h e ler never was too eager to fight
brakes! the brakes'' " Saddler at anytime but don't count San.
continued, "I thought my head rh. manager Charley Johnston or
was busted open from hitting that some of the unfortunates be
hand rail. The brain concussion counted among them.
was bad enough, but a coupl,.!
weeks later my Otvrbegan seeing "Sure I didn't fight for three-
I.e. Everything was cloudy. , I and-a-half years," Saddler said.
"But then I was in the Army
A-When when they examined me
land told me I might go totally two of 
those years. Then who
did they have to fight me? Andblind- if continued to fight,"
what kind of purses did they
have?"
Saddler says he doesn't know
Saddler said, "it took the heart
right-out of me. I retired right
in that doctor's office. I neve,- who will win the elimination series
cried so much in my life. I felt going on for his crown, but he
so bad. .but I didn't give up
hope. I just prayed." hopes to meet him - in the ring.
Saddler flung up his gloves Jan
the title front Willie Pep and a NHSAA To22, nine years after he first won
year after he last defended it
against Flash Elorde.
It was another month before the
delicate operation which the med., Hold Meet I
icos call "diathermy coagolD -
tion" and then six days of un-
certainty as the 30-year-old New
N
Yorker lat. with his eyes heav- ashvi I le
ily bandaged.
A few days later they told San- NASHVIIiLE-Imposing arrays
 of state-- chatnpions and near-
champions are poised for Nation
al High school championship bas-
ketball tourney competition in Ten-
. nessee State university's "Little
Garden" March 28, 29 and 30.
The office of Ray Kemp, Ten-
nessee State director of athletics
and NHSAA tourney director, re-
ports the following state cham-
pions are entered: Judson Price,
Atlanta, Ga.; I. M. Terrill, triple-
A champions, Ft, Worth, Texas:
Wesley Chapel, Carthage, Miss.;
Booker Washington, Montgomery,
Ala. Jones High, North Little
Rock, Ark.; Crispus Attucks, Hop-
kinsville, Ky. The names of cham-
pionship teams from Louisiana,
Virginia and Tennessee are forth-
coming. Runner-up teams stand-
ing by to complete the 18-team
tournament are: Merrill H-i g h,
Pine Bluff, Ark.; Western, Paris,
Ky:; and Druid, Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Coach Joe Robichaux' St. Eliza.
beth "Vikings" of Chicago .will
also be on hand.
Tennessee champions will be de-
cided this week - March 22 and
23 in the annual THSAA tour-
nament, also to be played on the
Tennessee State university cam.
pus.
•
WILLIE.FORTENBERRY, 6400 S.
St. Lawrence, will retire March`
261 after completing more than 30
years of service at International
harvester's Tractor Works, 2406
31st blvd. He began his ca.
et with the company in 1926.
F rtenberny is married, and has
a saa find a daughter.
GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP
Charlie Harmon, a jack-of-all
trades, is a prime candidate for
the centerfield slot on the St.
Louis Cardinals.
Harmon was traded to t h e
Cards last year by the Cincin-
nati Redlegs. He had a brief fling
in the outfield but failed to hit
He was sent to Omaha in the
American Association and batted
a robust .382 in the last half
of the season.
At the Cards' spring training
base in St. Petersburg, Manager
Freddie Hutchinson has put in a
good word for the former Uni-
versity of Toledo (Ohio) basket-
ball star.
"Harmon can play anywhere in
the infield, including first base,
and he can do a fine job in
the outfield, said Hutchinson.
"Last spring I saw Harmon
with the Cincinnati club. One day
he was at third, another at sec-
ond, then short and finally first
base. I asked Birdie Tebbets (Cin-
cy manager) what in the world he
was trying to do. He said he had
not seen Harmon do a bad job
anywhere and was trying to find if
there was a spot where he
wouldn't look good."
The Cleveland Indians are fran-
tically searching for a successor
to Al Rosen at third base. They
might have him in a 28-year-old
rookie who hasn't been given a
full-blown chance to make the
Indians' varsity.
He's Billy Harrell, for whom
General Manager Hank Green-
berg said he was offered $100,000.
Harrell has been hitting the ball
sharply during drills at Tucson,
Ariz. He played under Manager
Kerby Farrell last year at Indi-
anpolis, but was used as a short-
stop and in the outfield.
Baltimore Orioles are taking a
close look at Lennie Green, rook-
ie infielder assigned to the ros-
ter of the Vancouver club ik the
Pacific Coast League. He is one
of the fastest men in the Orioles
camp at Scottsdale, Aria.
FIRST GAME MOVIES
Games movies of football first
were taken at Michigan State in
1823. -,es
Glass Is a combination of silicic
acid andan alkali.
TAGGED OUT -Hank
Thompson, New York Giants'
third baseman, is tagged out
la a rundown between third , game in Phoenix, Arlo., lad
and home plate on a grounder week. Ray Katt is the catch- '
to Ray Jablonski, I. hica go cc.
Cubs' third baseman, during
Howard-Lincoln Football Classic
Moves To Lincoln Campus For 1957
WASHINGTON, D. C. - How-
ard university athletic director
Samuel E. Barnes last week an-
nounced a nine-game 1957 varsity
football schecule which includes a
Central Intercollegiate Athletic as-
sociation game with St. Paul Poly,
of Lawrenceville, Va., and a Sat-
urday meeting with traditional ri-
val, Lincoln university, of Pennsyl-
vania.
Other CIAA teams scheduled by
the Bisons include Fayetteville (N.
C.) State Teachers, Virginia Un-
ion, Morgan State and Hampton
(Va.) Institute. The Howard team
rounds out its schedule with non-
conference contests against Fisk
(Tenn.), Morehouse (Gs.), a a d
District of Columbia Teachers col-
lege.
The St. Paul game, the first of
the season for both teams, will
mark the initial meeting of the
two elevens in 16 years. Howard
won the 1941 contest, 14-0, and
leads the Virginians 5 to 3 In a
series which began in 1932.
Not only has the Lincoln game
been shifted to Saturday, breaking
a Thanksgiving Day tradition whic
dated back to 1910, but the con-
test will be played on the Lincoln
campus for the first time in more
than a generation. In the past the
game had alternated between
Washington and Philadelphia.
The rivalry between the t w o
schools is the oldest in Negro col-
lege football, having started back
in 1948. Howard holds a 22-104
lead in the series.
1957 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Sept. 28, • St. Paul Poly, Lew.
renceville, Va.; Oct. 5, *Fayette.
vine State Teachers, Home; 11,,
'Virginia Union, Richmond, Va.;
19, • Morgan State, Home; IS,
Fisk, Nashville, Tenn.; Nov. 2, D,
C. Teachers, Home; 9 *Hampton.
Home; 16, Morehouse (Homecom.
ing), Home; 23, • Lincoln, Lin.
eteaoinn shrdlu cmfwypp odwdw
coin university, Pa.
• Denotes Central Intercollegiate
Athletic Association games.
MWAA Teams Rank High
Itt NCAA Late Report
JACKSON, Miss. - Mid-West.
ern Athletic association basketball
teams ranked high in a report
Virginia state's basketball
team was voted the team con-
sistently demonstrating good
sportsmanship
annual CIA1 tournament, and
here Frank Burnette, C. I.
A. A. basketball commission-
during the 12th Carolina
Times award to Johnny John•
son of the Trojans. Coach
Shelton Matthews of Virginia
er (left) presents the State was named the out-
standing coach too Burn-
ette's left.
Howard Lifts
Baseball Lid
On 27Contests
WASHINGTON, D. C. - The
Howard university baseball team
opens its 28 game 1957 schedule
Saturday, March 23, meeting
Springfield (Mass.) college in a 2
p.m. contest at the Ellipse.
The complete schedule. announc-
ed last week by Dr. Samuel
Barnes, athletic director, includes
14 Central Intercollegiate Ath-
letic association games and 12 with
non-conference opponents.
The Bisons lift the lid on their
CIAA slate April 5, meeting North
Carolina A & T college at Greens-
boro, N. C. Other conference' op.
ponents on this year's schedule in-
clude Winston-Salem Teachers,
Shaw (N. C.), Fayetteville (N. C.)
State Teacher", Maryland State,
Lincoln (Pa.) and Delaware State.
Non-conference nines facing
Coach Tom Johnson's Howard
nine, in addition to Springfield, in-
clude M. I. T., Wesleyan, Maine,
D. C. Teachers, Mount Union, Ash-
land, Lorton, Bainbridge Navy,
Drew and Rutgers of Newark.
The Bisons of 1957 will be out
to better their 15-118-1 record of
last year, and their 7 and 7 mark
in Conference play.
Capt. Fleming Gregory is ex-
pected to pace the Bisons' attack
The 5-foot-8 Armstrong (D. C.)
high grad, who accumulated a bat
ting average of more than .380 in
his first three years of play, is
Conference bitting champion.
He is expected to sign with
one of the four major league
teams which have offered him bo-
uses immediately after the Bisons'
final game.
1957 BASEBALL SCHEDULE
March 23, Springfield (Mass.).
Home; at Mass. Institute of Tech-
nology, Home.
April 1, Wesleyan, Home; 2,
Maine, Home; 5, *North Carolina
A&T, Greensboro, N. C.; 6, *Win-
ston-Salem Teachers, Winston-Sa-
lem, N. C.; 9 D. C. Teachers,
Washington, D. C.; 12 *Shaw, Ral-
eigh, N. C.; 13 'Fayetteville State
Teachers, Fayetteville, N. C.; 16,
Mount Union, Home: 17 *Mary-
land State, Home; 19, Ashland,
Home; 20, Ashland, Home; 25,.
*Delaware State, Dover, Del.: 26,,
*Lincoln, Lincoln, Pa.; 30, 'Mary-
land State, Princess Anne, Md.
May 1, 'Shaw, Home; 2, *Win-
ston-Salem, Home; 7, D. C. Teach-
released recently by the National
Collegiate Athletic Bureau. T.
nessee A & I State university (III.
5) ranked number two in total of-
fense with an average score of
90.9 in 23 games. The MWAA tour-
ney champs had rolled up a ts.
tai of 2,09(1 points.
Jackson State college (23-2), this
Conference's reprsesentative in N.
C. A. A. small college play-off,
was ranked fifth defensively, slr.
ins up a total of 1,399 points
in 24 games for an average of
5.83 points per game.
Lincoln university of Jefferson
City, Mo., was in eighth position
In field goal percentages with a
robust .454. Lincoln ranked second
in most personal fouls averaging
25.5 per game.
Individual honors went to Rich.
ard Barnett, Tennessee's All-M. W.
A. A. scoring ace, who averaged
309 points in 21 games. Barnett
was ranked 37th among individual
scoring leaders.
Pruitt of Lincoln made the se.
lect circle among field goal pee.
cent age leaders with .528 pee
cent.
BRYANT GEORGE of Charlotte,
N. C., will return to the U. S. 111
April after completing a three •
year term as missionary in Pale.
idea. Rev. George has served as
director of youth and student work
for the Presbyterian mission and
associate general secretany of ail
Pakistan Student Christian mom
meet.
SETS BIG TEN MARK
Michigan State's Roscoe Davis
set a Big Ten record for putouts
by a first baseman with 18 against
Wisconsin in 1956.
ers, Home; 9 Bainbridge Navy,
Bainbridge, Md.; 10, R at germ
(Newark), Newark, N. J.; It,
Drew, New Brunswick, N. 3.; 14,
*North Carolina A&T, Home; 111,
Home; 17, *Lincoln, Home; IS,
*Delaware State, Home.
* Denotes Central Intercollegiate
Athletic association games.
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Jacksonville And
Mobile Join NAL
MEMPHIS — The Negro Amer- log camps on Orli 1.
Man League will be a six-club
loop this year for the first time
since 1954. The Mobile (Ala.) ILA
Bears and Jacksonville (Fla.) Ea-
gles will become members of the
league next month.
The Memphis Red Sox, Birming-
ham Black Barons, Detroit Stars
hnd Kansas City Monarchs are
the other clubs comprising t h e
League
' The NAL, was an eight - club
league until 1950, when the Chi-
hag° American Giants and Cleve-
land Buckeyes withdrew. T h e
Philadelphia Stars and Baltimore
Elite Giants withdrew after the
1953 season, but the Detroit Stars
end Louisville Clippers became
Inembers in 1954.
LEAVES FOUR TEAMS
The Indianapolis Clowns a n d
Louisville pulled out before the
Opening of the 1955 season, leaving
Memphis, Birmingham, Kansas
City and Detroit.
Willie Davis, Mobile cafe own-
er, and James Williams, restau-
rant owner in Jacksonville, at-
tended the meeting of the NAL
Owners here last Friday a n d
'applied for franchises in t h e
League. The owners delayed ac-
tion on their applications for 30
days, but it Is almost certain the
two teams will get the franchises.
' Williams, a former baseball
player, was a member of t h
homestead Grays, a member of
the now defunct Negro National
League.
The owners, in the one day
Meeting, agreed to open spring
exhibition games on April 14, and
the regular season on May 19. The
four clubs will open spring train-
In the first exhibition game the
Memphis Red Sox will meet the
Birmingham Black Barons in a
game to be played at Birming-
ham. Birmingham goes to Mem-
phis on April 21, and the Detroit
Stars and Kansas City Monarchs
play a game in Little Rock, Ark.
The Monarchs will be in Bir-
mingham on April 28, and the
Detroit Stars and Memphis Red
Sox will be in Neva Orleans. The
Detroit Stars will go to Bir-
mingham to play the Barons on
May 5, and the Kansas City Mon-
archs will be in Memphis. The
Monarchs and Stars play in New
Orleans on May 12 and Birming-
ham will play the Red Sox in
Memphis.
CLUBS IN TRAINING
Davis and Williams said they
will have their clubs in training
by the first of April, in Mobile
and Jacksonville.
J. B. Martin, president of the
League, said he will call another
meeting of the owners for April,
at which time a schedule for
the 1957 campaign will be arrang-
ed.
William "Dizzy" Dismukes has
been earned manager of the Kan-
sas City Monarchs, replacing Jel-
ly Taylor who was the 1956 pilot.
The owners present were: Ted
Rasberry, Kansas City Monarchs
(he also had the Detroit proxy);
Art Williams, general manager,
and Jim Canady, Birmingham;
Dr. W. S. Martin, Memphis Red
Sox and Homer Curry, Memphis
manager.
Toni Baird, former owner of the
Monarchs, and Quincy Troupe,
scout for the St. Louis Cardinals,
were also present.
DYER, TENNESSEE
' Greetings from the Northern John West, who has recently re-
vert of Gibson county. turned from the Jackson Madison
' The activities from here are so County hospital, is doing nicely.
numerous that it is hardly possi- Others on the sick list include
ble to keep up with them as they
happen but we do hope to be able
to keep you informed of the most
Important ones as they are given
to your scribe.
Sunday was a high day In re-
[igloos world for Sunday morning
found our churches in Sunday
lichool together at the Cumberland
Presbyterian church. Rev. William
Powlkes, pastor, E. L. Nolan, act-
ing supt. of the host church; Syl-
'rester Burns, stmt. of Fairview
Baptist church and J. D. Overall,
huperintendent of Dyer C. M. E.
tahurch, along with most of their
teaohers were all present and on
time.
The Rev. 111. E. Bridgeman, pas-
kw of Fairview Baptist church
Was aleo present. Rev. J. D. Hut-
Ion, pastor of the Dyer C. M. E.
Church was unable to be present
because that was his worship day
With the Hullum Temple church at
Rutherford.
• •
4 Dave Williams rendered a must-
tai program at the Cl' church
In the afternoon. The Reverend
'F. L. Mabins, pastor of tile Mt.
Orange, Trenton Missionary Bap-
tist church, along with his choir,
Worshipped with the Fairview
Baptist church Sunday afternoon.
N. C. Cleric Author
Of Book On Faith
CHARLOTTE, NC.— "Can We
Believe the Bible?" is the title
of a book by a well-known Char-
lotte, N. C. clergyman who gives
an affirmative answer. Jesse A.
Baldwin, retired Methodist clergy-
man, now 68, was also the faun-
der of the Southern Industrial In-
stitute and contributes to maga-
zines and newspapers. His book is
published by the Royal Book Com-
pany, 201 Middleton dr., Charlottel
7, N. C. ($2.50).
Realtors Oppose
Subsidy For CTA
' The Chicago Real Estate board
this week voiced its opposition to
use of real estate taxes to subsi-
dize the Chicago Transit authority,
Frank Lynn. president of t h 'e
board, said real estate in Chicago
and Cook County is already pay-
ing a ''grossly disproportionate
share of the exenses of govern-
ment and governmental services,
such a police and fire protection,
public health, education and sani-
tation."
Mrs. Ella Ida, Mrs. Ludie Skin-
ner and Mrs. Mary Ann Thomp-
son. Mrs. Lena Blake wants you to
know that she is not ill. To use
her words she says "I only have
a broken leg." We wish for all of
our sick a speedy recovery.
S'S
The Missionary society of t Ii I
Dyer CNIE church held its regu-
lar weekly meeting Monday night
at the home of the president, Mrs,
Lucy Overall. The Fairview Mis-
sionary Society also met.
At call of the president, Mrs.
La Pearl Burns, several members
of the PTA met Tuesday night to
plan an old-time social to be giv-
en os March 22. Many of us
are stilt thinking of the lovely ban-
quet that was given by the PTA
for the teachers of the commu-
nity and their guests, not too long
ago. The principal speaker for
the occasion was the Rev. D. E.
Bridgeman.
Visitors in and out of town in-
clude Mr. and Mrs. Dorsey West
of Memphis, who visited their par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. John West,
Mrs. Elizabeth Johnson of Chica-
go, who is visiting her mother,
Mrs. Adeline Exum; Mrs. Farrah
'vie, of Rutherford. who visited
with Mr. and Mrs. Ell Ivie; Mrs.
Beatrice Gentry, of Trenton, who
visited Mr. and Mrs. Sylveste
Burns and mother Mrs. Sallie
Webb. Johnnie Jamison. Rev. J.
H. Overall and Rev. McClain vis-
ited Bolivar Sunday. Miss Geneva •
Stanback is visiting her niece in
Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherrod Lovett and
Shirley Fisher of Jackson visited
friends and relatives here Sun-
day, as did Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln
O'Daniel. also of Jackson
Miss Cora Lawrence, of Mem• '
his, visited Mr. and Mrs. John-
nie Jamison over the week end
• • •
I Mrs. Virginia 0.Daniel announc-
es the marriage of her daughter,1
Alice Ann to Tommie Hooker. of
Trenton. The marriage was sol-
emnized in Corinth, Miss., Sunday,'
! March 3. Mr. Hooker is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Alphonso Hook- •
er of Trenton. Mrs. Hooker's fa-
I ther, Haywood O'Daniel, resides in
Detroit. Both are graduates of Ro-
senwald High school of Trenton.
I Mr. and Mrs. Artie Lee Gentry
I were in Paris, Tenn., Sunda y,
' where Mrs. Gentry attended a
confab of beauticians.
Until next week we say adios.'
' See John Etta Jamison for your
I Tri-State Defender.
INTER-REGIONAL STARS —
These players had key roles
In the inter-regional basket-
ball tourney played here at
Booker T. Washington 11 i g h
school last Friday and Satur-
day. Undefeated Booker T.
Washington took first place in
the toursey, beating Gibson
County Training of Milan, 84
45. They will represent this
area in the state meet at
Nashville this week end. E.
A. Harrold of Millington beat
Central High of Alamo. 66-62
for third place. to girls' play,
Fayette County Training
school of Somerville was tops,
defeating Montgomery High of
Lexington In the finals, 59-39.
Allen White of Whiteville took
third place by beating West
high of Denmark, 53-52. Play-
er on left with trophy is Odell
Robinson, captain of the sec-
ond place Gib s on Coun-
ty Training school squad.
Over on the right, with the
first place trophy is L. C. Gor-
don, captain of the Booker T.
Warriors. The six girls in top
picture were elected to the All-
Conference team. From left
they are: Clete McGhee, of
Denmark; Olean Haradaway,
Allen White; Alma Jean John-
son, Lexington; Dor othy
Quarles, Everlena Stigger and
Patti Dickerson, all of Som-
erville. Another Somerville
player, Jerlene Dotson, receiv-
ed the Boone Sportsmanship
trophy. All-Conference boys in
next photo are, left to right:
James Nance, of Alamo, Odell
Robinson, of Milan and John
Gray and Howard Mathis, of
Booker T. Washington. T h e
other player named to the
team was Joe Peete of E. A.
Harrold in Millington. A 1 I
four girl team entries receiv-
ed a trophy, accepted by the
team captains. From left, they
are: Annie Mae Beard of
third place Allen White; Alma
Jean Johnson, second place
Lexington; Dorothy Quarles. of
first place Somerville, and Dor-
othy Mosley, of -8th place.
AN AFRICAN CHILD is held
by Mrs. Richard Nixon Sc she
sits alongside her husband dur•
ing Independence Day celebra-
tion in Ghana. Ghana, formerly
the Gold Coast and now an in-
dependent state, was the sec-
ond country visited by Vice
President and Mrs. Nixon dur-
ing their African tour.
Scribe Visits 4 More
Semi-Pro League Teams
Back again with more newsi MEMPHIS RAMS
aboute Semi-Pro league, i t s
teams and players.
The South Side Chicks, manag-
ed by S. Shaw, won eight of their tal of 18 games to tie with the
12 games last season. They were hallTate Red Sox in the first 
Iin the first half but come up to  and to come in second in the lat-
third spot in the second half, ter half.
Back this season will be Charles 1 Back this year will be Charles
Shaw, seeond base: Robert Orr Leeper, pitcher Turner Williams,
and Robert Hayes, pitchers; Joe ' first baseman: Henry Cooper, jr.,
Douglass, first baseman; J. B. center fielder; Willie Anderson,
Patton, third baseman, and Iter. third baseman; William Lomax,
sey Orr, catcher. shortstop Robert Tucker, infield -
Any players interested in join- Cr; Joe McDonald, pitcher Roos-
ing the Chicks are invited to come evelt Garrett, catcher; Cary Walk•
out to Riverview Park Saturdays er, jr.. second baseman.
and Sundays. Manager Shaw is es-- Additional strength will come•
pecially desirous of picking up from such rookies as Jackie Price,'
some good outfielders. Raymond Walker and Tom Lomax.'
The Tate Red Sox had a good They are expected to have a good
season under Jimmy Goodrich last year.
time around They won all hut, LETTER CARRIERS
The Memphis Rams had it good
last season too. Led by E ar I
Mims, they dropped four of a to-
, three of their 14 games. They land.: T h e Letter Carriers, managed
Science Shrinks Piles ed in first place in Division 4 for by Z. P. Pittman, played a totalthe first half and tied Hunter Fan of 14 games, dropping six of them.
, for second spot in the last half. ' They landed in fourth place in the .
New Way Without Surgery ! way this year. Players Included in the second half to tie with El-!' They are anxious to go all the first half but came back stronger 1
Finds Healing Substance That Does Both— 
Elbert Johnson, left fielder Fared lendale for second place.
Payne, shortstop; James G 00 d- alana;er Pittman says his teamRelieves Pain—Shrinks Hemorrhoids shaw, pitcher; Benny Payne, third will he all new except for four
New York, N. Y. (Special) —
For the first time science has
found a new healing substance
with the astonishing ability to
shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
pain—without surgery.
In one hemorrhoid ciuw after
another, "very striking improve-
sent" was reported and verified
by doctors' observations.
Pain was relieved promptly.
And, while gently relieving pain,
actual reduction or retraction
(shrinking) took place.
And most amazing of all—this
kliprovoment was maintained in
eases where doctors' observations
viers continued over a period of
many months!
In fact, results were so thor-
ough that sufferers were able to
ntakesueh astonishing statements
op "Piles have ceased to be a
peoblem!" And among throe suf-
ferers were a very wide variety
of hemorrhoid conditions, some of
10 to 20 years' standing
All thw, without the use of
narcotics, anesthetics or astrin-
gents of any kind. The secret is
I new healing substance (Bin-
Dyne • )—the discovery of a world-
famous research institution. Al-
ready, Rio-Dyne is in wide use
for healing injured tissue on all
parts of the body.
This new healing substance la
offered in suppository or ointment
/eras called Preporatiou if.* Ask
for individually sealed convenient
Preparation H suppositories or
Preparation H ointment with spe-
cial applicator. Preparation H le
sold at all dreg stores.SatiR fatties
guaranteed or money refunded.
fte&g. r S
baseman; Robert Mayner, right teturnina men. The returnees are
fielder Gene Johnson, centerfield. Carl Jones, second base; Jame ,
er• Harvey Bats catcher- Perry Ross, right fielder: Levis Henri
Bats, first baseman and Eugene third base and Marvin Brown,
Mathis pitcher. catcher.
JERRY'S SUNDRY
Drugs Sundries Cosmetics
Notions
554 SCOTT PH. CL. 2-9463
Many SeekWelfare Help' Del Rio Fan Club
At Urban League Office Wants New MembersThe Memphis Urban League,' have been helping her with food
Rev. J. A. McDaniel, executive since then.
Mrs. Williams says her husband
was a hard worker and family
provider and she is at a losi with-
out him.
He is working out his fine at
It a day with a road crew in
Crittenden county.
As soon as the man can get
enough money to pay his fine a
member of the Urban League's
board of directors will give him
"This sort of thing goes on ev-
ery day," Rev. McDaniel explain- a Jo' . .
Mrs., Williams says this is the
ed. "Why this week we have had .first time in
around 30 destitute people to come
trouble.here seeking help. We average
about that many cases ea eh
week."
WILLIAMS FAMILY
Talking about it brought to mind
the case of a family, a mother
and five children, which is now
being housed in the old B o y
Scout office next to the Ur b an
League building while the hus-
band is serving a jail sentence.
They have no income and no-
body to turn to until the husband,
regains his freedom and this may
be into the summer.
According to what Mrs. W ml-
hams told Rev. McDaniel, they
made a crop in Crittenden county
and just before harvest time, the
husband was accused of damaging
or destroying some materials on
the place and given six months
and a $150 fine.
The family came to Memphis
and stayed for a while with a
woman in Orange Mound but in
due time she had to ask them
to move out.
In December, before Christmas,
she was referred to the Ur ba n
League by the Memphis - Shelby
County Welfare.
JOB PROMISE
Arrangements were made to r
her to move into the building next
to the Urban League and t h e
league and welfare department
secretary, is mainly interested in
jobs and job information but you
could call it ,a "little welfare" and
not be too far off track.
Just this past week a reporter
was in talking with Rev. McDan-
iel about the annual career con-
ference program for high school
students when two cases in des-
titute condition called on him.
POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
306 Poplar at Leuderdale
Phone JA S-6318
AMMINME.6.
IRONS REPAIRED
TOASTERS _ LAMPS
VACUUM CLEANERS
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS
ALSO—
REBUILT VACUUM $ 95
CLEANERS 
 
up
APPLIANCES, INC
760 Union - IA. 7-2631
2268 Park Ave.-FA. 3-8507
Orem Nrehte Free Parking
111=11111111•11111
z
he has ever been
Jefferson City — The first state
capital of Missouri was St. Char-
les. Selection of Jefferson City as
the capital was decided upon in
the year of 1826
The Del Rio Fan club, a group
of boys and girls interested in
the future of the Del Rios, would
like to have more members.
The Del Rios, a five - member
Memphis song group is composed
of William Bell, leader; R Y
Austin, second tenor; Johnny E.I
Jackson, baritone, and Da vi
Brown, bass.
They are Meteor Recording art-
ists and their most popular tunes
are ."Alone On A Rainy Night"
and "Lizzie".
CLUB OFFICERS
Officers of the fan dub r e
Miss Joyce Berry, president
Francine Wilson, vice prasident;
Cora Lewis, secretary; C h a r-
lotte Reed, chaplain; Do or eth a
Jackson, reporter, and Phineas
Newborn. or.. business manager
and advisor.
The Del Rios are now singing
with the recently reorganized New-
born band at the Flamingo Room,
Members of the band are Gent
(Bowlegs) Miller, of trumpet and
French horn; Jewel Briscoe, ten-
or sax; Charles Crawford, alto
sax; Kenneth Banks. bass violin
and Joe Hall, piano and organ.
Prospective fan club members
should contact Miss Berry, at W14
6-1935 or Miss Wilson or Miss
Lewis at FA 3-9112.
The next meeting %vitt he March
23, 5 p.m., at the Flamingo Roomp.
Cs,
A general grocery store carries
about 3,000 different items.
Delicious-this
pennya•wise
cheese dish!
Enjoy Coke with
meals! You'll find
the fixin's for this
budget-boosting
special at
your grocer's,
American Rarebit—Here's a
luscious mixture ciT tomato and
cheese ... a rare treat with ice-
cold Coke. Just heat a can of
undiluted tomato soup, stir in
I cup grated cheese, 1 teaspoon
grated onion and 1/4 teaspoon
of Worcestershire sauce. Stir 'ill
melted and serve immediately
over toast.
'Coss- b. a labolslarad Folio-mark
Copyrighi 1957 The Coco-Cole Company.
I )1iuii
(ita
Bottled kinder authority of
The Coca-Colo Company by
Souffles, omelets, bubbling grilled
sandwichas ... any dish that's made with
cheese is made for Coke! The bright, bright
taste, the extra zest of Coca-Cola,
really perks up those meatless meals!
Enjoy Coke with meals ... a regular-siss
bottle of Coke contains fewer
calories than ball a grapefruit.
Bring home the Coke!
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF MEMPHIS. TEM
.
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By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke 
With Easter being just around
tie corner, I see many people
have begun looking for these Eas- •
ter costumes already. Color and
more color seems to be the thing
this year and those bonnet, with
a variety of flowers to carry out
the gaiety of the season are a
must. I know you've noticed the
cape is taking the day also. With
Easter so late this year y o u
shouldn't have any trouble show-
ing the cape for coais should be
well shedded by that t i m e.
Your scribe will be on the look
out to see you in the Easter pa-
rade.
jkow for a bit of the hsppen-
IF in Jackson— Mrs. Marie
Moore has returned after a three
week vacation with triends in her
fcrmer hometown, Birmingham,
Ala. She still holds membeship
with the Birmingham Semper Fi-
delis Council and elaborately en-
tertained the members at the Bal-
lot House while there. In addition
to club members, eight guests
enjoyed the meeting also. B Ir.
mingham friends simply don't
want to hear ot Mrs. Moore call-
ing Jackson her home now but we
have claimed her and are happy
to have her back. She reports her
many friends gave her a most en-
joyable time.
Spending last weekend with Mrs
V. F. Walker on Hays Ase., was
her niece, Mrs. Bernice Walker
Williams, of Memphis, Tenn. It
was a very pleasant visit for Mrs.
Walker who had just returned
from Chicago, Ill., where she
saI several days.
l' ES BAR EXAMS
Remember I mentioned a boo t
Samuel P. Morrow stopping
through Jackson enroute to Nash-
ville to take the bar examination.
I just received word from his
mother, Mrs. Sadie Morrow who
resides on Stonewall st., that he
passed. Naturally our hats go off
to this former Jacksonian who is
a Lane college alumnus and at
present is serving with the U. S.
Air Force in Matte. Morrow re-
ceived his law training at Boston
university.
At the March meeting pf the
Merry High school Parent-Teach-
er Association delegates were
elected to attend the State PTA
meeting. Mrs. Mary Franc es
Thomas has been named to repre.
sent Merry with Mrs. Patty ;sal-
lard serving as alternate. The
meeting will be in Knoxville,
Tenn.
ATTENDANCE ENCOURAGED
The Student Council ai,t Merry .
High school under the sponsor
ship of Mrs. M. B. Davis and
Prof. V. J. Gilmore is doing a
great job in encouraging attend-
ance at the school. A banner,
secured by the council goes month-
ly to the class having the highest
attendance based on percentage.
To be eligible for the banner stu-
dents must be present and on time.
The 9-1 homeroom with Prof. A.
D. Hardy as teacher has received
the banner the fifth straight month
out of the six it has been pre-
sented. Coming in second place
for last month was 9-3 class with
9-4 getting third. Another very in-
teresting experiment is being
planned by the student council of
which you will hear about later.
COMING EVENTS
The annual "Night of Plays"
will be staged at Merry High
school on March 29 at 8 p.m.
Those of you who have witness-
ed this event in the pass know
what is in store for you. Yo u
really get four phases of enter-
tainment for the price of o n e.
Don't forget the date, March 29.
Jack and Jill Mothers, Inc., is
bringing to Jackson the Sensa-
tional Cuban Knights on Monday
April 2. They will make their ap-
pearance at Merry High school at
8 p.m. Advance tickets are $1, at
door $1.25. They are asking your
support for this affair is being
presented in interest of the Mer-
ry High school band drive.
The participating debs are look-
ing forward to the Debutante Ball
at Lane college on April 5. This
ball is sponsor-3d annually by Sig-
ma Gamma Rho sorority. They are
asking Jackson socialites to be on
hand to witness the presentation
of the "debs."
Forrest City & Madison Briefs
Or LOVr/EA1/.4 CLARK
en's Day at La ii e Chapel
ch was observed recently with
sit day services. The theme was:
Pertepuating Man's Greatest Her-
itage: A Knowledge of the Scrip-
ture".
The morning speaker was Vic-
tor Starlard, introduced by J. 11,
Allen. The afternoon services con-
sisted of an address by Prof. L.
R. Jackson, principal of Wonder
High school, West Memphis, intro-
duced by Prof. C. T. Cobb; and
a solo by Colbert Turner, with
Herman Powell, master of cere-
monies. The evening service was
presented as a dinner meeting
with M. Odell Livingston as speak-
er and John B. Clark as master
of ceremonies. Rev. J. L. Tel-
lington, pastor.
s •
\s'orld Day of Prayer was slid-
ed at Madison Li g ht
Mrsch recently, under the aus-
pices of the Ministers' Wives
club. Participating in this obser-
vance were representatives from
six churches, including three de-
nominations. Mrs. R. J. Christmas
is resident. '
The Palestine Junior Hi g h
school sponsored its first annual
dramatic tournament recently.
Four schools in the county ar-
ticipated and presented one - act
plays a capacity audience. First
place winner was "H ow the
Story Grew" presented by Christ
Church school; Second p 1 a c e,
"Who Gets the Car Tonight" Pal-
estine school and third place, "The
Rainbow's End'', Stewart School.
Music was furnished by Mrs. F.
M. Jeffers. Judges were: Mrs. C.
F. Banks, Mrs. Frankie Pryor and
Miss Janice Harris. Prizes were
iirded by J. B. Clark, Walk.Fleming, principal.
• • •
It's so nice to have in our
midst six seniors from AM&N col-
lege. These young people are do.
Wild Life In
Yellowstone
Yellowstone National Park is a
great wild life refuge where the
animals are protected and there-
fore quite unafraid of humans. You
will see dozens of the famous
bears whose clumsy antics are an
unfailing source of amusement.
-Among them is the grizzly bear.
rightfully the most respected of
all the wild animals.
Park attendants warn visitors
never to tease the animals' with
food. Almost anywhere in t h e
Park you may catch glimpses
Irr, and perhaps buffalo, ante-e, elk and mountain sheep.
New York—Ice cream cone sales
a year in the U. S. amount to
.42.5 million.
nig their student teaching in For-
rest City public schools. T hey
are: Miss Loya Janice Harris,
elementary education, of Monticel-
lo; Miss Lavatryce Martin, busi-
ness education, of Little Rock;
Miss Kay Frances Carr, social sci-
ence, of Hughes; Benjamin Nel-
son, English, of Fordyce, Floyd
Worsham, social science, of Mc-
Crory, and Oliver Ford, agricul-
ture, of Des Arc.
Mrs. E. G. Cobb, English in-
structor at Lincoln High school,
recently served as caller at the
SeAenth Annual Spelling Bee
held at North End Elementary
school, Helena. Mrs. Cobb did a
grand job, as usual. By t h e
way, Mrs. Muriel D. Wilkins for-
merly of Forrest City, directs the
school chorus and they were sim•
ly great in their rendition of
"An Apple For the Teacher."
Visiting Dr. and Mrs. J. E.
Burke recently was William Say-
ery of Denver, Colo. I'm happy to
report that Mrs. Burke is improv-
ing from a recent illness.
Mrs. Bernice K. Jackson and his
sister-in-law, Mrs. William K i r k-
land of Chicago are visiting Mr
and Mrs. Albert Kirkland and fam-
ily.
The Stewart school PTA met last
week. The meeting proved a very
profitable one. After the business
session, Rev. J. L. Tellington made
a very interesting talk on the sub-
ject, "Relationship Between Par-
ents and Teachers". Mrs. M. M.
Crutcher, president; Mrs. A. P.
Suggs, principal.
The members of the YMA of Sal-
er Baptist church surprised their
pastor's wife, Mrs. Doris Owens,
with a birthday party, recently.
Refreshments, beautiful gifts and
excitement added us to a very en-
joyable evening. Mrs. Margaret
Stewart, resident.
Happy birthday bouquets go to
the lovable Mrs. Elnora Peoples.
speaking to His disciples and to the
itultitudes, Jesus said that the her
tnd Pharisees sit in Moses' seat. •
erve what they do arid do it, but do .
to as they say, "for they say and
not."
ILLUSTRATED SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON
These scribes and Pharisees, said Christ,
do all their works to be seen of men
They love the chief seats at feasts trot
in the synagogues, and the greetings in
the markets, and to be addressed as
"Rabbi, Rabbi."
THE WILLIAMS FAMILY —
Members of the Williams fan,-
ily, left to right, are: Cath-
erine, 12; Beverly Ann, 7;
Mrs. Evelyn Williams, hold-
ing Louise, 3; Herbert L., 8,
These same scribes and Pharisees op-
press the people, including widows. Then
they make long prayers to cover up their
acts. They go to guest pains to make a
convert; then make him as bad as
themselves.
Christ also chided the set be and Phan-
sees for their tithing habits. They con-
tributed such small plants as mint, anise
and cusrunin, but omitted "mallets of the
law, judgment, mercy and faith:'
MEMORY VERSE—Matthew 41.1.
IIII-SiATE DEFENUtli 1
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'Announces
New Service
and Thomas, 13. (Newson Pho-
to)
NEW OWNERS — Two new
owners will operate teams in
the Negro American league
this year. The n e w owners
are: Jim Williams (I e f t),
Jacksonville, (F I a.) Eagles
and Willie Davis, Mobile (Ala.)
ILA Bears, confer with the
president of the league, J. B.
Martin during t h e annual
meeting in Memphis Friday.
Oklahoma Pupils
File Bias Suits
MUSKOGEE, Okla. — (INS) — schools next autumn and charge
Suits charging discrimination by that the youngsters' constitutional
rights have been violated by the
school boards of the districts dix
criminating against the Negro chil-
dren.
The Mon -is suit also names as
defendents W. E. Long, board
two Okmulgee county school dis-
tricts were filed in federal district
court in Muskogee last week by
the parents of 39 Negro children
who want to enter white schools
at Morris and Preston. president and Mrs. Edith Wilson,
Two suits seek admission of the secretary.
Negro students in the white Parents of 27 Negro children in
no finer bourbon exists!
OLD CROW
./5 LIGLI•ITICItt lotILDCR-1/0 PROOF
-.1: • '
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LOANS
AUTOS - FURNITURE
EQUIPMENT
•
There is • reason Why peiple
Ilk. to de business with us. It
Ii our prompt, friendly service,
courteous treatment and desire
P. help you.
Open Thursday and Friday Nights.
Until 8 P. M.
C;05,1 all day Aaturday"
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
152 MADISON AVE.
Phone JA. 5-7611
Home Owned Home Operated
Morris and 12 Negroes in the Pres-
ton district filed "class-action"
suits in behalf of all school-age
Negroes in the districts.
U. Simpson Tate, regional at-
torney from Dallas for the NAACP
prepared the cases, and the actions
were filed in behalf of the plain-
tiffs by Oklahoma City Attorney
Albert Alexander.
LeMoyne Collegc
NEWS
+ By +
Benjamin J. Poindexter
Another of a series of panel
discussions was presented recent-
ly by a group of freshmen whose
topic under discussion was "The
Southern Negro Working Toward
School Integration". Panel mem-
bers were Lawrence Jackson, who
talked on "The Problems Con-
fronting the Negro and Their Ori-
gin", Leroy Sommerset on "The
Effects of Segregation on the Ne-
groes Daily Life", Benjamin Poip.
dexter on "The Teacher Student
and Integration" and Chester Cade
on "The Family Community and
Integration" The chairman of the
group was Benjamin Ward.
Such discussions as this can
move quite beneficial to the stu-
dents in as much as they present
the problems and suggest possi-
ble remedies.
FILM "MACBETH" SHOWN
The film Macbeth, which was
recently viewed by a vast major-
ity of LeMoyne's student body
as well as faculty members was
apparently enjoyed by the audi-
ence and the movie in turn en-
hanced the viewers intellectually
and morally.
A second showing of the tilm
provided many high school stu-
dents the privilege of seeing the
movie and thus being literally
stimulated.
We, the student body hope that
the English department will con-
tinue to prepare such cultural en-
tertainment for our benefit.
CONVERSATION VS
TECIENOLOGY
'.re modern inventions such as
TV and the like proving detri-
mental to the American's art of
conversation? According to a cer-
tain very capable historian the an-
swer to the question heretofore
stated is "yes," Although the mere
thought of loosing the precious art
may seem quite dramatic, statis-
tics show that such and assump-
(ion can be justifiably made'; so
stated the Prof. lie also had this
to say.
"The leisure time which was for-
merly spent talking with neighbors
and friends is now being used for
viewing Television or something of
the sort. It has been proven that
the less active an organ is the
weaker it becomes. So it is with
conversation, The seldom use of
conversation will eventually cause
a weakening in the ability to use
the art"!
Such questions as this should
cause persons to apply serious
thought in this direction. What
..would a society as vastly depend-
ent on conversation be like if the
art were lost?
Recently in C. A. Bruce hall, the
student body watched the climax-
ing basketball game of the season
as the Varsity downed the Mad
Magicians in a heated battle of
wit, skill, and sportsmanship. The
final scores were Varsity 60-Magi-
cians 59.
The game was apparently en-
joyed by the spectators and the
cage season was closed with the
college spirit yet warm in the
veins of the players and students.
LeNloyne's periodical n e w
pamphlet "WE," edited by Mrs
C. P. Roland, is seemingly making
headway with the students. I
deals with news concerning inter
faculty and occasionally students.
Some students enjoy the college
publication so well that they feel
if these series of columns con-
tinue they should take pattern af-
ter the college publication.
Trans World Airlines, this week
will expand its deluxe Ambassa-
dor service to Chicago and 4 other
major U.S. cities, J. I). Harrigan,
district sales manager. announced
today. ties en Ambassador !lights
will be operated daily from Mid.
way Airport to New York. Las An-
geles, San Francisco, Las Vegas
and Pittsburgh.
This marks a major expansion
ot TWA's efforts to give the air
traveler the finest luxury a i r
transportation. Champagne din-
ners and extra hostess service as
well as the roomy comfort of the
Super-G Constellations are teatutes
of TWA's Ambassador flights. Am-
bassador service was started by
TWA in 1952. Seat selection, per-
sonalized passenger service, both
in flight and on the ground, as
well . as the Super-G's starlight
lounge are other features of the
Ambassador service.
T'WA's Super-G Constellation is
distinguished by the black noes
which houses the latest weather
eye radar which permits pilots to
avoid storm centers, assuring a
smooth flight.
However, I see now that the
campus is loaded with critics and
the majority of which could not do
the job half as well. It is impos-
sible to please everyone and for
that matter I shall not attempt to
do so. I'd appreciate it very much
if the the self-ordained critics
would either offer helpful sug-
gestions or start their personal
column.
Recently a committee under the
chairmanship of Benjamin Ward
was activated and the purpose of
the committee will be to evaluate
previously published in this col-
umn as well as the column of a
fellow colleague and to present
helpful hints as to what can be
done to better the material.
Members of the committee are,
Marvin Plunkett, Darnell Thom-
as, Barbara Whitley, Ches ter
Cade, Lavern Montgomery, Linda
Haralson, and supervisor Miss
Juanita Williamson, English in-
structor.
The committee will deal with
the subject matter in such a man-
ner as to divide the material in-
to separate divisions. For in-
stance, one panel member will
deal with the "tone" of the mate-
rial another the choice of words,
and still another the sentence
structure. They will also concern
themselves with the validity of
the material and many other pha-
ses. Change, if any will be no-
ticed or rather mentioned as
such.
NEWS IN BRIEF
Recently a group of LeMoyne's
young ladies under the leadership
of Mrs. Sugarman, French in-
structor, motivated a club known
as Le Cercle Francais. They are
preparing now to present a play
later in the year labeled, "Los
Precieuses Ridicules." Time and
place will appear in a subsequent
publication.
The Espirit-de-crops social and
civic club is yet on the long road
toward perfection and is making
remarkable progress. A re-photo
NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 160.Clean Cars On Lot
'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS
As Low As $50 Down
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves
C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR
Open 'Til 9 P.M. • FA. 4-5557
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GROUND FLOOR
STERICK BUILDING
WHIR, FOLKS 1 mitt VOL
Off PRI/FRINTIAl
SFRYICI"
Recommends Use
Of Older Workers
Capabilities of older workers
will have to be more fully utilized
if industry is to successfully meet
the challenge of a growing labor
force between now and 196.5, ac-
cording to a survey released thru
the Chicago office of the National
Association of Manufacturers,
The survey, which is based on
government statistics, reveals that
the "over 45" age group will in-
crease by 13 per cent in the next
17 years while the so-called "prime
working group" — workers be-
tween 25 and 44 years of age will
remain almost unchanged.
Hospital Drive Near,
Two-Thirds Of Coal
Contributions and pledges to the
Presbyterian-St Luke's hospital
development program have pass-
ed the $5,000,000 mark, John P.
Bent and Donald R. McLennan,
jr., co-chairman, announced this
week. The current total, w h i ch
stands at $5,013,117, is 67 percent
of the $7,500,000 goal.
revealed the youthful club mem-
bers as they made conversation
with the world famous Jackie
Robinson while he visited our city
on an important mission.
A mathematics contest will be
held in April among the h i g Is
schools in the city. The contest is
being sponsored by the Tennessee
Associations of Teachers (math).
Winners of the local divisions will
be sent to Nashville to participate
in the finals.
The College Language Assoca-
lion will meet at Arkansas AMIN
college in Pine Bluff, Ark. on
April 5. Miss J. Williantson and
Mrs. V. McLemore are planning
to attend the meeting. Miss Wil-
liamson is slated to be one of the
speakers.
The Spring Festival is yet te
come and is being anxiously await-
ed by the student body.
A-200
KILLS
CRABS
IMMEDIATELY!
Get fast relief! A-200 kills
Crabs, Lice, and their eggs
—in minutes l
Easy to use—like a sham-
poo. Not a greasy ointment.
Won't irritate your skin—
won't stain your clothes.
Washes right out.
Go to the drug store and
buy A-000 today!
A-200 BETTER...by McILESS0111
•
DAILY SUNDAYS - 8 A.M. -12 P.M.
Tells Past, Present a n d future. Advises
on all the affairs of life. There is no prob-
lem so great that she.can't solve. Tells you
how to hold your job, when you have failed
and how to succeed. Calls your friends and
enemies by name without asking you a sin-
gle word. Will tell you your troubles a n d
what to do about them. Reunites the separ-
ated. Upon reaching womanhood a nd
realizing she had the God-given power to
help humanity, Madame has devoted a life-
time to this work.
From the four corners of the world they come to her White
and Colored, men and women of all races and walks of life.
Guaranteed to remove evil influences and bad luck. There is
no pity for those knowing they are in hard luck, and need help
and do not come for it. One visit will convince you Madam As-
(a is superior to any other Reader you have seen. Gives luck/
days and lucky hands. Lifts you out of sorrow and darkness and
starts you on the way to success a n d happiness. Madam is
here for the first time In this vicinity—Consult her today!
MADAM DAY
• 3092 HIGHWAY 51 NORTH
IN FRAYSER, TENNESSEE
PHONE EL. 7-9115
Take Millington Bus or Frayser Bus every 15 minutes. GM
off at Millington Road. BIN stops right at Madam Day's Door.
If you can't find call in and you will be directed to her office.
She will pay free taxi fare for any group of three readings.
She also cures ulcers and asthma. Where doctors fail she has
succeeded. Make an appointment Immediately.'
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Stork Stops
Born At John Gaston Hospital:
MARCH 9, 1957
' A son, Robert Lee Wade, to Mr.
and Mrs. Nelson Wade, 907 No.
Main.
A son, Mack Downs, Jr.. to Mr.
and Mrs. Mack Downs, 581 Jes-
samine.
A son, Glenn Wayne Britton, to
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin C. Britton,
1391 Locust.
A daughter, Dinise A rlan e
Couch, to Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Couch, 367 Vance.
' A daughter, Debra Jean W a 1-
lace, to Mr. and Mrs. James Wal-
lace, 107 W. Utah.
A son, Joseph Henry Parker III,
to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph H. Park-
er, 1308 Hyde Park.
A son, Maurice Beaty, to Mr.
and Mrs. Priest Beaty, 233 Ingle.
A daughter, Verita Renate Wat-
kins, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe W. e. - "
a_Lix "
A daughter, Doris Claire Wil-
son, to Mr. and Mrs. Isadore Wil-
son, 2317 Eldridge. •
A daughter, Jacquelyn Shears,
to Mr. and Mrs. Cleve E. Shears,
329 Ayers.
A son, Cornelius Caradine, to
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Caradine,
1855 Ferber.
A daughter, Diane Shar, to Mr.
and Mrs. Sohn W. Shar, 1627
Pennsylvania.
A son, Percy Lynn Webb, jr., to
Mr. and Mrs. Percy L. Web'', 1646
Wilson,
A son, Robert Lee Ivy, jr., to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Ivy, 577
E. Georgian.
MARCH 15, 1957
. A son, Lawrence Edward Ho-
sea, to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Hopson, 767 Ayers.
A daughter, Floris Denise Ed-
wards, to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
F. Edwards, 831 Randle.
A son, Willie Arthur Rogers, to
Mr. and Mrs. Oneal Rogers, 567
Boston.
Twin daughters, Alice and Al-
ine Biggs, Isa Mr. and Mrs. 011ie
Biggs, 297 Hindran Ferry rd.
A daughter, Shawnee Baity, to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Baity, 23
S. Fourth.
A son, Rupert Tyrone Mitchell,
to Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Mitchell,
2352 Vardafe.
A sen, Jellies Arthur Davis, to
Mr. `and Mrs. Sammy L. Davis,
619 Jessamine.
A son, Sylvester Gillard, to Mr.
and Mrs. Archie GWard, 275 Mills
alley.
' A sop, Reginald Harris, to Mr. 216. VAC WESTWilkins, 1656 Carenter.
and Mrs. Leo Harris, 1336 S. Air- ,,cito hs7b
ways. 1 ' A daughter, Linda Joyce Smith,to Mr. and Mrs. Ed Smith, 120W. Illinois. •
MARCH 10, 1957
A daughter, Janice Snow, to Mr. —
and Mrs. Leonard C. Snow, 734 •
Vance.
A son, Darnell McFarland, to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe McFarland, 689
Ayers.
A daughter, Vernita Gail Brum-
ley, to Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie
Brumley, 950 McDowell.
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs.
James V. Allen, 190 MW.
A daughter, Sandra Kay Whit.
nay, to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Whitney, 1026 Eyers rd.
A son, Michael Dewayne Doss,
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert T. Doss,
3019 Tillman.
A son, Erie Farmer, to Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Farmer, 1585 Brit-
ton.
A daughter. Martha Fleming, to
Mr. and Mrs. Willie E. Fleming,
1546 Brookins.
' A son. Louis Drake. jr.. to Mr.
and Mrs. Louis Drake. 868 Walk.
el%
A son, Reginald Vashun Mc
Neal, 319 N. Third.
A- daughter, Aurthorine Stewart,
to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Stewart, at 4 p.m. The program is in ob-
servance ...f the four years of the
organization and the welcome ad-
dress will be by Mrs. Roberta
Jackson. Members are a s ked to
wear white uniformS' with the aux-
iliary badge on the left arm. Mrs.
Anna Hazelwood is president: Mrs.
Fredna Jackson, secretary.
Rev. S. al. Hart, of 503 S. Ilth
st., has returned from Du n d e e,
Miss., where his second anniver-
sary was held at Rising Sun Bap-
tist church. The event was welt
attended and considered success-
ful. Rev. Hart will begin his Spring
Revival meeting en March 31 with
Rev. Robert Whitehead as the
guest minister.
Rev. Hart will leave RA. Chita.
NEWS
3301 Rochester.
MARCH II, 1957
Larry Lee Harris. a son. to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Harris, 833 Jose-
bine.
' A daughter, Phyllis Delois Wil-
liams, to Mr. and Mrs. Grant L.
Williams, 893 ALaska.
' A daughter. Linda Fay Allen, to
Mr, and Mrs. Walter Allen, 579
S. Lauderdale.
A son, Fredric Devoe Stephens,
to Mr. and Mrs. Pierce W. Ste-
phens, 1451 Starr.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
David J., Buchanon, 1384 Kentuc-
ky.
A daughter. Linda Fay Frenard,
to Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Fren-
ard, /377 Emerson.
A son, Fred Douglas Malone, jr.,  
to Mr. and Mrs. Fred D. Ma-
lone, 1963 Jefferson.
A daughter. Brenda Fay Scott,
to Mr. and Mrs. Glover L. Scott,
736 Marble.
A son. Oscar Rubertin Green,
jr., to Mr. and Mrs. Oscar. R.
Green, 475 Crump blvd.
A daughter, Martha Ann Col-
lins. to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie L.
Collins. 728 N. Montgomery.
A daughter, Doris Ann Wicks, to
Mr. and Mrs. Sam A, Wicks, 981
s. Fourth.
A son, Bobby Taylor, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lee Taylor, 842 Tulane.
A son, Tony Rickey Becton. to
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd T. Becton.
1039 N. Second.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Tommie
Selmon, 762 Fleet.
A daughter. Beverly Delois Glos-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie E.
Gloster. 2287 Hawkins-Hill rd.
A daughter, Velveeta Laspea
Lowe, to Mr. and Mrs. Calvin
Si. Lowe. 1694 Harrison.
A son, Jame, Lie Gordon. to
Mr. and Mrs. James El Gordon,
973 Polar.
A daughter, Stephanie Renee
Gillespie, to Mr. and Irs. tszie
Gillespie. 388 Butler,
MARCH 13, 1957
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Aar-
on Brandor, 1068 Indiana.
A son, Leslie Taylor, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie J. Taylor. 1418
Britton.
A son, Henry Wilson, to Mr and
Mrs. Curley Wilson, 854 Eyers rd.
A daughter, Sharon Ann Willis.
to Mr. and Mrs. Walter Willis,
3138 Altar rd.
A son. Raymond Elle Harden,
to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Har-
den, 767 Tanglewood.
A daughter, Georgina Lott. to
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Lott, 739
Randle. 
•
_ A son, Rickey Campbell to Mr.
Pontotoc.
and Mrs. Clyde Campbell, 384
A daughter, Debra Jean Norry,
to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie L. Norry,
33 Chapel rd.
MARCH 14. 1957
A son. Dennis Calhour, to Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie Calhour, 479
N Fifth.
A daughter. Vitan Louise Till-
sant, to Mr. and Mrs George L.
2115 Farrington.
By TOMMY PARKER
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Lee. of
20.; S. Ninth, were the dinner
guests last Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
L. F. Purdy, of 734 Tate st., Mem-
phis. Mrs. Lee is Mrs. Purdy's
sister.
The 'Church of God In Christ
last Sunday. Elder Lazell Rodgers
was the principal speaker for that
night. Just preaching now for four
months, young Elder Rodgers de-
livered a dynamic sermon. He is
the son of Mrs. Elnora Rodgers,
of 425 S. 11th st., and the late
Elder W. L. Rodgers.
Charlie Rayner. of 306 N. 11th'
St., is on the sick list. Mr. Rayner
is ill at home. He is a member
of the Beautiful Zicn Missionary.
Baptist church. Everyone wishes,
hem a speedy recovery.
The Women's Auxiliary is spon-
soring 3 program Sunday. March
24, at Beautiful Zion Baptist churchl
MEMPHIS
WILLARD (BILL)  SWIRL. 
center, executive secretary of
the American National Thea-
tre and Academy, is seen with
W. Dury Cox IL Tennessee
State university speech a n d
drama faculty member, and
Dr. Thomas E. Poag, right.
imimilimanomummon
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SO on April 10 to conduct a revival
meeting for Rev. S. McCall. He
will remain in the Windy City thru-
out April.
Rev. Hart and his members were
guests last Sunday in Memphis,
Tenn. at Bishop Tucker's church.
* • *
Joseph Person, of.101 S. 17th at.,
is in the Crittenderi-Memorial hos-
pital. Mr. Person is e member of
the New St. Paul Missionary Bap-
tist church, Rev. Fairman, pas-
tor and friends and relatives wish
Mr. Person a speedy recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hightower, of
300 S. 17th, were very happy to
have their son Rufus Hightower,
home on a visit. The 1956 Wonder
High graduate is with the 'Navy,
stationed at Brunswick, Ga.
*
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Purdy, of
S. 15th at., spent last Sunday aft-
ernoon with their sister and broth-
er-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Holmes
Jackson and friends. Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse Winroe, of Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Goodsell Bland, of
Chicago. are guests in the home
of their cousin, Mrs. Estella Hug.
rims. Mrs. Dora Love, of S. 7th
st., left 2 few days ago to spend
a two week vacation with her chil-
dren in Flint, Mich.
Regular services were held Sun-
slay. March 17 at Bethel A. M. E.
church on N. 8th. The presiding
elder was with them. The mission-
aries will present a program on
March 24. Public invited.
1 Mrs. S. M. Hart, one of the
more popular church leaders of the
First Baptist church, has plans to
revive the Christian Women club.
The Pastor's Aid club of First Bap-
speech and drama depart-
ment head. during a visit to
the university. Mr. Swire told
Tennessee State students it
takes enough cold cash for a
year, burning determination,
level head, and strong feet
to make Broadway via the the-
atre.
MEMPHIS al.
1070 on your dial mom
immismanammommims6
. ..dommor
HYDE PARK CHURCH pro-
gram. — A contest among
young people from the Hyde
Perk Baptist church, Rev. L.
0. Taylor- pastor, and from
various other churches, was
held the first Sunday in
March. Mrs. Daisy Cooper
seen at rostium with Rev.
Taylor, was sponsor of t is e
program. Contestants wer e
Henry Lee Robinson, Hy de
Park; Eddie B. Ryans, _Pear-
ly Gates; Joyce Brenda Grant,
Willie James Roberts, Willie
Reeves, Darrell Wayne Smith,
all of Hyde Park; Melvine
Woodard, jr., of Olivet; How-
ard Carter, jr., Wa r ner
Temple; Joseph Bell, Hide
Park; Ernest Johnson, Pear.
1.y Gates; Elistene Jackson,
Hyde Park; 'Bernice Ander-
son, Hyde Park; Katherlean
Johnson, St. Augustine; Rob-
ert Davidson, Jr., Metropoli
tan; Mary Ann Burr, Hyde
Park; Marilyn Femmiel, Mt.
Vernon; James Nettes, jr.,
Charles Edward Jefferson,
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FOCUSING THE
NEWS
By C. I. GASTON
MORE ACTION, LESS TALK
In our column some time ago
we mentioned that our problems
as a race cannot be solved thru
discussion and conversation. In-
stead we must have more ac-
tion. Let us consider some areas
where we can begin work immed-
iately, such as registraton and
voting. •
It has been well said, "A vote-
less people is a hopeless people."
In order to carry more weight
and voice politically we need at
least 60,000 registered v ot er s.
Many of our people who have
not thought about this matter of
voting will be glad to do so, if
they are given the proper en-
couragement. Many of them do
not know where and how to reg-
ister.' Others have moved from
their precincts and wards and
have not recorded it at t h e
courthouse.
Yes, my friends all of us can
do something about registering an
voting immediately. Why not
make yourself a committee of one
and begin working on this matter?
Postpones Edict
In Bus Cases
BIRMINGHAM. Ala. — (INS)—
Judge Ralph E. Parker postponed
a decision on 21 Negroes accused
of violating Birmingham's bus
segregation laws, as their trial
began and ended Monday.
The Negroes, who contended the
city ordinance under which they
were arrested is unconstitutional,
all pleaded guilty, but none was
called upon to testify.
Judge Parker said he would con-
tinue to study the case further.
Four of the arresting policemen
were questioned during the pro
ceedings and testified that the Ne-
groes had taken seat; in the tra-
ditional white section of the bus
Dec. 26 and refused to move.
The Negroes on trial in cite
court were arreited when some
100 of them deliberately rode up
front in buses to test the city's
segregation law.
Officer R. N. Higginbotham, one
of the arresting officers said as
he arrested one of the Negro pas-
sengers, he was threatened by a
Murderer Confesses As
He Goes To Execution
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — (INS) —
A convicted murderer confessed to
strangling his infant step-daughter
a few moments before he died in
tist church, 434 S. 129r st., had a
wonderful time last Wednesday
night. Rev. Wynn was the speak-
er and Mother Simpson sponsored
the program.
Mrs. Lelar Tolliver, of 218 S.
12th at., was happy to see her
nephews 0. Rinfore and Will Done,
of Mississippi. Also guests in the
Shelton home are Mrs. Trannie
Patrick, of Memphis, and Mrs.
Eldna Douglass, of St. Louis. Mrs.
Dattglass is the niece of Mrs. Tol-
ivar and cousin of Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Shelton.
The Morning Star Missionary
Baptist church will have a church
rally Sunday, March 24. That night
the Tornator Singers from West
Memphis will be there. All chur-
ches are welcome to loin in the
event Rev. C. Bolden is minister.
the Tennessee prison electric chair
this week
Jithmy Allen, 38, who blurted out
his guilt after being strapped to
the chair, blamed an unnamed
women for his actions saying, "She
was just as 'guilty as I was."
. The Negro interior decorator.
who once boasted he would never
be convicted of the murder charge,
had no time for a full confession.
He denied, however, any knowl-
edge of the mysterious death of
three other members of his fam-
ily.
His 19-month-old step-daughter's
life had been insured for $3,245.
Chicago jewery
In Annual Meet
The Chicago council of t h
American Jewish congress will
hold its 19th annual convention
Sunday, April 7, in the George
Bernard Shaw Room of the Sher-
man hotel. The announcement was
made by Maurice Klinger, execu-
tive director of the Chicago coun-
cil.
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This In her new office. I am the REAL
MADAM BELL that stayed at the Mississippi
State Line for sears. Look for a little long
white house and two big Aluminum house
there at ALL 
TIMtrIESaile.rs and you will find MADAM BELL
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have you lost faith
in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you in had health?
Are you discouraged? If any of these are your problems,
come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She will read
life to you just as she would read an open book. Tell you
why your job or business is not • success. If you have failed
in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51, North of the way to Covington.
Tennessee just four miles above Millington, one block below
Colony Niett Club. Other-wise known as Turf Club. Look for
sign on left hand side of the road, coming out of Memphis ill
Tipton County. Look for MADAM BELL HAND SIGN. 30 mm
utes drive from Memphis, Tennessee to Madam Bell's Door,
5 Greyhound buses pass daily to end from Memphis, ask your
bus driver to put you off at Madam Bell's place. You can
take the Millington bus and get off at the Post Office in Mit.
lington and get a cab and tell them to drive you to MADAM
BELL'S OFFICE. Show your cab driver the addrer
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 9 cre to p.m.
Readings Daily, open on Sunday
I don't make any home calls or Answer any ',tees. Be sure
to look for the eight sign and the right name
menacing group of white persons
who told him, he said, "You'd
better get him out of here or
we'll kill him."
Higginbotham said had he ar-
rested any of the whites for threat-
ening him, he would have been
mobbed, and felt both his safety
and the well-being of his prisoner
would have been in jeopardy.
Policeman J. H. Hicks, who ar-
rested most of the defendants,
testified they refused to move to
the eear when asked, although
"there was plenty of room." He
Somerville
News
1
By MRS. DOROTHY M. VA$SER
George A. Garrett, instructor at
Fayette County Training school •
spent last weekend with his
parents in Walnut, Miss.
Miss Selma Jones, instructor at
Fayette County Training school,
has been a shut-in for the past
week. However, her condition is
much improved and she hopes to
be back in school soon.
Hyde Park; Reginald Andrew
Freeman, Emmanuel Episco-
pal; Celia Diane Smith, Hyde
Park; John Etta Nelson, Mt.
Pisgah; William Bolden Hayes,
Lewis Street; Patricia Nell
Edwards, Greater W h t e
Stone; Katherleane Jones! St.
Andrew and Clema Jean Fish-
er. (Withers Photo)
said the Negroes were in a sec-
tion marked clearly "whites only:'
Defense Atty. Arthur Shores
made the plea that the city ordi-
nance empowering bus drivers ,to
assign. seats is unconstitutional.
He cited the U. S. Supreme Court
decision in the Montgomery, Ala.
case, which held racial segrega-
tion on public transit vehicles a
violation of the U. S. Constitution.
Shores asked Hicks how he hip-
pened to be in a position to make
the arrests and was told th a t
although normally assigned to
traffic, he had been instructed by
police radio to check downtown
buses for enforcement of the seg-
regation law.
Judge Parker complimented the
segregated courtroom, in which
scores of Negroes were turned
away because of over-crowding,
for their good behavior during
'the proceedings.
Joe Green returned to his duty
In McKenzie, Tenn. after being off
on sick leave for several days.
Prof. and Mrs. J. W. Kohl.
beim, also Mr. and Mrs. William
Vasser, Mr. and Mrs. , Chester
Mays and daughters, Sir. and
Mrs. Louis Wiley, Samuel C a r-
penter, Alvin Brown, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert McFerren attended
the occasion "Holiday on Actin
Ellis auditorium sonsored 1/0:0
Zeta Phi Beta sorority in alem•
his.
The S&S, club held the first
monthly meeting on March 12, in
the home of Mrs. Elnora Brown.
There were 16 members resent
and one visitor, Mrs. Person.
Plans were made for spring ac-
tivities, by the program commit.
tee. The hostess served colorful
and tasty refreshments after the
meeting. Next meeting will b•
in the home of Mrs. Elmo Spen-
cer, March 26,
BUNNY'S BEAUTY SALON
For those who likethe finest,'
where moderate prices prevail:
We specialize in styling, tinting,
cutting, scalp treatment and etc.
Operators are: Beatrice, Bunny,
Earlene.
Adult Educators Tcir
Hold Annual Confi0
URBANA-CliAa1PAIGN, ill —
Leaders in the adult education
field from throughout the state are
expected to attend the University
of Illinois annual conference on
adult education March 22 and 23.
Dean Robert B. Browne of t h •
Division of University Extension
announced this week.
Cleveland As far back as 1913,
pioneered in the field of united
fund raising to include both
budgeting and planning for the
community's various health and
welfare services.
"I pick a cigarette for taste ... and
Pailivelne or sculpting: Nada does 'em hot)*
—for enjoyment! She smokes for the game
reason "I get the name wonderful taste
from every Lucky I smoke," she Bays.
"When you smoke a lot, that's important."
LAMES TASTE
BETTER!" f'
NADA J. WILLIAMS is an architec-
tural designer. She's styled interiors
for everything from railroad cars to
leading N. Y. department stores.
Nada's taste runs to modern art,
classical music, and Lucky Strike
cigarettes. "A Lucky lull cigarette,"
she says. "And that's fine with me.
I :don't want anything that gets in
the way of the taste."
"IT'S TOASTED"
to taste better!
Lusklese taste comes from fine tobacco—
mild, good-tasting tobacco that's
TOASTED to mate even better. Bet you'll
say, as Nada does!, "Luckies are the beat-
tasting cigarette I ever smoked!"
LUCKIES TASTE BETTER.
Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother!
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